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j jh A Roll Call for attendance was taken and indicated that

'j.k a11 were present with the exception of the following :

M') '.'jt 
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T'''I
œ Representative James G. Krause - illness;

j Representative Joseph G. Sevcik - illness ;
24's
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At Representative Thcmas J. Hanahan - nc reason given.l
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, W. Robert Blair: NThe House will be in order. The invocation

will be by Dr. Johnson.''

Dr. John Johnson: ''We Pray. Almighty God, Creator and Redeem r

of Mln, we pray this morning for men and women everywhere wh
. '

)hold public office
. You have ordained the powers that exist

in our land, you have clothed these pcwers in offices with

honor. An honor which we cannot give, but which we can take

away or tarnish. Remember, in your mercy, the men and women

who bear the burden and responsibility, but also the challen e

and the joy of this office. Remember them especially when

they face che pressures of temptétion, as do al1 of us, and

when they are hit by the impact of expediency, as are all of '

us. Be pleased to include in your mercies, Oh Lord, those

who face any kind of crisis, such as that faced now by . '

hn Stennis. We pray also for Representative Joe kSenator Jo

Sevcik, Representative James Krause, and Former Representati e

Prank Wolfe. Bless the ministrations of surgery upon them

that according to your gracious will they might speedily

' recover and praise your name- And finally, remind each of '

us, no matter what our position might be, that in your sight

we are but vessels of clay, fashioned by your preserving han

to be used for your greater glory. Hear us for the sake of

our Redeemer. Amen.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Eh.. oral Roll Call for attendanceo*

Fredric B. Selcke: ''A1sup..''

J. W. Alsup: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Andersonoe''( ,' .' Y* X* X YCXU * C
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1 Eredric B. Selcke: nArrigoo.'' .
' v A Arrigo : ''Here '' I

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Barnes..''

E. M. Barnes:

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Barry..''

T. Barry: '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beattyo.'' . '

J . Beatty : ''Here . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beauprego''

J. R. Beaupre: ''Here.''

Fredrtc B. Selckez ''Bermano.''1
A. L. Berman: ''Here.'.' '

' 
F dric B selcke: ''B1ades..''re .$

.'.f

B. C. Blades: ''Here.'f

1 Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bluthardt..n

E. E. Bluthardt: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Borchers..''

W. Borchers: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Boy1e..''

K. Boyle:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bradley.p''

G. R. Bradley:T

Fredric B' . Selcke: ''Brandt..'f

J. B. Brandt: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brinkmeier../!
i ''Her e '' ' .R. E . B r inkme er: . .

. F'redric B . Selcke : ''Brllmmet . . ''

'i D E Brummet: ''Here. ''
z'
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Caldwell.. Caldwell..''

L. A. Caldwell:t .

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Calvo..''

H. Calvo: ''Here.''

''campbellè ''Fredric B. selcke: ..

C. Campbell:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Capparellip.''

R. C. Capparelli: nHerep'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Capuzio.''

L. F. Capuzi: ''Here.'' '

Predr-:d L. Selcke: ''Carter..'' '

R. A. Carter:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cataniao.''

S. Catania: ''Heré.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Chapman..f'

E. S. Chapman:

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Choateo.''

C. L. Choate: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Clabaugho.''

C . W. Clabaugh : ''Here . ''
7

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Col1ins..''

P . W . Collins : ''Here . '' ' .

Fredric B. Selcke: *Cox..''

W . D . Cox : ''Here . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Craigo.'';

R. Craig: .

Fredric B. Selcke: Ocunningham..''
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1 Fredric B

. Selcke: ''Davis.o''

C. A. Davis:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Day..''

R. G. Day:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Deavers..''

G. L. Deavers: ''Here.''

Predric B. Selcke: NDeuster.oe '

. D. E. Deuster: ''Here.''

Fredric B.. Selcke: ''Diprima..''

L. Diprima: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Douglas..''

B L Douglas: ''Here.M

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Duff..''

B. B. Duff: ''Hereo'' '

Fredric B. Selcke! ''Ralph Dunno.''

R. Dunn: ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''R. Dunneo.''

R . L . Dlllln 'z : ' '

I f jyl (2j ;r: , ' ' .Fredric B. Selcke: y ..

R. C. (Mrs.) Dyer: . ..
. ' '! ' j *. 1,

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ebbesen.o'' .''

J Ebgesen: OHere.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Epton..''

B. E. Epton:

Fredric B. SElcke: 1'Ewel1..'' '

R. W. Ewell: . '

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Farley..''
' 

B. A. Farley:
) v<'--. -
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Fredric B. Selcke: îîFary..l'

C G Varxl DHPXeZ' '

p Fredric B. Selcke: ''Fennessey.o'' .

1 J. Fennessey: ''Hereo''
1 Fredric B. SElcke: 1'F1eck..''-

l k ''Here
. '' ' 'c. az F'lec :

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Flinn..''

M. L. Flinn:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Friedlando.'î

J. E. Friedland:

Predric B. Selcke: ''Garmisa..''

B Garmisa : ''Here . ''

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Geo-Karis..''

A. J. Geo-Karis: ''Present-''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Getty.p''

T. M. Getty:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Gibbs..''

. W. J. Gibba:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Giglio..'f

F. Giglio: Here.

Fredric B. SElckez ''Giorgi.o''

E. J. Giorgi: ''Hereoo

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Granata..''

P C. Granata: ''Here.'' '

Fredric B. selcke: ''Griesheimer.-''

D. E. Griesheimer: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Grotberg.o''

X . E . Grotb * O H

.'r 
' 
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Fredric B. Selcke: î'Hanahan.-''

T. J. Hanahan:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Harpstrite..''

B. E. Harpstrite: ''Here-'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hart..''

R. 0. Hart: '
' 

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hi1l..''

J. J. Hi1l: nHere.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hirschfeldpol'

J . C . Hirschf eld : ''Here . '.'

I t'redric B . SElcke : ''Gene Hof f man . . ''

G. L. Hoffman:

Predric B. Selcke: ''Ron Hoffman.o'f

R. K. Hoffman:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''J. Holloway.o''

. J. D. Holloway:

Frçdric B. Selcke: ''Houlihan.. D. Houlihan..t'

' D. L. Houlihan: ''Here-''

Predric Y. Selcke: ''J. Houlihan..'' k

J. M. Houlihan: ''Here.''

Fredric B . Selcke : ''Hudson- .'' '
)

' 

'

G. Hudson:

Predric B. Selcke: ''Hunsicker..''

C . T .. Hunsicker : ''Here . ''

i rredric B. selckez ''Huskey..''

H Huskey : ''Here . ''

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Hyde..''

. . #1 11
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Fredric B. SElcke: ''Jacobs..''

0. Jacobs:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jaffe..''

A Jaffe: ''Here '' '

Fredric B. Selcke: REmil Jonès.. ''

E. Jones:

Fredric B. SElcke: ODave Jones..''

J. D. Jonesz ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jucketto.'' .

R. S . Juckett: ''Here . ''

Predrs.c B . Selcke : ''Kat z . '' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kel1er..''

C. F. Keller:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kel1y..''

R. F. Kelly:

Fredric B. Selcke: R'Kempiners.e''

W. L. Kempiners: ''Heze.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kennedy.o''

L J. Kennedy: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kent..'' .

M. L. Kent: -
' ' Fredric B. selcke: ''Klosak..''

H. J. Klosak: Here. .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kosinski.o''

R J. Kosinski: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kozubowski.o''
* @ 11 If
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Fredric B. Selcke: 'IKrause..''

J. G. Krause:

' F dric B Selcke: ''Kriegsman..''re .

J. C. Kriegsman: ''Here.î'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kucharski..''

E. E. Kucharski:

.' Fredric B. Selcke: ''LaF1eur..'' '

L. D. LaFleur: ''Here.l

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lauer.p's

J. R. Lauer: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Laurinoo.''

W. J. Laurino:

Fredric B. Selcke: '''Lechowicz..'' .

T. S. Lechowicz: ''Here.''

d i B Selcke: ''Leinenweber..'' 'Fre r c .

' H. P. Leinweber: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lemke..'î

L Lemke : ''Here . '' . .

Fredric 'B. Selcke: 1'Leon..'' '

J. F. Leon: ' ' .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Londrigan..''

J. T. Londrigan: ''Hereo'':

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lundy..''

J. R. Lundy: ''Hereo''
' 

. )
Fredric B. SElcke: ''Macdonaldo.'' i

y sg gacdonald:j -
l Fredric B. Selcke: ''Madigans.''

, M. J. Madi an:

j . '. . ' G E N E R A L A S S E M B L Y. W,. '
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Fredric B. Selcke: 'lMahar.o''

W. F. Maher: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mann..''

R. E. Mann:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Maragos..''

S. Maragos:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Martinpo''

P. S. Martin: .

Fredric B. selcke: ''Matijevich..'' .

J s Matijevich: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McAuliffe.o''

R. McAuliffe: ''Here.'î

Fredric B. Selcek: R'McAvoy..''

W. McAvoy:
' ' Fredric B. Selckek ''McC1ain..N

M. F. Mcclain: ''Here.''

' Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mccormick.o''

C. L. Mccormick: ''Hereo'' .

Predric B. Selcke: Mccourt.o'î

J . P . Mccourt : ''Here . '' . . . .

Fredric B. SElcke: >McGah..'' '

J. P . McGah: ''Here . '' ''''

F'redric B. selcke: ''McGrew. . ''

S. M. McGrew: ''Here.''

Fredric B . SElcke : ''McLendon . '.' ''

J. A. McLendon: ''Here .''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McMastero.''

A. T. McMas *
sR
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h Fredric B. sElcke: ''Mcpartlin.o

''

R. F. Mcpartlin: 'lHereo'' .

Fredric B. Selcke: . ''Merlo..''
t) 

a Merlo : ''Here . ''y *
$

# Fredric B. Selcke: DKenny Miller..''

K. W. Miller: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Tom Miller../
' T H Miller : ''Here . ''
)
' Fredric B. Selcke: '1Molloy..'' -.i 

.'

V. E. Molloy: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mugalianoo''

' R. A. Muglaian: ''Hereo''

:' Predric B. Selcke: ''Murphy..''

l I,uere . ,,t W. J. Murphy:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Nardullioa''

k4 '1 M L
. xaraulli: ''Here.''t .

'

j .
j' rredric B . Selcke : ''Ne'Ff . . '' '

C. E. Neff:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''North..''

F. P. North: . .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Palmer..''

R. J. Palmer:

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Pappaso.''
. !

, . ;

'

' P . Pappas : ''Yes . '' '

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Patrick..e

L. Patrick:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Phi1ip..''

J P *
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Pierce.o'l ' .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Piokrowicz.o''

P. P. Piotrowicz:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Po1k..'' '

B. Polk: f'Here.''

Eredric B. SElcke: ''Porter..''

J. E. Porter: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Randolphoo''

P. J. Randolph: e'Here-'' . '

Predric B. Selcke: ''Rayson..'f

L. H. Raysonz ,

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Redmondao'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Rigney..''

H . Rigney : ''Here . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Rose..'' . ' . . .

T. C. Rose: ''Herea'' '

Fredric B. SElcke: Ryan. . . . .. :.'
. . ' .

G . Ryan :. Here . , .. . c . . .,
d . . ' v

Fredric B. SElcker ''Sangmeister..N ' ' . ' .7'
. .* .t. ) )

G. E. Sangmeister: ...
. 1. .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Schisler..s' .
1: 11 ' '; '1G

. Schisler: Present. . : .,.

rredric B. Selcke: Nschlickman..'' '

E. F. Schlickman: 'lHere.'' i

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Schneider..'l
* . 11 :1
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,h Fredric B. SElcke: HSchoeberleino.''
J

A. L. Schoeberleinz ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Schraeder../ .

F. J. Schraeder: ''Here.''
?

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Sevcik.u'

' J. G. Sevcik: .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Sharp.v''

4 J. F. Sharp: NHere.'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Shea..'l '

G. w. shea:

. Fredric B. Eelcke: ''Timothy Simms..e

. W. T . Simms : ''Here . ''

' Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ike Sims..''

1. R. Sims:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Skinnero.''
L

' C. L. Skinner:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Soderstrom.o''

C. W. Soderstrom: ''Here.'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Springer.o''

N Springer: ''Here.''

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Stedelin.o''

' H- D. Stedelin:

F d ic B selcke: ''stiehl '' *re r . . .

C. M. Stiehl: Here.

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Stone..'' --

P Stone: œHere.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Tay1or..''

k!r (2 * '' ''

' 
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Predric B. Selcke: ''Telcsero.''

. A. A. Telcser: OHere.''

Fredric B. Selcke: 'lTerzich..''I
R. M. Terzich: ''Here.''

. Fredric B. Selcke: ''Thompson..''

R. L. Thompson: ''Hereo''
L

'

' Fredric B. Selcke: OTipsword..''

Frèdric B. Selcke: ''Totten..''

D. Totten: '''Hereo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Tuerk..'l '

F. Tuerk: 'lHereo'f

Fredric B. Selcke: ''VonBoeckman.o''

J. VonBoeckman: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Waddell..''

R. B. Waddell: ''Here.'' '

Predric B. Selcke: IRWa1l..''

J. r. wazl: l

Fredric B . Selcke). ''R Walsh . . '' .
. &, ,1 . 1R. A. Walsh: Here. . .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''W..Walsh..O '

W D. Walsh: ''Here.'' ' . '

Predric B. Selckez ' ''Walterso.'' '

R J. Walters: ''Hereo'' ' ' :

,1 ' 1. ' 'Predric B. SElcke: Washburn.. '. . t .

J . R . Washburn : ''Here . ''

i k ''Washington . . '' 'Fredr c B. selc e:

H . Washin ton : ''H ''
'. , G E N E R A L A s s E M B L Y
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- ,1 ,,j' Fredric B. Selcke: Williams.. .

J. B. Williams: ''Here.''
' 

Fredric B. Selcke: ''J J. Wolf..''

J . J . Wof l : ''Here . ''
è

Fredric B . Selcke : l'B . B . Woif e . . ''

B. B. Wolfe: Here..

Predric B. Selcke: OYourell..''

' H. Yourell: ''Here.'''
i . .
' Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mr. Speakero.''

W. Robert Blair: .

W. Robert Blair: ''Méssagesoo'') .

: Fredric B. Selcke: ''Eh.. message from the Senate by Mr.

Fernandes, Secretary. Mr. Speaker, I am directed to inform

. the House of Representatives that the Senate has adopted the

following Senate Joint Resolutions, the adoption of Which I

am instructed to ask concurrence of the House of Representat ves:

To Whit, Senate Joint Resolution Numher 7, Resolved by the

Senate of the 78th General Assembly, State of Illinoise the

. House of Representatives concurring herein, that when the

Senate adjourns o: Thursdayg February the First, 1973, it l

, stand adjourned until Thursday February 15th, 1973, at 11:30
'o'clock A.M., and when the House of Representatives adjourns

S kurday, February khe Third, 1973e'1t stand adjourned ' .on a

. until Tuesday, February 6, 1973, at 10:00 A.M., and Be It

Further Resolved when the House of Representatives adjourns

on Thursday, February the Eighth, 1973, it stand adjourned

until Tuesdayy February the Thirkeenth, 1973. at 9:30 o'cloc

A.M. ado ed ndes,
,
e,,'- ' 
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 W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman from eh.. Cook, eh.. Mr. '

1. ' g ;Wa l sh 
. c . ' .

il , ' . '. - . --j W. D. Walsh: Ah . . Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlu en of
t
f
, khe House, this is the eh . . Adjournment Resolution, ah . . you 1 11k .

notice it eh.. 'talls for us returning here. on Tuesday,

February 6th, that eh.. session on Tuesday, eh.. February 6t '
' 

ill be a perfunctory session because the evenin: of eh. . ' 'j w .,- .. . - . . .1 v .. . .. ,

next Tuesday is the evening of the township caucuses through ut
t. .. 'i ' . z ' ' 4) '2u 

7. r

the State and many members have indicated that they eh.. . 
.J
.

-

would like very much to attend them. So, therefore, we will '
. . . ' .. .

. .'7 1u . - .i.i
go into Regular Session at Noon on Wednesday, ''ebruary 7thz '.. ,

eh.. when we adjourn Saturday, February 3rd. Eh.. Mr. .' .......
. ''

Speaker and Members of the House, I move the eh.. adoption.o .'.
. 

' 'd .. . , ?, u . ; .:
the Adjournment Resolution . 'R ' ' : ?'' %

. . : ! u r,
. .. j. .

w Robert szair? ''Azright, eh.. the question is on the adopti n .' :'. 
. q. a,

f the eh Resolùtion. All those in favor will say Ayev'' ' 'O . . , . .. .
. :

M*m ers: Aye. . .. . ., ' .. J
l ' ' l ' ?

W. Robert Blair: ''Opposed No. The Aves have it and khe eh. . .,.'.. s 
'

' '*' #h' ''' :. e . Lt t .
. .: . yResolution is adopted. Mr. Clerk, would you see khat the eh . .

'
. '

, . -, . j.:. t.'t- .,. .. . . , . .J . . 1 .3 . . .. . :!f
. 5 t ' .

. . . , . . , 
. 

., . . yr 2.:.jj., . (. . j
adjourning now for'a couple of weeks over there and they .'. ',''..:? . 1 ' . . x ,

. (.. ''. . ' : , . :1'j.. t ..
. . 

' ' ' .' : .z
' need to get that message back over there befoke they adjourn ..r . . . , , ,< . ; . zjy ; j ,

. , . .. : . .yr ' - .. .qr 4) .
today. Alrighte eh.. committee reportsoo . ' .'>'

. . . . .1 . > J -. . ;. .! . . s,
Eredric B. Selcke: ''EN.. Mr. eh.. W. D. Walsh from the Commit ee '

on Rules, to which Rules l through 73 were referred, reporte

the same back with the yecommendation that the Rules be
adopted. No further committee reports.'' '

..-' k--jk ./ . '
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l7.W
. Robert Blair: ''Introductions, First Readingo

''

Fredric B. Selcke: nHouse Bill 177, Londrigan et al., An Act

requiring prompt payment by the Skate of Illinois for goods

and services, Eirst Reading of the Bill; House Bill 178, 
'

Douglas et a1., An Act to Amend Section 4 in An Act to defin

the nature of all transactions relating to procuring, furnis ing,

donatingz processing, distribution and using human blood and

blood derivatives, Fibst Reading of khe Bill; House Bill l79

Kosinski et al., Amends Retailer's Occupational Use Tax,

First Reading of' the Bill; House Bill 180, R. Hoffman et a1.

Amends the Interest Act: First Reading of the Bill; House

Bill 181, Kempiners et a1. , Amends an Act prohibiting non-

residents from serving as Deputy Sheriffs, First Reading of

the Bill; House Bill 182, Ron Hoffman et a1., Amends the

Vehicle Code, First Reading of the Bill; House Bill 183
,

Ron Hoffman et al., Amends the Vehicle Code, Pirst Reading

of the Bill; House Bi11 184, Deavers et a1.: Amends the

Illinois Governmantal E'lhics Acc. First Reading of tae Bilk;

House Bill 185, Berman et al.# Amends the Election Code
r .

First Reading of the Bill; House Bill 186, Telcser et al,

Amends the Civil Administrative Codee First Readinq of the

Bill; House Bill 187, Katz et al., Amends the Illinois
1vehicle Code, Eirst Reading of the Bill; House Bill 188,

Katz et a1., Amends the Illinois Municipal Code, First Readi g

of the Bill; House Bill 189, Katz et al.# Amends the Facilit es

for Handicapped Act, First Reading of the Bill; House Bill l 0y

Neff et a1., Amends the Safety Glazing Materials Act, First

Reading of the Bill; House Bill 191, Arrigo et al, Appropria es

r v G E N E R A L A SS E M B L Y
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$419.80 to Mrs. Silas Burkes, for World War 11 Bonus, Pirst

Reading of the Bill; House Bill 192, Douglas et al., Amends

An Act to Regulate the Practice of Acupuncture; First Readin

p of the Bill; House Bill 193, Lauer et al., Amends The Revenu
I

Act of 39, First Reading of the Bill; House Bill 194, Lauer
i
j et al., Amends the Fees and Salaries Act, Pirst Reading of
1
E the Bill; House Bill 195, Herschfeld, Redistricts the State

' into 59 legislative districts, First Reading of the Bill;
I House Bill 196, M. K. Anderson, et a1., Amends the Illinois

Municipal Code, First Reading of the Bil1.''

W . Robert Bl.ai:- : '' Reso lkation s . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''House Resolution l8, W. D. Walsh, Resolved

by the House of Representatives, 78th General Assembly, that

the Permanent Rules of the House of Representatives, 78th

General Assembly, be as followsw.-p''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright.. alright.. The.. The Gentleman from

eh.. Cook, eh.. Mr. William Walsh. Now, if we could have a

little urdez pleasa. We are or. a most importanï eh.. piece '

of business and eh.. there has.. the Resolution.. a Resoluti n

has been read and is now before this Body for consideration

i h o nized the Gentleian from Cook Mr.and khe Cha r as rec g ,

William Walsh.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the Hous ,

eh.. we thought an explanation of the Rules, rule by rule,

ld be eh.. the way to begin this. And eho'. do you a11wou

have copies on your desks. Where there will be some changes

in what you have received, some minor changes, and we'll not

'
. 

' 
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that when we come to the Rule. Beginning wikh Rule 1.# the

only change in that Rule from the Rules of the 77th General

Assembly is that the reference to the Temporary Speaker is

removed. Eh.. that was required by the old Constitution.. i

not required by khe new andlis, therefore, removed and we

go to the order of the election of the Permanent Speaker

instead of going throùgh Ehe Temporaryo/ à
W. Robert Blairz ''Alright.. eh.. may I interupt you just a

moment. The noise level eh.. in here is very high. I think

it might be well if the members would be in their seats,

sitting down and I only make this as a snggestion to you, so

that each of you may have an opportunity to hear the explana ion

of these Rules. I.. I further want you to know that it's

the Chair's intention to give every one of you a.11 the time

that you want to ask any questions, to submit any amendments

concerning these Rules, so no one needs to be concerned abou

any.. any accelerated eh.. action eh.. concerning eh.. these

. ma*ters. I.. eh.. tllese things aze sk:'nifiaant and I.. I

think they are entitled to just as much time and considerati n

as you want to give them. Alright, eh.. Mr. Walsh, now you ,

were on an explanation of the.. ah.. Rule 2. O.K...''

W. D. Walsh: ''Eh.. Rule Number 2. is new language and simply

aho.puts into the Rules what has been the practice eh..

namely that the Speaker and the Minority Leader shall appoin
' eh.. the Leadership of the various Parties and defines khe

Minority as thàt Party which has the greatest eh.. number of '
I

eh.. members. Ah.. this, too, is in accordance with the new

e

' G ENER AL ASSEM BLY
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I
same as in the o1d Rules excepk that it deletes the referenc

to lockers.. eh.. that won't be necessary because we're.. eh..

' we hope to have the House rehabilitation completed.. the

members have offices now for their eh.. eh.. coaks and haks

and eh.. also deletes the eh.. prùvision about women having

preference in selecting seats and the women seem to like thi .

Rule 4. is the duties of the Speaker and this is... well t re

.. 
it's.. it's not exactly the same.. there are some slight

language changes in there that eh.. eh.. would make things

perhaps a little cleater. There's nothing substantive thou

in these changes.''

W. Nobert Blair: ''Ah.. for what purpose does the eh.. Gentlem

from eh.. Cook, Mr. eh-. Fleck, riseo''

C. J. Pleck: ''A point of order, Mr. Speaker. I would like to

know at.. what opportunity we would have eh.. to question t e

Majority Leader.. after he goes through the Rules or will w '

take it rule by ruleo''

W. Robert Bla-r: ''Alright, let ma.. 1et mt! pat thia up to tha
f

. eh.. eh.. dèsires of the membership. Eh.. normally, on any

bill consideration or resolution consideration, eh.. we a1l

eh.. the sponsor of that particular proposal a full opportu ity

to explain what his proposal is and eh.. then we go into th

eh.. debate and the dialogue and questions. Now.. eh.. I'm

sure Mr. Walsh would be most happy to accomodate eh.. you

and eh.. to chanqe the normal manner of handling it if eh..

it would make it easier for you to eh.. ask him as he moves

along. Eh.. Mr. Walsh, is that alright with you or how do

GEN ERAL A SSEM BLY .
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W. D. Walsh: ''Yeh.. eh.. fine eh.. I eh.. I would welcome 
,

eh.. questions.. eh..''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, is that eh.. agreeable with the eh.

members, that we have a eh.. question pekiod as we move alon .

Alright, hearing.. hearing who objection then' we will have th

queskion period. Now: eh.. Mr. Schlickman, 1,11 recognize

you', but Mr. Fleck is still on the Floor. Alright, eh..

Mr. Fleck, did you have a question that you desired to ask.l

C. J. Fleck: ''We11, Mr. Speaker, I would.. I.. just as a matte

of suggestion I.. eh.. think maybe if Bill would explain the

Rulesz the posslble ah.. the changes that have bnen made and

explain the Rule in its entirety then we could ask questions

upon the completion of his explanationy as we go rule by

rule. I think that if he still wants to continue with the

explanation of Rul,% 4., fine, I just wantedoo''

W. Robert Blair: I'Alright, eh.. there's gen.. eh..hm..''

W. D. Walsh: ''I had completed explaining eh.. eh..(Ru1e) 4.

' Now, do >ou have any questions on 4.. Charlie.l'

C. J. Pleck: ''Yes.. I eh..''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alrighto''

C. J. Fleck: ''Now, it's my impression, Bill, that later on eh.

some rules were. established which would create a pri.. a

priority of business by which eh.. 4s the 'Speaker went throu h

ithe business of the day he would
.. the advance to Third

Reading went back to Second.. he would pick up Second Readin

where he was. Now, I1d like to just ask a few questions on

eh.. 4. (s). Now What does 4. (s) mean, does this eh.. gâve

t ' vov 4-ho fNn 1 caneRca''- n't. ='vx e:

.
'
. 

'
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timeland does this in any Way vicissiate the Rule further on
that deals with maintaining the priority of business and eh..

going through the Calendar in eh.. numerical ordero''

W. Robert Blairz ''I might be helpful, just to make the comment

before Mr. Walsh does, eh.. and if the eh.. ah.. members don't

' mind. It's a little different for me to be doing this, but

. eh.. since I've worked with the Rulesy I might be of eh..

assistance eh.. concerning things. .Eh.. that particular one

eh.. Mr. Fleck, that particular eh.. (s).. that yourfre

referring to, is in the permanent.. eh.. is in the ,77th

General Assembly Rules, word for word. Now. Mr. Walsh.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Would you repeat that question, Charlieo''

C. J. Fleck: ''Wel1 eh.. no eh.. The Speaker, eh.., clarified

it '' '

W. D. Walsh: ''Has he answered it. Alrighto''

C. J. Fleck: ''Now, on (n), this appears to be a new addition.

I.. I.. it seems to me that since the Speaker is a constitut'onal

officel eh.. and we al1 ari elecLed officers cf Ehe statey

that this would just be a matter eh.. of common sense and it

seems to be superfluousz, eh.. to enforce constitutional

provisions, statutes, rules and regulations that are applica le

to the House. What's the purpose for putting this in.M

W. D. Walsh: ''I agree...eh.. I agree that eh.. it would appear

to be unnecessary, the only reason it's there ah.. is that
i

no member of the Rules Committee objected to it and it had :

been there before, but eh.. I.. eh.. can see eh.. certainly

sufficien't reason for removing it. Ah.. in.. incidently,

$ Tx
l '. . s E x E R A j. A s g E M B L Y
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will be a meeting of the Rules Committee on Wednesday,

Eebruary 14th, ah.. immediately after adjournment, so that

any ah.. anything like this eh.. that you eare to offer by

way of amendments to the Rules eh. . may be done at that time . e
) .

C. J. Fleck: ''O.E.,'one more questâon on 4. (c). To announce

the business before the House in the order in which it is to

be acted upon. Now, what eh.. do you visualize that ko mean.

l.. eh.. it seems to me that we could come into session and

just rearrange the order of business on any given day. Is

that what that means or.. could it have some other meaning

which I've failed eh.. to discern.*

W. D. Walshr ''Well, eh.. the only purpose in that is eh.. to

eh.. what Rule is that..''

C. J. Fleck: ''(c).. 4. (c).''

W. D.'Walsh: ''Is to eh.. ah.. abide by the provisions of Rule .

and eh.. ah.. take the business in the order according to

Rule 7. That's all.''

C. J. Eleck: ''O.K.''

W. D. Walsh: ''And now, Rule 5., the duties of the Clerk. Eh..

the only chanqe there..''

W. Robert Blair: ''Now, eh.. wait.. wait.. wait just a moment

because Mr. Schlickman eh.. was on his feet ah.. eh.. right

at the time that Mr. Fleck was finished and eh.. Mr. Schlic an

did you have a question.''

s F schlickman: ''Thank you, Mr. speaker. Mr. speaker, my

question did not have to do with this Rule in particular. I

was simply a suggestion with regard to procedure which I had

; y
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Mr. Speaker, Members of the House, eh.. well, each of these
1 Rules is a rule unto itself. They are interrelated. Ah.. .

we do have a set of Rules. And it would seem to mee or for

me personally it would be better, if the Majority Leader had

the opportunity of going through the Rules in their entirety

so that we can seè the context. And it may be# Mr. Speaker,

Members of the House, that a question that comes up With

regard to one Rule may be answered by his explanation of a

subsequent Rule and thereby eliminate ah.. that concern

during a subsequent question. And then, once he's had that

opportunity, as you suggested earlier, we could then go back

. rule by rule.''

W. Robert Blair: ''AH.. well, as I indicated earliere eh.. I#m

perfectly amenable eh.. to eh.o, and I'm sure Mr. Walsh is,

eh.. to handling this matter eh.. in whatever fashion ah..

the members eh.. want to handle it. Now, eh.. I.. I asked

the membership if they desired to deviate from the normal

coarse which is the course that rou're suggeating thqt we

follow and eh.. have the question period which was Mr. Fleck s

pro'posal and I eh.. I didn't eh.. have any eh.. objections t

that so I took it that it was the will of the House that we

do have the question period. Now, I'm perfectly happye eh..

if we want me to put that question again and maybe the m-mhe s

have eh.. changed their mind. Eh.. so, eh.. is there any

objection.. Eh.., the Gentleman from Union, Mr. Choate.''

C L. Choate: ''Ah.. one question because I was talking to eh..

some members about another rule here when Representative

i ' ' 
. . G E N E R A V A S S E M B L Y
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extend that we proceed with Mr. Walsh explaining the entire

recommendation of the Rules Committee and then going back to

questions.'' '

W. Robert Blair: ''Yes, that. . that was Mr. Schlick..''

' C. L. Choate: 11Well# Well let me say this then, Mr. speaker,

that I throughly agree withleh.. Representative Schlickman's

suggestion because I think thak the m-mhership will find

that if they have a question about Rule 5, as an example,

just like he said, that question may be answered in Rule l6.

so, consequently, we would be taking up an undue amount of t'me

Was really not needed if they had proceeded on to looking at

Ru12 l6. in this hypothetical instance. So, I would subscrl e

to Representative'schlickman's suggestion that we do not eh.

have questions until after a1l of the Rules have been explai edw
''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alrightg eh.. Mr. Flecky do you havè any

objection eh.. to proceeding eh.. eh- in that fashion.

Alright, eh.. Mr. Eleck indicates that eh.. that that's

satisfactory with him. So, now, eh.. Mr. Walshp'eh. . would

you proceed then on the explanation and eh.. once he finishe

. his full explanation, why wedll come back and eh.. any and

all questions, any and a11 eh.. anything you want to do 1'11

be happy Eo do it. So, Mr. Walsh, proceede''

W. D. Walsh: ''Rule 5., the duties of the Clerk, the only addit on

there is that the Clerk shall keep a transcript of debate an l
make them available upon reasonable notice and on reasonable

(
terms and that's a constitutional requirement. Rule 6., the

duties of the Doorkeeper, ah.. just adds a little detail; eh .
t h a * * * * 'a S O 8 @. . . .
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, In Rule No. 7.# the daily order of business, there have been
' 

' a couple of ah.. significant changes, and eh.. the first one
i' h t comes to mind is the.. is eh.. under 15 in Rule 7, ah..t a:
.

il
. the order of business of motions, and eh.. the purpose of

5this is so that the other.orders of business, eh.. nostly '
i

Third Reading, will not be interrupted eh. . by eh.. eh..

motions from the various members for eh. . eh.. a.. a variet

of things, such as eh.. ah.. personal privilege. Ah.. the
i
' 

other change there is under 7 and that moves Agreed Resolut' ns

okher than Death Resolutions to an earlier order of business

from a later one. Ah.. Number 8, the Daily Calendar, is

pretty much the same as it had been. And, Number 9, the

Consent Calendar, is the same as ah.. in the Rules of the

77th General Assembly. In Number l0y changing the order of

business, ah.. this provides that eh. . ah.. it reduces from

ninty-five the number of members necessary to change the

order of business to a majority of those elecked, eighty-

nine and it provides that the Speaker may at any time chang

the order of business consistent with Rule 4. Rule'Number 1

is the same as it had been. Ah.. but once again reduces th

nllmher of eh.. members necessary to suspend this Rule from

ninty-five to eighty-nine and I think youdll find, incident ,

throughout these Rules that except in an effort to protect

the interests of the public, the right of the public to kno y

and the right of the members to know and participate, ah..

the numher of memberse. the requirement for suspension of

these Rules has either been reduced or increased. Rule

4'
, 
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the first time, ah.. in eh.. ah.. since the memory of man

runneth not to the contrary, ah.. there are no proxy votes

in the House. In the Senate there are Fifty-nine, there are

not in the House. In addition to thisyah.. it removes the
) 'ex-officio votes ah.. as you know there were no proxy vokes

for ex-officio members of a committee which Leadership had

been, under this Rule the members of Leadership will be ex-

officio members of each committee, but they will be non-

voting members. Rule 13., reduces from five to four the

number of.. ah.. the maximum number of committees that eh..

any member may be eh.. serve on. Ah.. tnere will be very

few members serving on four committees, but ah.. it simply

does that. Ah.. Rule Number l4. is substantially the same a

' the eh.. Rule that We ah.. adopted eh.. yesterday, or the

Amendment to the Rules that we were operating under the othe

day, the only thing that eh.. has been changed is that eh..

Judiciary Civil has been changed to Judiciary 1, Judiciary

Criminal has been changed to Judiciary II, and, incidently:

this eh.. ah.. this is a change ah.. you might look at Rule

14. because inadvertently Motor Vehicles was omitted from

the copy that you have. So, if you would insert between

' Judiciary 11 and Public Utilities, the Committee.#Motor

Vehicles', and then eh.. in addition to that ah.. under

'Service èommittees' ah.. if you will bring tRules' from ah. I
. t

the indented place that it has out so that it's even with

'challengé, Consent and House Affairsê, that eh.. that's und r

t . . under Service Committees and on 'Challengey Consent and

* f : 1 * ' * * I
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part of 'House Affairs', it isn't. Ah.. there's a language

change there eh.. too: ah.. under both ah.. 'Standing Com-

mittees' and 'Service Committeesf, instead of eThe Speaker

shall appoint the following Standing Committees' ah.. eh..
.)

the language should be, 'The following shall be the Standing

Committeesî, and that's the only.. those are the changes.

' Ah.. that page will bê distributèd to ya and is being re-

printed showing the changes that I mentioned. Rule Numher

l5. is eh.. is the same as it ah.. as it had been. ' (Rule) j
l6. is the same as it had been in that dealing with the form.

Rule Nllmher 17. is the same as it has been, the Chairman's

calling the Committee to order or in the ah.. alternative

a eh.. 50% of the members of the Committee calling a bill.

Oh, ah.. on 15., it's been called to my attention that khe

word 'Standing' has been ah.. struck in the first sentence

under (a).. 15. (a). Rule Number l8, ah.. regarding notice,

has been ah.. eh.. changed from the o1d provisions. Ah..

when a bill has been posted for hearing and postponed by a

committee, then the same posting requirements are required

j for that bill to be heard a second' time, ah- this has been
the intention in the old Rules, but ah.. has not been spelle

out. Ah.. also, eh.. eh.. eh.. this.. the number of members

required to suspend this Rule has been increased from a '

simple majority tb a three-fifth's majority. Ah.. and this

eh.. because eh.. the suspension of the Rule was deemed by

the Rules Committee to be extraordinary and, therefore, requ res

a ah.. an eh.. an extraordinary majority. And I'd like to

:
i
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')
.. eh.. you have.. what has been distributed to you.. the

.' change is simply this.. no.. eh.. and this is a significant

.. change, incidently, between (h) and (i), insert (i) and

the language is this, #No bill may be posted for hearing in
'comniktee unkil copies are available in the Clerk's Office

or in the Bill Room.' 'No bill may be posted for hearing

in committee until copies are available in the Clerk's Offic(

or in the Bill Roomo' And made (i) in what you have (j).

1 Rule Nllmher 19., there was a desire on the part of some of

the members of the committee to ah.. the only.. the only

change in that bill, and I thought something had been adopte

' that had not, ah.. under (b) the chairman of the committee

shall determine ah.. where radio, television ah.. people

shall set up their equipment, ah.. that shall be up.to the

chairman. Rule Number 20. is the same as it has been./

W. Robert Blair: ''AH.. for what purpose does the Gentleman fr

Lake, Mr. Matijevich, rise.''

J.. S. Matije.vich: ''Are wc asking questtons as we qo'akong or.. O

W. Robert Blair: ''We11.. eh.. its varied. We started out eh..

the normal procedure. Mr. Fleck wanted to ask questions. '

We folloWed that for a bit. Mr. SchlickmaB wanted to go ba

eh.. to the normal procedure. Mr. Choate agreed with that.

Mr. Fleck withdrew his objection and eh.. eh.. but, I'm

ah.. eh.. you know, if you want to make a suggestion we go

' back to the question period why eh.. ah.. 1'11 be happy to

' put it to the momhers. What.. do you want to go back to th

question method. '' .
I

. 
- 
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J. S. Matijevich: ''1.. eh.. I think itls more appropriate

because ah.. as we go along they.. they pop in our mind and

we can.. maybe we may not come back to it. Ah.. I only had

this question eh..''
'N? ' , jW. Robert Blair: ''O.K., noW I.. I m not shutting you off, don

misunderstand, but I think.. I.. I've put this matter up ko

the desires of the members. Now we have a.. a further

suggestion that we go back ah.. to *he question method. Ah..

al1 of those ah.. that ah.. is there any objection to going

back to khe question method. Now, there are objections bein

raised, l4r. Matijeviclu ah.. eh.. wegve.. I.. I$d be.. R

W. D. Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker, maybe we could do this.. maybe we

could ah.. hold the questions, because I really don't think

theylre appropriate; however, there were many members who

were present at the Rules Committee meeting and also the

members of the Rules Committee, I would certainly welcome

expansion on some of theie Rules if they can make it. I'm

very apk to overlook something and I would welcome their

comments, but not questionso''

J. S. Matijevich: ''Wel1, I had comment not a..''
W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, I.. ah.. yeh.. ah.. in other words

what he's suggesting is a procedure that would implement the

eh.. the.. the explanation of the matter and if there are

members of the Rules Committee who want to further ah.. eh..

expand on.. on the explanation that Mr. Walsh is giving ah..

that.. that that would be in order. Now, thates what Mr.
. l

Walsh is suggesting and I take it that what youfre talking

bout now is ' ' ''a . z
w

, .
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J. S. Matijevich: ''Well, I'm not sure because it.. it's a comm nt

about the matter of holding hearings in the House Floor and

that may be a question because I.. I just wondered and I
didnêt appear in the Rules Committee when that came up and

I just wondered if.. if we ought.. 'to have no committee
hearings on the House Eloor except the Committee of the Whol .

. Ah.. I didn't hear, when there's been so many distractions,

I don't think it's a good image for.. for us legislators ah .

the people ah.. really ah.. I don't think the committee ikse f

gets a good hearing and I just wondered if ah.. you might

consider that. That's my only commento''

W. D. Walsh:, ''That sounds like a.. a matter that ought to come

before the Rules Committee when they meet ah.. a week from

next Wednesday.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, ah.. letso.''

W D Walshz ''Rule Numher 19 ah.. remains the same. Rule

Nnmher 20 remains the same. Rule Numher 2l, no committee sh 11
l

. meet ah.. during session, remains the same. Rule N'lmher 22

is a significant change and eh.. ah.. there's your study.

It provides thak when a bill or resolution has been set for

a committe: hearing that that bill or resolution shall be

considered in that committee hearing on the day set and no

member has the right to postpone it. Now the m-mher retains

the right to postpone a vote, or this is a courtesy that the

ittee would be expected to give them, and the committee . lComm

is not bound ah.. to vote on a bill.. ah.. the day it's

heard. The purpose of this bill is to accomodate the ah..

. 
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them has ah.. ah.. being considered and eh. . ah.. they

have in the past come down here and ah.. been in the committ e

room, the sponsor, and I'm afraid I've been guilty of this

myself, has come in and seen them there and decided that it

ah.. would be the better patt of valor to postpone the week

for a week.. ah.. the bill for a week.. and hope that these

people didn't come back. Ah.. this would preclude me from

doing that in the fukure. Ah..n

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, now for what purpose does Mr. Palme

rise . ''

R. J. Palmer: ''For the pur.. Mr. Speaker, for the purpcsa of

a comment. It would seem to me that ah.. some witnesses,

certainly with techinical information, ah.. who are unable..

have planned to come dokn, but are unable to ah.. get down

for one reason or another, would be foreclosed as a result o

this, giving the testimony, if they did not give it .at that

time and ah.. eh.. if that's not the purport of the bill,

' pezhaps it can be explained latero'' '

. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, now, ah.. Mr. Wolfe is getting back

up. Maybe we ought to put the ah.. ah.. question ah.. to

the members again. Ah.. eh.. the last two items haven't

really been in the nature of expansion of the explanation

of the proposal as it's come out of the Rules Committee.

We're going to get back on the.. on the ah.. question period

Now, are we going to give.. is there leave for thaty are we

going to object to it, or.. The Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

Richard Walsh: for.. wait a minutb.. for what purpose do you

rise. I think Mr. ah.. Mr. W ' ' ''
u

. 
'
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R. A. Walsh: ''We1l.. well I was just going to say, Mr. Speaker,

it seems to.me in something like this the Minority Leader is

indicating his preference that we go through and if it's yo

feeling we should go through it I think we should go through

it and hold al1 comments, questions and everything else unti

we get through it.n

W. Robert Blair: PWe11, that's certainly been the expression b

the Majority Leader, itîs been the expression of the Minorit
Leader, 'ah.. my personal feeling is that.. thates the way

to go, but again, whatever the ah.. members want to do Iîm ,

happy to do. Candt.. can't we just go ahead and let him get

through it and then come back and jot down your notes on eac

one of them and then weIll discuss them then. I just think

it'll be simpler. Alright, lets just go that way and.. ah..

- W. D. Walsh : ''Ah . . Rule 23 . has some substantive changes . Ah. .

it requires that when a bill is assigned to committee that

that bill must be heard by the committee. and posted by the

committee chairman ah . . eh . . no more than thirty days f ollow ' ng

the assignment and the bill must be disposed of or assigned

to an interim study committee by that committee wiEhâ.n f orEy

f ive days of the day itl g ah. . reported to that committe% .

Ah. . there is a two-thirds majority required. . two-thirds

majority of the committee required to assign the bill to an

interim study committee and it takes . . ah. . another signif ic nt
' change.. it takes l07 members of the House to remove a bill I

from an interim study committee. Rule 24. is the same.
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I beg your pardon, there's a significant change in Rule 24

regarding committee recordsy' and that change..''

W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.. Mr. Walsh, can I interupt you just a

second. Ah.. on your 23. do you show down in (g) that the

1 umher'there
. . I.. I'm not sure whether that''s ah eh.ru e n ..

W. D. Walsh: ''No I donfty can we insert thatoe

W. Robert Blair: I'AH.. eh.. as it came ouE of the Rules Com-

mittee that it is Rule 67.''

W. D. Walsh: ''O.K., fine, We'l1.. insert Rule 67 under (g),

line 3.6'

W. Robert Blair: ''That.. ah.. that's (Rule) 23. O.K., ah..

I'm sorry, go ahead.''

W D Watsh: ''And now, Rule 24., regardinq committee records,

in the future a1l committee roll calls on final passage of

bills will be journalized and will appear in the Journal.

In Rule 25, enrolling and typing of bills, ah.. jusk add som
lanquage and prpvides that khe committee on enrolling and

engrossing ah.. shall correct only non-substantive matters.

Rule Number 26. is.. is the rule dealing with cutoffs ah..

deadlines ah.. they've been moved up approximately two weeks

in every instance. Ah, and that's the change that ah.. that
' makes. Ah.. another significant change on this'is that ah..

the deadline dates.. this rule can be suspended ah.. only by

l07 members because this is extraordinary action. Rule Numh r

277, ah.. yeh.. that relates back to the duties of the Clerk

in an earlier rule and it is.. ah.. involves no change. The

Legislative Synopsis and Digest, the only change in this is

that the vote the roll call in committee will be ah.. in t e
Jc .
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Legislative ah.. Synopsis and Digest, the ah.. and I don't

mean by that a ah.. a roll call: I mean that the numerical

vote, ah.. the ah.. the ayes and nays. Ah.., incidently,

the ah.. members of the Rule Committee ah.. Rules Committee

unanimously endorsed this f9r ah.. the Joint Rules so that

We could know ah.. what the Senate did in their committees.

And we would also, if the Joint Rules would approve, put the

vote of.. ah.. on final passage in the Digest as.. ah.. as

. well. Rule 29. remains the same itîs simply a con.. substan iall

the same.. it ah.. just provides that Rules.. ah.. that the

bills shall be read by title in accordance with the new

Constitution. Rule Number 30. is the same as it has been.

The assignment of bills, Rule 31., ah.. in this ah.. provide

that bills will no longer be a.. assigned by the Speaker, th y

will be assigned by the Speaker to a Committee on the Assig ent

of Bills which will consist of two majority members, one

minority member and it will be their responsibility to assig

l)5..-.ls tc a commlttee . Ik also proèide.'s that to i.dvance a

bill to Second Reading without reference to committee no

longer takes eighty-nine votes, it takes l07 votes and this

again in accordance with our efforts to accomodate the publi

in their right to know and ah.. as well as the Members of

the House. Another provision here is that once the bill has

been assigned by the committee on Assignment of Bills to a
' committee, ah.. it can only be reassigned prior to the time

that bill is posted for a committee hearing. Rule Numher 32 ,

fiscal notes, ah.. is the same substantlally as it has been.
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i Rule Numher 33

., bills reported out of committee, is pretty

much the same as it has been. As a matter of fact, ah.. it#

identical to the ah .. the old provision for khat order. Ah..

Rule Numher 34., amendments, and this is a significant chang 
,

it provides that amqndments ah. . may only be adopted ah..

when a bill is ah.. on the order of Second Reading, and that

amendment has been laid on thç members desk. So, no longer

will we be votipg on amendments ah. . without knowing ah..

what those amendments say . We will have the amendment on ou

desk before we vote on the ah. . on the amendment. Rule Numh r

. 35. is the same as it had been. Rule Number 36., ah.. this

is one on which there is a change in the ah. . in what you

have. The change has been passed out on your desk, if you

can find it, and it ah.. inserts.. Oh, the changes in this '

are ah.. after a.. on Third Reading, after a question has

been put, and the roll call has started, a bill may not be

taken from the record, but must go on postponed consideratio. .

Ah.. another change is that after a bill has been passed no

member may add his name as a sponsor and ah.. finally, this

ah.. this may be suspended.. this Rule may be suspended only

by a Ehree-fifths majority or l07 m-mhers. Ah.. a significa t
. change. Rule Number 37., also significant, provides that ah .

ah.., in essence, that on an order of business the Speaker i

required, under this rule, to call bills and resolutions in

numerical order and when he returns to that numerical or.. I
i

to that order of business, either the following day or later

in the.. in that same day's session, he must return to the
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a tremendous step forward and those of you who have in years

gone by lost bills because the Speaker couldnlt seem to find

it on the Calendar I'm sure will welcome this. Another pro-

vision in this bill is that a bill can be on the Calendar no

more than thirty calendar days. Ah.. after it has been on

the' Calendar thirty iays the bill will be ah.. ah.. ordered
tabled. Ah.. in order to get a bill from the Table after

being tabled because of this thirty day provisione ahpw if

the 107 members, and again this is significant, recall a bil

from the Table it has no more than fifteen days the second

tima. Finakly, at the request of one of the members, a ah. .

a bill that is on ah.. ah.. that is dying.. that has been

there for twenty-nf#e or thirty days, ah.. must be given
preference on the ah.. the Calendar ah.. the last legislativ

day prior to the expiration of the time. Ah.., as you know,

there are many.. ah.. the problem here is largely with the

members not calling their bills. They figure lightning is

going to strike along the line and something wilà happen so

that they can pass a bad bill and ah.. consequently they

leave it on Ehe Calendar, it clutters the Calendar, this is

a method for disposing of ah.. of them and ah- it aïso

protects the ah.. ah.. members right to have hi> bill called

And it takes, ah.. that rule takes l07 votes to suspend.

And Rule Nnmher 38.', postponed consideration, remains Ehe

. same. Rule Number 39. ah.. explains the effective dates tha
' are in the statutes. Rule Numher 40. is the same as it had '

been and ah.. that regards the certification by thelspeaker
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6, Resolutions, Rule 41.'' '

W. Robert Blair: ''Well# I can give you the fill-ins there ..

on 41.',

W . D . Walsh : ''Oh , ah . . , f ine , maybe . . 
''

): .

W. Robert Blair: ''0.K., ah.. in (a), on line 4, to Rule 41.,

on line 6 it's 'Rules 18 and 33': and the next one down

'Rules 34# 37 and 3817 then down under (c),'Rule 68:: and

under (d)y 'Rule 73.9',

W. D. Walsh: ''We1l, one.. one change that's worth mentioning

in Rule 4l. is under (f) any resolution cre:ting a special

House committee requires 89 affirmative votes and not just

a simple majority. And the reason for that is that these

special House committees frequently involve the expenditure

of money and it was felt there should be a majority of the

membership who ah.. vote in the affirmative on that expendit re

of money. Rule 42., resolutions concerning proposed consti-

tutionel amprdments, includes tha consitutiona-: language tha '

the resolution shall be read aho- once in full.. full.. once

in full and assigned to committees in the manner provided

in Rule 31., and that ah.. the lan.. the amendment be read
' 

ah.. three times in full according to the ah.. qonstitution.

Ah.. vetoes ah.. remains the same, but it may be a little

bit difficult if youfre following the Rules of the 77th

General Assembly ah.. the language in Rule 100.y of the 77th
I

General Assembly, has been inserted in Rule 43., ah.. in
' 

Rule 48., and ah.. ah.. yeh.. the others, thç Rules 43., 44.

45.., 46., and 47., are the same in substance. Rule 48., we

! had cons -
' 
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mittee on amendatory vetoes, it was decided that the Chairm

.J'

of the Rules Committee would appoint a subcommittee to con-

sider Rule 48., so Rule 48., as it appears in the binder tha

was distributed to you, is not ah.. applicable, but Rule 100.?

that is in the ah.w, has that been distributed, oh, that

has been distributed and is on your desks, so that there is

a new Rule 48., and you have it on your desks, but it still

requires some work because there ah.. of ah. . some difficult
in handling bills that are votoed ah. . where there are line

vetoes and ah.. it requires more than one motion to handle.

Rule Number 45., voting, ah.., I beg your pardon, Rule Nllmhe

49., voting, remains the same. Rule Number 50# roll call

votes, ah.. ah.. after ah.. a roll call has been completed,

a vote may be changed only on the ah.. same legislative day

and ah.. then it must be done prior to adjournment. Ah..

that's the ah.. ah.. that's really the'most significant ah..

chRnge. Ah-. also, it provides tkat in the verification of

a roll call that it is not necessary to prevail.. or ik is

not necessary to poll the side khat does not prevail. And i ..

ah.. it eh.. it was pointed out to me that this rule applies

to committees, and incidently, for these rules that do affec

committees, it would be well for the committee chairman and '
' 

vice chairman to go over them rather carefully. The ah..

Rule 51., the electrical roll calle ah.. remains pretty much

the same. The oral roll call eh.. is the same as it has bee .

Rule 53., voting for another, is the same as it had been,

namely that you may not. (Rule) 54., a Presentzis the same.

67
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And ah... under section 9, Decorum, ah.. access to the House

area remains the same, except that it provides that only one

administrative assistant ah.. of the state officers other

than the Gavernor ah.. may ah.. ah.. be on the House Ploor.

Rule 56. remains the same. Rule 57. remains Ehe same.

(Rule) 58. is the same. (Ru1e) 59. is the same. (Rule) 60.

is the same. And under l0y Practice, Rule 61., remains the

same. Rule 62., ah.. renains the same ande do we have an

insertion there. Do you have the insertion, Mr. Speaker.
o

W. Robert Blair: ''Yes, ah.. 62.. alright, on a.. on sub (e)

it's Rule 55..'.

W. D. Walsh: ''Rule 63. remains the same. Rule 64. remains the

same. Now, Rule 65., .. yeh.. pardon me, on Rule 64. there

. is a change, it requires a three-fifths majority to ah..

suspend ah.. this rule and ah.. it used to take a simple

majority. Ah.. Rule 65. requires that the.. a motion to tak

from the Table be on the Calendar in the order of motions an

' it requires 107 members to suspend this ruleo''

W. Robert Blair: ''The insertion is ah.. on 65. (b) is Rule 33.

(c), as in 'Charlie.d''

W. D. Walshr ''Rule 66. remains the ah.. well let's see.. well

that remains.. that remains the same. Rule 67., the motion
!

to discharge a committee, and this I think is important, ah. ,1:

it was deemed by the Rules Committee that we should not requ re

an extraordinary vote because there are some m-mhers who fee

that the assignment to a committee might be an unfriendly

assignment to an unfriendly committee andytherefore, it ah..

I
- 
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' 
requires just eighty-nine members to ah.. ah.. suspend this

rule and that is to ah.. ah.. discharge a committee from

further consideration and have the bill placed on the order

of Second Reading. Rule 68., the motion to adjourn, remains

the same. Well, ah.. ah.. yeh, alright there's been a new

(Ru1e) 69. distributed, the one that's in your ah.. folder i

ah.. is not ah.. is not correct. There is a new one and it

requires the change in 69. is that ah.. ah.. a conference

committee dies if they have not made a report by June 30th

and secondly, that the conference committee report must

. appear on the Calendar before it is voted upon. These are

' the changes in Rule 69. and significantly this rule to be

suspended must have the vote of l07 members. Rule 70. is

the same as it was. Rule 71. reduces the ah.. the majority .
' required to repeal the ruling of the Chair from ninty-five

to a simple majority, eighty-nine. Rule 72..1s the same as

it had been. O.K., a11 resolutions.. in (Ru1e), 73. , the

zh zngc. :Ls this , that a1l resoluti.ûins to amend tha Ilollse Ltul n '

or the Joint Rules must be ref erred' to the Rules Committee

and if the Rules Committee adopts the change by a three-fift s

majority, then it takes eighty-nine members to adopt the ru1 .

If the Rules Committee adopts the rule by a simple majority

then it takes 107 members of the whole House to adopt that

change in the Rules. And that... that concludes the explana ion

of the ah.. new Rulesg''

W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.. what purpose does the Gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Katz risea''
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H. A. Katz: ''Ah.. Mr. Speaker, in hearing the ah.. distinguish d

Majority Leader go through the ah.. proposed Rules, ah.. I

noted that there was one item that was mentioned in Committe

and that was part of the Committee's recommendations that I

did not actually find in myècopy, that was the deadlining '

scheduling that ah.. was in Rule 36. Ah.. I think the

Majority Leader mentioned that the dates had been moved back

tWo weeks, but I do not actually find that incorporated and

I think that ah.. we should be sure to see that that is

distributed to the members here so that they have it for

j, ! 'their studies
. . .

W. Robert Blair: f'Wel1, ah.. that's a qood point and we ah.. w

noticed ah.. too, that that had not been placed on the desks

' ah.. as it has come out of ah.. the Committee. Ah.. it is

being reproduced now and ah- and will ah.. be upon the desk

shortly. Ah.. do you have any further camment: ah..''
' H. A. Katz: ''We1l, ah.. Mr. ah.. Speaker, and Ladies and Gentl men

or the House, ah.. I would like Lu a-zn . really ah.. ackna-le e '

the hard work of the Minority Leader and the Speaker and

the Majority Leader and the other members of the Rules '
Committee. Ah.. I do believe that ah.. in my time here in

khe deneral Assembly ah.. I have never seem so many rules
revisions made and, in addition to that, so many that were

designed to make the legislative proeess more knowledgeable

to the public and to permit individual members of the
I

legislatûre to ah.. better know what they are voting on. I

think this is a historic development ah.. in the House. I

believe that al1 of us will benefit from greater knowledge
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about what is going on. Ah.. I also know that the public

will have opportunities that they never before had to have

assured participation in the ah.. deliberations here. Ah. .

a1l of the provisions ah.. regarding notice ah.. not only wi l

give us notice and not only will give the media notice of

the matters that are to come before us, but it will permit..

permik the public to be heard on a11 of these matters. And

I want to acknowledge the ah.. the great interest here in

the General Assembly and in the Leadership of the General

Assembly to ah.. come forward with a1l of these proposals.

I also want to acknowledge, Mr. Speaker, while I'm standing

' here on the Floor, the contributions that have been made by

. many members here to ah.. these Rules. Ah.. I have come

forward with some proposals, but I would want to acknowledge

Mr. Speaker and Mr. Minority Leader and al1 of the members '

here that these proposals came from many different sources

here in th- General Assemblv. No orze here has the monopoly

on the desire to improve. There have been great suggestions

that have been advanced that appear in the Rules that came

not only from the Leade/ship, but came from all different

groups on the Floor here of the General Assembly. Ah.. it i

one of those great efforts in which we have al1 joined to-
lgether here to try to make a historic leap forward in terms

of making the House ah.. more responsive to the public to

make the legislative procedures more knowledgeable and
iunderstandable to us and to the public and I wanted to .

personally acknowlege your assistancee Mr. Speaker. and I
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want to acknowledge Mr. Hydels assistance who made excellent

sùggestions to me, to Mr. Choate who made many suggestions,

to other members here, like Representative Matijevich, and

many other members who have made proposals, a11 of these are

incorporated here in the Rules and these Rules, to a conside able
5extent, represent, I hope,fthe thinking of this entire House.

I thank you, Mr. Speaker, and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House.'' .

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman from ah.. Morgan, Mr. Rose.o

T. C. Rose: ''We11, Mr. Speaker: I would like eh.. to echo the

words of Representative Katz and ah.. commend the working of

' the Rules Conaittee and eh.. al1 of the people who have made

such a substantial input into what I consider to be one of

the best set of Rules for the operation of apy legislative '

body in the United States. I think they are extremely forwa d

looking and ah.. will enhance substantially the operation of

this House. Thank youo''

W. Robert Blair: l'The ah.. Gentleman from eh.. Macon, Mr. Alsu .''

J. W. Alsup: ''Ah.. Mr. Speaker, wonder if the Rules Committee

ah.. took a look at 25. very closely, and 1:11 tell you why

I'm concerned, it says they shall report the bills to the

House promptly. Eh.. to the younger members, we used to cal

this Engraving and Transcribing, I believe. One time I

introduced a bill and I couldn't get it out.. I couldn't get

it printed. I found my main opponent was the chairman of

this committee and so days and Weeks and months went by and

' bill. I wondered if you would give some 1I couldn t get my

consideration, instead of saying promptly, within some time
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limit, because I think this is a practice that I think shoul

be eliminated. I don't care if you want to put thirty days

or two weeks or whatever you think is reasonable. I know

that some bills and some affairs have to get out of this

eommittee almost immediately and I donlt want to delay that
)

type of thing, but I think the ah.. tactic of not getting

somebody's bill printed in order to delay it while you

organize opposition is wrongo''

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman from ah.. Cook, Mr. eh.. .

William Walsh.'' '

W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1, John, I understand that Emma Jo Rhodens is

on her way up here to get ya. They.. they have their.. thei

problems, of course, in Enrolling and Engrossing, I had neve

eh.. before in my time heard that they had been guilty of ah..

stalling a bill. This eh.. this rule, of course, remains

the same as it has been for many years. But the Committee

on Enrolling and Engross.. and Engrossing consists of, I

believe. three members apd if the chairnan ah.. were dilator ,

Johp, I.. I.. eh.. the eh.. you could go to the other tWo

members and eh.. ah.. have them ah.. get the chairman off th

dime. There.. there is, of course, some underskandable

delay late in the session when they have a.. a ah.. a great

amount of work ah.., but I would hope that they would not

hold anything because the chairman had ah.. eh.. didn't like

the bil1.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.. the Committee ah.. is.. is not Enrollin

and Engrossing. Ah.. Enrolling and Engrossing and Contingen

nn-x XN
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were all consolidated in the 77th and ah.. it's ah.. called

ah.. the House Affairs ah.. Committee, just for nomenclature.

The Gentleman from ah.. Sangamon, ah.. Mr. Gibbso''

W. J. Gibbs: ''Mr. Speaker, I wonder if I could ask the Majorit

Leader a question concerning a ah.. question on House Rule

3l. As I read this bill, it states that the ah.. when a..

when an individual files his bill it goes to the Speaker's

Table and he then refers it to the Committee on the Assignme t

of Bills, the new committee. Is there any reference, or is

there any requirement as to how long that committee can hold

. that bill until he refers it to a committee, or ah.. can thi

be abused in some way by the Committee on the Assignment of

Bills not making any ruling or make.. not making any assign- .

ZRCZIY œ Y

W. D. Walsh: 'tWe1l, ah.. eh.. there.. there's nothing put on

the Committee on Assignment of Bills ah.. there's no respon-

sibility or er.. ah.. no additional duties put on tkem other

than the duty that the Speaker had ah.. previously, namely

to assign bills to committee. That had been his duty. ) Ah.

technically, I suppose, Joe, the ah.. ah.. the committee has

ah.. 45 days in which to assign it. Ah.. actually, ah.. the

will do it expeditiously the same nighton

W. J. Gibbs: ''They will then do it the same night, you saidoe

W. D. Walsh: 1'Wel.le the same day or ah.. the following day. I

will be done in the same way that the ah.. Speaker does.

Yes.e

W. J. Gibbs: ''Within a 48 hour period, theno''

. 
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W. D. Walsh: ''I would expect, absolukelyo'' .

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Katzo''

H. A. Xatz: ''Ah.. I'm doing this from memoryz Mr. Speaker. but

with reference to the ah.. question raised by the Distinguis ed

Gentleman from Sangamon, I >elieve that the leeway given to
?

the.. the Speaker to hold the bills on the Table relates to

the deadline scheduling and that when bills are filed after

a certain date, I have the feeling that there's a provision

in the Rules that says that at a later date they will remain

on the Table and then the Speaker will then turn them over t

the Committee on Assignment. I think there was a clear

understanding that the provision was not for the purpose of

giving the Speaker leeway during the proper time when bills

are to be filed, but only to permit it to be held on his

desk when they are filed after the proper time under the

Rules until such time as it would be proper to make referenc

by the committee and I believe that is the explanation for

tha provisione'' .

W. Robert. Blair: ''Wel1, that's correct and.. and I think, .

as a practical matter, ah.. if I might interject a comment

on this one, Joe, ah.. if the Speaker eh.. you have the

record on the day the bill's introduced.. it goes on the

Speaker's Table.. ah.. if he were being dilatory in not taki g

the bills off the Speaker's Table and putting them into the

Committee on Assignments ah.. it would be an obvious public

record at the date that he assigned it and ah.. the date
Ithat it would go into the Committee on Assignments would be

a recorded date. Ah.. and then if they were dilatory in not
' Zk-N
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make.. ah.. referring it to committee, ah.. that would be an

obvious public record, too, that they didn't get the job don

Quickly.''

W. J. Gibbs: 'IWel1, my concern certainly wasn't about the

Speaker. Hees always acted promptly. It was about the

Committee on Assignments and how fast they would move it out ''

W. Robert Blair: ''Why I think.. don't you think it's just..

you can.. youfll see that they.. that they get it'and if

they#re being dilatory you can certainly get up on the
' Floor and say the bill was assigned two weeks ago and the

Committee hasn't acted ah.. you know, and would the chairman
' of the committee please tell us why. Ah.. you knowe that..

Now let's see, wait a minute, we were over on the Democratic

eh.. over on the ah.. the Minority side and ah.. I think

that Mr. eh.. Cunningham got up first, Mr. Juciett, so let's
' get Mr. Cunningham. The Gentleman' from a ..

''

' R. D. Cunningham: ''Wil1 the Majority Leader eh.. answer a

qlzasti ort on .53 . Ree.dy? My question is what useful. purpus a

is served by shackling this House with a Rule that has never

been enforced in the past. During prior sessions we have

always witnessed the commendable phenomena of having votes

of a?170 when there weren't a third that many people on the

Floor. Ah.. to have these penalties recited so direly here

is to hang an unnessary threat over the head of a Good

Samaritqn. The.. ah.. I.. I came to the Committeey but you

had already gottqn past that by the time that I arrived and

I apologize for not ah.. being there to present the case at

Q N
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could be served just as well if we faced reality at this

time and said that we could vote for another if the ah.. eh..

his agent could vote, if the ah.. Representative were here

in the building. Ah.. eh.. itîs nok realistic to leave it
' 'jon the books as it is. It'opens the door for ah.. threats

and coercions against my fGood Samaritan'on

W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1, ah.. I think the absence of this Rule woul

ah.. would have the effect of eh.. no members being present

and being in the cafeteria, in their office, or elsewhere '

ah.. at the time that roll calls were taken and, of course,

there would be innumerable ah.. verifications and peopke

scurrying from a1l over to get here. Ah.. and ah.. any time

ah.. Representative Cunningham, that you would want to

invoke this Rule because you saw someone vote for someone

else ah.. you're welcome to so. I think the absence of this

Rule would create more abuses eh.. than you refer to.''

R. D. Cunninghan: ''Ah.. I.. I recognize that's your position,

but it's a matter of academic interest in the twenty years

that youfve been here has the Rule ever been invoked to your

knowledgeon

W. D. Walshz ''Ah.. I haven't been here twenty yearso'f

R. D. Cunninghan: ''I assumed, from your expertisee that you

had been here that long, but has the Rule.. has the Rule

ever been invoked to your knowledge was the questionol

W. D. Walsh: ''AH.. you might, Roscoe, refer to Rule ah.. 60.

ah.. and that is a ah.. that the Speaker shalle and any

member may, call a member to order for transgressing the

If
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1 R. D. Cunningham: ''One. . one final question. Would you be

you be opposed to some amelioration of the.. of the Rule.

For example, to recognize an emergency situation, does that

seem unreasonable to.. to make that ah.. slight modificationo''

W. Robert Blair: OAN.. for what purpose does the Gentleman fro

Union, Mr. choate, rise.'' '

C. L. Choate: ''Ah.. I.. ah.. to ask the ah.. Gentlehan from

Lawrence a question, if I'm understanding him correctly, is

he proposing thak we strike the Rule to ah.. which prohibits

one momhers from voting the other member when the other

momher is absent. Is that what you're proposing.''

R. D. Cunningham: ''No, no. We can't go that far. What I was
' 

proposing was that the Rule 1. be omitted: but 2. if you

felt it was necessary for completeness that you recognize..l

C. L. Choate: ''Well...''

R. D. Cunningham: ''Let.. 1et me finish. We recognize reality

by saying that under certain circumstances, and we'd limit

them, have the other menber.. eh.. must be wl.thin tbe buildi g

or even farther must be within the.. one portion of the

building if that be desirable, perhaps the washroom. It's..t

it's not proper ah.. to leave it as it is. It leaves.. it

leaves there a threat that hangs over the head of each who

would be so audacious as to push his seatmate's buttonol'

C. L. Choate: ''Welly I.. I.. my.. my only response to that is

simply this, Mr. Speaker, that if there's one thing that I

have heard a great deal of furor created about in.. in ah..
. i

these ah.. proposed Rules, it was to do away with proxy
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voting. We started on the road to abolish proxy voting many

years ago when we limited proxies to only one person in the

House and that was the Speaker. And in this present set of

Rules noW the ah.. proxy of the Speaker is being eliminated.

And for all. . and being quite ah. . frank and candid about it
è

what the gentleman is asking is to acquiesce again and.. and

have a certain fprm of proxy voting, whether he likes to cal

it proxy voting or not, if a member isn't there and somebody

else votes him that is proxy voting in my determination of

pushing that switch. Now, if wedre going to abolish proxy

voting let's abolish it. I think that it's high time that

the membership realized their responsibility ah.. to the

people of this State and be in their seats and vote their

switch and the ah.. the examples that he used as far as the

washroom and What have you is concerned is not going to be..

ah.. eliminate that man from being on the Ploor to vote when

the final roll is taken.''

W. Robert Blaib: ''Alright' Mr. Schlickman indicates.. and stay

on the Floor, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Schlickman indicates he '

wants to ah.. eh.. say something concerning the ah.. matter

that youeve raised. 'Ah.. O.K.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, this would be a point of order

Ah.. I should like to express my appreciation for the manner

in which the Majority Leader explained the proposed Rules.

Particularly that he did them in their numerical order or

sequence. And I should like to suggest, Mr. Speaker, that

when it comes to questions, that we follow that same numeric 1

aee A
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order or sequence. In other words, we go to Rule 1., dispos

of a1l questions relating to Rule 1., and go to Rule 2., ah.

dispose of al1 there, so that we can keep this thing orderly ''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, ah.. that certainly ah.. appears to

be a reasonable way to proceed unless there's objection. !
Nowy wait a minute, I still have Mr. Cunningham on his feet

ah.. while that point of order was being made.e

R. D. Cunningham: ''When do I make the motion that we strike

this ah.. offensive Rule 53. on the proposition that there

isn't one amongst us who has not been guilty of it many,

many times and it's nat realistic to leave it on the booms

and no amount of protestation can change that fact. Ande if

now is the right moment to move to strike ah.. that particul r

rule, I so do, and if it should become later: why I would

appreciate the Chair's signal.''

W. Robert Blair: ''We1l, it should become later and 1:11

certainly recognize you ah.. when you want to put the motion

O.K. Now, ah.. it's been suggested and there's been no
' 

objection that we now come back through and ah.. do it one

at a time and ah.. and have the members express ah.. eh..

ask any questions ah.. concerning that.. that particular

rule. And I think that's a.. a good suggestion and ah..

For what purpose does the Gentleman from Cook: Mr. B. B.

Wolfe, rise.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''First, Mr. Speaker, to repeat what I said before
' the Committee this morning, and that is that on the whole

and in the main the Rules Committee did an excellent job

. 
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and particularly kept the meetings open for every member of

this House for input and for that I wish to thank the Com-
:

mittee. Now, on the Rules in general, I pointed out that ah .

you know, we don't want to:àct in hastey and I've said this

many kimes, and repent in leisure, and one of the things

that I called to the attention of my good colleague, Harold

Katzz was the omission of the guts :of this legislative pro-

cessing rule and that was the legislative time table which
' was suppose to have been 'in Rule 26. and was inadvertently

omitlzed and I.. I think that I would like to see the ah..

Time Table Schedule now as approved by the full Committee

ah.. before we can really discuss ah.. some of the Rules
' that we're going to come to, particularly with reference to

ah.. cutoff dates, thirty days, forty-five days, and see

whether or not they fit into the ah.. total scheme of the

legislative process as this committee has approved it. Ah..

NGe ex Two, the ah.. the input from ah.. members on the

Floor and the questions concerning ah.. each of the Rules

ah.. is going to be a worthwhile one, in my opinion.

Traditionally: this House has preserved the Rule, perhaps

unwritten, that each members controls his bill and his
. 

' .

legislation. Reading a11 of the Rules together and particul r1y

with reference to the Speaker's ah.. Order of Business and

what he's required to do, I think in one or two of the Rules l

ah.. we're losing sight of this particular ah.. unwritten

Rule that the members shall controll the movements and

procedure ah.. of his particular bill. What wegre looking
:î .
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for is a total speeding up of the legislative process,

quality, rather than quantity, and yet preserving the in-

tegrity of the House, the.. ah.. itfs committee chairmen,

khe Speakery and each individual m-mher. So, just broadly,

on that aspect, I would ask the members to kind of look at

these Rules as we go along and.. and see where we ah.. have

not ah.. preserved the right of each member to move his

legislation.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, ah.. I guess what we're doing now

àre sort of qeneral comments on the total presentation and

then we'll get back to the specifics and that's the reason

you want to be recognized, Mr. Rayson. Alright, The Gentlem n

from Cook, Mr. Rayson.''

L. H. Rayson: ''AK.. yesy Mr. Speaker, I would like to be

recognized for informational purposes and then with regard

to Representative Schlickman, I would suggest that maybe if

the informational things were out of the way ah.. it may

; take rule h:' rrle wkich reqnires more colloquy or debate, .

fine. So, for my purposes, I'd like to ask the Majority
Leader a co.. a few questions.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Well: ah.. ah.. concerning a specific Rule.''

L. H. Rayson: ''Wel1, cutting across a few Rules.''

W. Robert Blair: ''We11, ah.. I think the procedure that Mr.
. ! oschlickman suggested is a good one and ah.. can't we do that

L. H. Rayson: ''Well, I'm suggesting ah.. that if we have the

informational kind of things out of the way which cut across
' !other Rulesy then we can go to the Rule by Rule things which

zv-sta
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might require more debate or controversy or discussion becau e

by infor=ation Maybe we'll clarify and help that proeess

along, that's all.''

W. Robert Blair: f'Alright, let's see, the Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. William Walsho''
;

W. D. Walsh: f'We1l, ah.. I think eh.. the.. the purpose of

Mr. Schlickman's suggestion was so that We would not be

talking about a lok of different Rules at the same time. If

you have a question where one Rule relates to another, it

would, in my opinion, be appropriate to ask it, but not for

you to get l1p and aslc questions on Rule l . , mlle 30 . y Rule

69., ah.. wait until those Rules come up before everyone and

then ask the question. Ah.. that, I believe, was the purpos

of Mr. Schlickman's suggestion.''

L. H. Rayson: 'îWel1.. well, in keeping with that, Mr. Speaker,

I'd like to ask one question which might relate to more than

one Rule, but it ' s one subject matter.''N
W. D. Walsh: Well, yelo but first cf a1l let's finq out if

there are any questions on Rule 1. Why don't you ask that

question When the Rule comes uP.''

W. Robert Blafr: ''Yeh, we no* going.. ah.. you're certainly

not going to be ah.. ah.. shut off, but it seems to me that

what yourre proposing to do is in direct opposition to what

ah.. Mr. Schlickman and Mr. Walsh, and what seems to me to

.be an orderly procedure, and you're going to have plenty of

time to ask whatever questions you want to ask about any of

these . ''
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L. H. Rayson: l'At your pleasure, it's alright, Mr. Speaker, it's

just that I might refer to five rules that I could finish in

say a minute and a half, but if I'm called on five different

, times it might be# you know, eight minutes, thatês all.
O

W. Robert Blair: ''Well, any.o ah.. that's a good deal. If you

can do eight minutes in five minutes, Mr. Walsh, I suggest

that we pick up three minutes that way and expedite ah.. the

action so, unless there's objection, ah.. 1'11 certainly let

Mr. Rayson proceed. Is there objection. Alright, ah..,

Mr. Rayson, ah.. Mr. Schlickman.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, with due respect, ah.. to the

Gèntleman from Cooky I do object, and as a consequence, I

would move, Mr. Speaker, that questions relative to the

Rules be handled in a numerical order or sequenceo''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, the Gentleman from ah.. has put a

motion and ah.. thit type of motion is in order. Is there

discussion. All those in favor.. The Gentleman from Lake,

Mr Muu'p*ny ''

W. J. Murphy: ''With one exception, Mr. Speaker, I would ah..

suggest to Representative Schlickman that unless bills are

related to other bllls that are out of sequenceo''

W. Robert Blairi ''That would be the understanding, yes. In

other words, we'd go and if there's a question about how Bil

' 3. relates to Bill 1. that the discussion can be had on that

particular point. Alright, al1 those in favor of the adopti n

of the motion ah.. say Aye.

Membersz nAye.''
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W. Robert Blair: R'Opposed, No. The Ayes have it and the

gentleman's motion prevails. And now, weAll start back ah..

ah.. through question and eh.. answere informational type

ah.. ah.. situations, ah.. might I suggest ah.. that ah..

any of you that have any spêcific proposals ah.. you.. ah..

to.. to advance what you have in mind, but so we can gek a1l

through on the informational thing, hold up the actual

offering or whatever thing you want to take, so we don't get

held up on khat. And that would be like the next phase of

'the business. I think that would be orderly. So now, ah. .

welq-l stprt. oCf a.h.. on l.# on Housn Rule l.# and the ah..

the question is ah.. for discussion. Ah.. any members that

have any questions or any comments they want to make with

regard to Question 1... or to ah.. the proposed 1. ah.. will

be recognized. The Gentleman from Cook, ah.. Mr. Schlickman ''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, ah.. I should like to propose

a question to the ah.. sponsor of this Resolution. Will he

yieldo''

R x w Milier:! ''Proceed Mr. schlickman-''ep. . .
E. E. Schlickman: ''Mr. Majority Leader, the General Assomhly

Article of the Revised Statutes provides that the Rules of

the preceeding General Assembly shall bind upon a succeeding

General Assembly until the succeedinq General Apsembly adopt

its own permanent Rules. Is that correct-n

W. D. Walshz ''Thatls my understanding-''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Ah.. so I understand that ah.. this first !

Rule is an implementation of that statutory provision. Ther
j '
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. are some of us Who do not concede the constitutionality of
u that statutory provision ah.. arguing on the principle that
. no preceeding General Assembly can bind the operations of. C

a succeeding General Assembly
. So that, in my discussion

: relative to this
, I don t want to concede the constitutional ty.' 

Howevér, I do raise this question
v in the 1970 Constitution,.JE

, which says in the Legïslative Article, Section 6
., Sub-secti n'' 

d., that each House shall choose its officers. Now, my
. question is this, whïch officers is the constitution referri g
:. to. and by what method do we choose thesa of.îicexs.''L 

W D Walsh: ''We11, the officers that are referred to ah
. . are

;.
' 

the first of a11 the Speakere ande in our case, ah. . it's
the Doorkeeper and the Clerk

, but the House could expand tha

to include other officers, I suppose. In our case it's the
Doorkeeper, the Clerk and the Speaker.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Ah
. . well, in further pursuance of that

. .''

W. D. Walshr 'fI1 the order of lhiir importance.''
E. F. Schlickman: f'. .we are excluding the Minority Leade: as

an officer of this Housea
't

W. D. Walsh: ''He would have to be specifically mentioned ah. .

in the Rules as an officer and ah
. . you'll find that he is

not and has not ah.. ah. . been mentioned specifically in the

rules as an officero
''

E. P. Schlickman: R'So youêre saying that the only officers of
this House, and therefore, the only subjects of that con-
stitutional provlsion, are the Speaker, the Clerk and the
Doorkeeper.''

L
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W. D. Walsh: ''Yes.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Thank you.''

W. D. Walsh: 1'Wel1, ah.. ah.. the ah.. the Speaker has brought

me the statute book and ah.. under ihe applicable statute it

ah.. spells out whak.. who the officers are of b0th the

Senate and the House and ah.. the House officers are the ah..

Speaker, the Chief Clerk, ah.. Assistant Clerk, and the

Doorkeeper. Ah.. these.. these are the officers by statute.'

Rep. K.W. Miilerl ''DO you have further questions, Mr. Schlickma ,
as to 1. Are there any other questions as to Rule 1. Alrig t,

proceed With Rule 2. Are there any questions with respect

to Rule No. 2. Alright, we'll proceed to Rule No. 3. Are

there any questions with respect to Rule No. 3. The Gentlem n

from ah.. Cook, Mr. Schlickmano''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, will the Majority Leader yield.''

Rep. K.W. Milïerk)''He#ll yield.''
E . F. Schlickman : ''Mr. Majority Leader, it ê s the custom of the

House that within a class that the order of choosing seats

will be alphabetically. I 'm wondering if thak shouldn' t be

rovide'd . 11p

W. D. Walsh : ''Ah . . I ah . . have always been against ah . . alpha-

' betical selection. I think that We ought to consider this

at the Rules Committee meeting.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Then, in the alternative, speaking with one

who is near you in the alphabet, and who has suffered throug

many years ah.. by lots; as was done once.'' I

W. D . Walsh : ''Yes , I would like to do it by lots . Ah . . this .i.

.r1 9
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something maybe that ah.., of course, itfs done that way.

The selection of seats is done that way, Gene, our problem

7 is the selection of offices
. And, ah.., it was my feeling

that that should have been done by lots, too, but there's noè
provision in the Rules for selection of offices anyway. Ah.

khe custom is fhat established ah.. about a year ago ah.. wa
that ah.. within'a class it shall be done by ah. . the select'on

of offices shall be done by ah.. ah.. alphabetical ah.. with'n

the class. I think that should be changed. Maybe that shou d

be incorporated in the Rulbs. It wasn't brought up and

wasnlt considered.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Do I understand, then, that the Rules Com-

mittee would favorably, you as Chairman, at least, would

favorably consider ah.. disposition of that vacuum or void

that exists.''

W. D. Walsh: nl ah.. I would favor it as a member. I'm not

the Chairman of the Rules Cammittee ah.. but I would certain y

favor that ah.. position, absolutely./

Rep. K.W. Miller) ''Alright, the Gentleman from Macon: Mr. Alsup '#

J. W. Alsup: ''We11, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, Ifm first on Roll Call and have been now for eight

terms. I would like to remind you of one thing, on oral

roll call votes, I have to be presente I can't wander around

all over this place because you might have a roll call. In

committees, I vote first. I'm suppose to know sort of what

I'm doing. So there is some liabilities of being.firsty

second or third on a roll call. This means that you have

1 zr-m-a-Nxt . . . c s x E R A L A ss E M B L Yur yàtn>;J 
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to pay attention and be here and tend to the store. So ther

should be some compensation someplace.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Suggest you appear at the Rules Committee meetin ,

John, Eebruary 14th.''

Rep. K.W. Miller:l ''The Gentleman from Macon, Mr. Borcherso''

W. Borchers: ''Mr. Speaker, Fellow Members of the House, I ah..

would like to point out that I think it'd be appropriate for

us to vote on each one of these Rules as we go by and be

finished with it. If we do not, wefre going to be coming

back on Rule No. 23. and having a secondary fight, so to

speak, perhaps. And if we accept each Rule as we go over it
' welre done with it. Then we could eh.. then we could make a

motion to accept them a11 at once. I would like to make tha

a suggestion if this.. ah.. eh.. it's good and if.. if it is

good I would so make a motion-''

Rep. K.W. Miller:O'Ah.. the Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Walsho''

W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1 ah.. I would.. I would ah.. eh.. suggest th t

the sponsox of the utotion withdrzsw it. We.. wedre talking

about one resolution here and we're considering one resoluti n.

Now, I understand ah.. that there will be amendments offered

I know of at least one. Ah.. it.. it would be inappropriate,

in my opinion, to ah.. vote on the ah.. ah.. the issue

piecemeal.''

l ''Ah Mr. Borchers again please.''Rep. K.W. Miller: ..

W. Borchers: ''Mr. Speaker, this isn't a great point with me an .

of course, I Will withdraw then the motion. Ah.. but it jus

seemed to me to facilitate the ah.. the.. the process if we'

z-Tk' vote eac Rule separately and accept it and be through with it
'
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and fight each one out on its own merit, that was all. But

it's ah.. not that important to me.''.

Rep. K.W. Millerf ''Alriguty ah.. are there further questions

with respect to Rule No. 3. Alright, Rule No. 4. For what

Purpose does the Gentleman frcm Ccok, Mr. Juckett arise.l

R. S. Juckett: ''Are we discussing Rule No. 4.e Mr. Speaker./'
' 

f; .kep. K.W. Miiler: ,1 did call Rule No. 4. and if you d like you

can be recognized with respect to that rulem'' .

R. S. Juckett: ''May I.. ah.. if the Majority Leader would

explain why the.. in Rule No. 4., in Section (p), the Speake

would be given the ah.. authority to direct the Clerk to

correct errors in the Journal and the question would be

further asked are what are considered to be errors and could

this, in fact, be used to changed the Journal. The old Rule

had it that the House would change or make the corrections.

And then it would be explained to us what the.. chanqes were

necessary and the House would vote on those changesw''

iller: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Walsh.''Rep
. K.W. M . ,

W. D. Walshz ''We11, the Speaker could only correct.. order the

clerk to correct non-substantive errors, clearly. Ah..*

R. S. Juckettz DWould you accept an amendment to that Rule and

PVY * * * P

W. D. Walsh: ''.. to spell that out explicitly.e

R. S. Juckettz ''Yes.'' !
i

W. D. Walsh: ''We1l# I.. Iêm certain that we would, Bob. Becau e

that's the intention of it.''

R. S. Juckettz 'îThank youg''
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Rep. K.W. Màllerz ''Ah.. the Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Raysono''

L. H. Rayson: ''A question of the Majority Leader. Under Rule

4. , the Speaker: in the last session, on occasion arbitrari y

on a certain bill wouldn't ah.. 1et a person not voting on i

ask for leave to be ah.. recorded voting ah.. eh.. which

wouldnlt change the result. Now, ah.. do I understand that

he wouldn't have that arbikrary power here and that the moti n

for leave to be recorded on khe vote, as long as it didn't

change the results, would always stando''

W. D. Walsh: ''We11, ah.. that matter is covered in another ah.

ah.. Rule explicitly ah.. Rule 69., I believe. which says th t

a member may change his vote ah.. only on the same legislati e

day ah.. and before adjournment on that legislative day.

Prior to this, to my knowledge, ah.. there was no provision

in the Rules at a11 on changing votes. Now, ah.. a changed

vote ah.. is explicitly mentioned in the Ruleso''

L. H. Raysonz f'Alright, ah.. but by changing the vote, ah.. bu

it must be the same day, then it mmans somebody whose sick

canêt be recorded on the voteo''

W. D. Walsh: ''That's correct. The only they could do it is to

suspend that Ruleg''

Rep. K.W. Millerl ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. R. L. Hoffmano''

w. D. walshz 'ixh--, Leee I.. I think I'd better ah.. eh.. that..

I may have miplead you. It re.. it.. it does not apply, the

Rule does not apply to changing a vote from ah.. Aye to Nay

or Nay to Aye. It re.. ah.. the.. the Rule specifically

states that you may add your name to a Roll Call the same

. 
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question of changing votes. Ah.. in the past ah.. eh.. the

ah.. as long as it didnit change the results ah.. it has bee

a ah.. privflege accorded the members by the Speaker.''

L. H. Rayson: 'fAlright, ah.. ehk. it presumes then the Speaker

can't arbitrarily deny that right. It is a.. a motion that

a legislator might put, that's all.''

Rep. K.W. Milleru''Alright, Mr. Hoffman.''

R. L. Hoffman: ''Mr. Speaker, a question of the Majority Leader

In Rule 4., Item ah.. (h), to inform the House when necessar

or when a question is raised on any point of order or practi e

pertinent to the pending business, in an orderly sequence of

. thought here, wouldn't it be better to correct this to read,

'To inform the House when any question is raisedy' so that

at that point we have full clarification and not just an
. arbitrary decision on the Speaker's part whether he wishes t

do so or not.''

W. D. Walsh: ''AK.. that 'when necessary', Ron, ah.. eho- permi s

ah.. tha Speaker himsfllft to raise a point oc order. Ah.. .

eh.. with that out of there ah.. it would seem that'ah.. he

would lose that ah.. ah.. he Would lose that ah.. authority. '1

R L. Hoffman:z ''We1l the only thing that I'm ah.. concerned'* t

wikh there is if a member on the Floor does have a question

it would be the perogitive of the Speaker whether he wished

to clarify it or respond.''

W. D. Walsh: ''We1l, it says when any question is raised, it
I

doesn't seem to be the ah.. eh.. that would suggest that ah. 1
I
I

. any member could raise it ah.. and it would be ah.. a duty o

Ehe S * * 'î
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R. L. Hoffman: ''But it doesndt.. it doesnrt require him to

do so . ''

l vRep
. K.W.MillefWe1ly it does, because it s under the ah.. eh..

ah.. it's one of *he duties of the Speaker.''

R. L. Hoffman: ''Thank youo''
' ' - ' ! ''The Gentleman from ah.. Cook, Mr. Schlickman ''keo. K.W. Miller: .

E. E. Schlickman: ''Wi11 the Majority Leader yield to a questio .*

W. D. Walsh: ''Yes.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Yes.''

E. P. Schlickman: ''Mr. Majority Leader, and Members of the Hou e,

in discussing Rule 4., and certain sechirns of it, I must

relate to the stated objectives of these rule changes as we1

as to other rules in particular. As I understand it. and

agree, the purpose for the rules changes is to insure orderl

conduct of the House and also to provide to the members as

much advance notice relative to the business of this House

so that we can prepare, we can engage in discussion, and

ultimately, participate in an in*ellàgezkt decision makin: '

procéss. Now, what very much concerns me, regarding Rule

No. 4.# is subsection (c) which is brand new and states that

one of Ehe duties of the Speaker is to announce the business

before the House in the order in which it is to be acted

upon. We relate that to Subsection (s) which is not new,
I

f his duties is to decide, ibut which says that another one o
!

without debate, all questions relating to the priority o'f

business, and then we, ah.. Mr. Majority Leader, Members of

the House, must refer to Rule 10., entitled 'Changing Order

. j . . i ew and sa s
p g
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1 that any order of business may be changed any time by the

Speaker. Now, one of the advances in these Rules that is

attractive to me, though itls not presented in the fashion

that I had previously disc'ussed with the Speaker
, is that

Rule that provides that bills and resolutions shall be calle

in their numerical order. As the Rules are now provided, we

Won't know for sure, the day before or the night before,

whatfs going to be acted on the following day, but at least

we'll have some idea or indication. By giving to the Speake

this new responsibility we are removing from the membership

itfs right to an a. . insured or assured orderly process and
' . advance notice of what is going to happen so that we can

prepare, we can engage in in-depth discussion and ultimately

participate in an intelligent decision making process. And

I would ask what is the basis for this new power or responsi

bility to the Speaker and where is the consistency: or com-

plimentary nature ah.. between it and the calling of bills

and resolut,l.ons in l,usrtex u.' (;a.-r. orïer . ''

K W. Miller : l ''Mr . Walsh. ''Re!) . .
W. D. Walshz ''We11, Gene, ah.. it is.. it is not new. The..

the Rule pertaining tö the Speaker having the authority to

ah.. change the orde'r of business was eh. . under Rule 4.,

'Duties of the Speaker', Subsection (e), in the Rules of the

77th General Assembly. Now,ito.that question was debated at

some length in the Rules Committee and it was felt by a

majority of the Committee, me included, that the Speaker
ilneeded the flexibility to go from one order of business to

the '
'
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debate on ah.. a bill that had just concluded. Ah.. there
could be ah.. eh.. intense ah.. opposîtion between the two

sides of the aisle and it.might, in the Speaker's discretion

and in the discretion of anyone else, be a good idea to, at

that point, go to House Bills First Reading, rather than to

continue with House... Hpuse Bills on Third Reading beeause

the member whose bill cane up next, and it would have to be

in the order on which they.. the numerical order on which th y

appeared on the Calendar, would suffer a severe disadvantage

by following that bill. Ah.. understand, and I reiterate,

that that.. bhau you pointed out to in Rule 10.y on the

Order of Business, was previously in 4. (e), so that is not

new at all, but is there for a good and sufficient reason.

Now, if the Speaker could be arbitrary in the calling of bi1 s,

then your point would be very good. The Rules provide this

time for the first time that the Speaker may not be arbitrar

and must call things within a particular order of business
' in numerical order. So, I think the membership is completel

safeguarded and the operations of the House are ah.. improve

ah.. by permitting the Speaker to, in his discretion, change

the order of house.. ah.. business just so he cannot change

the consecutiveness of business provided in the appropriate

Rule, I think it's 37.''

Rep. K.W. Miller: t''Mr Schlickmane do you have further question .>
E. F. schlickmanz ''No, I don't have a further question at the

moment, but I do want to pursue this particular point. Mr.

Majority Leader, you are partially rlght ah.. and you kere
artiall res cns'v ' '
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4 

,f Proposed Rule 4., is identical to Subsection (e) of O1d Rule

3., not 4. as you indicated. However, Subsection (c) of

Proposed Rule 4. is brand new and Subsection (a) of Rule 10.

is brand new. And I would suggest to you that with regard

to Old Subsection (e) of old.. ah.. Rule 3.'to decide withou

debate or questions relating to the priovity of business is

authority and responsibility to the Speaker to resolve dif-

ferences that exist among the members. However, by the new

sections that have been put in the Speaker, whoever he may

be, would be reserving and taking unto himself complete

authority relative to the order of business without any

participation by the members and he could ignore the Rules

completely and in the process negate the benefit or advantag

to the membership of having bills called in numerical order.

He could simply ignore, avoid, for what period of time may b

convenient, ah.. or desirable, could completely avoid the '

Order of Business relating to the calling of bills or resolu

tions . ''

. . - jyjjr waysjj . uRe p . K . W . Mi l i. e r ù, *

W. D. Walsh: ''AN.. I.. I really don't get your point, Gene.

The.. eh.. the, what youere objecting to is an authoriky tha

the Speaker has had in the past and I thought that I had

answered that because he does have the requirement within an

order of business to remain ah.. to continue in numerical

order. I can't see where that can be an objection. Now; yo
!

mentioned Subsection (c) under Rule 4.: namely 'To announce ' j

the business before the House in the order in which it is Eo

' 
. 
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announcement by the Speaker of House Bills Third Reading or

Resolutions, Senate Bills First Reading, etc. If this langu ge

and other language throughout this set of bills manages. . ah .

set of Rules.. manages to incorporate in the Rules some thin s

%that had been done by custom to which there had been no

objection and theyeve sinply been included in the bills.

There's ah.. there's certainly nothing in this to give the

Speaker any more authority than he had ah .. previously ande

indeed, it'substantially reduces his authority ah. . by makin

the requirement that he call things consecutively. I know

theze has been eriticism and, Gene, you've beeu here long

enough, you know youdve had bills perhaps that have been put

off and put off by a Speaker because he didn't want to call

them for any of a variety of reasons. This can no longer be

dOR C * K

E. t. Schlickman: ''We11/ Mr. Majority Leader, in concluding th
discussion on this matter, I should simply like to state tha

under the Rules of the 77th General Assembly and prior Rules

of this House, as I have served and.. served under them, no

Speaker had the absolute authority Eo change the Order of

Business. He always, if you will recall, said 'With the '

Leave of the House' he always said, 'With the Leave of the#

Housey'. He was asking to be able to change subject to our

approval. Under these Rules, we of the House: Members of th '

House, are losing that authority or restriction. And I shou d

like to say that these new provisionsy these brand new pro-

viséons, are completely contradictory and inconsistent vïth

the stated objectives of these Rules and thev cause me to be
sxo'''x.x* .
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' in doubt as to how I shall vote on these Rules, whether they

are amended or not.''

Rep. k .w. kl1ier:I''Ge.. Gentleman from ah.. cook, Mr. Walsh.''
W. D. Walsh: ''The Speaker has, when going from one order of

business to another, and whqther in the ah.. whether in the

Order of Business spelled out in the Rules or not, is.'. ah..

is said ah.. force of habit.. êWith Leave of the House we

will go to a different Order of Businesso' This he has done

It hasn't been necessary in the past and had not been necess ry

in the General Assembly before that. And l'm not too sure

abon#. the one before that. Historically, Gene, this provisi n

came in under Speaker Ralph Smith. And I think that at one

time in Speaker Smith's first term as Speaker he was called

by a member for changing the Order of Business and he felt

that it would expedite the House if he had the explicit

permission to go from one order of business to another. I

reiterate that the membership is safeguarded, there can be

. nc, txiaks played with his bills uc resoluticns on any order

of business. And that would be the only reason that anyone

could legitimately complain about the Speaker going from one

order of business to the other. It is.. it is purely a

matter that ah.. that must be in there in order that the

speaker can expedite the business of the House to a1l of our

advantages-''

l ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Maragos.œRep. x.w. Miller:
' s. c. Maragos: ''Will the ah.. Majority Leader submit to a

questlon-''
' . '' Proceed . ''

zr fc-N
''
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E S. C. Maragos: ''Ah.., Bill, can you please ah.. tell me how yo

reconcile some of the sections of 4. (e). I mean as of.. ah .

Rule 4. with Rule l0. As opposed to Rule l0. and ah. . Pro-

posed Rule 37.'1
5

W. D . Walsh : ''We1l p Rule . . Rule 37 . , Sam . provides that the . .

the Speaker ah . . and I don ' t know if this is your explicit

Point, provides that the Speakere within an Order of Busines , '

must call bills and resolutions consecutively. It further

provides that when he leaves that Order of Business and retu ns

at a later date, either the same day or at a later session,

he must return when.. to that Order of Business, to the next

consecutive Item of Business.. next consecukive Bi1l.''

S. C. Maragos: ''That.. that's true, but how do you reconcile

these Rules, though, with 10. which says that any time it ma

be changed by the Speaker, the Order of Business may be

changed at any time, and it doesn't have anyo.''

W. Du Walsh: ''ThatRs.. He.. he's referring to the Order of

Business, not the numerical order of bi.. bills or resolutio s

kithin an order of businesso'' '

S. C. Maragos: ''That.. that I understand, too, but the questio

still arises in my mind, even though you say a member may no

be hurt by this particular power in the Speaker, he can be

hurt because if the Speaker feels that he doesn't have a..

enough votes to support his particular point of view, which

may be against the sponsor of that bill, he can wait by

changing the Order of Business so he gets enough votes, that's

how he can be hurt on the Floor of the House in Eone.oo'ê

' 
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W. D. Walsh: ''sam that's pretty remote.''#

S. C. Maragos: ''Alright, well I doubt that very much, because

we have suffered under it, especially the Minority Side.
''

. t fr T,Rep
. K. W. Miller: The Gentleman from Lake, Mr. Murphy.

x)
W. Murphy: HWe11# Mr. Speiker, ah.. I think it has been

answered, but I wanted to go back to that point ah.. to

Representative Schlickman, because the flexibility, for

instance, is given on account of.. like you'd be on First

Reading or Second Reading and thereês Messages from the

Senate that must be read, so the Speaker can go to them.

But I think the important thing is that, and it was understo d

by the Rules Committee, that he must then come back to the

Order of Business that he left, he has to return to that

Order of Business. So I don't see how it could be used

arbitrarily.e'

Rep. K. W. Miller:d'Alright, webll proceed to Rule No. 5. Ah..

Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Schneider. Dupage. Dupage, Mr.

Schneider.''

J.' G. Schneider: ''Thank you ah.. Mr. Blair. Or ah.. Miller,

IIm sorry. Ah.. one of the observations I just want to make

and perhaps it relates to ah..' a number of Rules, but since

it might affect Rule 5. as well as Rule 32. I have a concern

about the nature of Fiscal Notes and one of the things that

bothers me is that frequently if we don't ah.. go back to th

Clerkls Office wedre not quite certain as to ah.. whom has

prepared the note. So ah.. one of my concerns, Bill, which

might best be resolved in the ah.. Committee hearings in the

future would b ' ' -
z''-'
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sponsible for either providing us with a ah. . Fiscal Note ah .

in print on the desks . Now, maybe that hinges on the number

of Fiscal Notes that are requested and the nllmher that are

actually pfepared and I would like to consider that as a
ossible change in 5. or in )32 

- Ah. . some of the ah. . ah. .P

dynamics of perhaps trying to have an indication on the bill

as to which departmênt has prepared the note would be some' th ng

also that we might consider khat ah. . once a Fiscal Note is

applicable ah . . khat the ah. . Clerk have some way of informi g

us which department has provided it . So I guess I 'm looking

at a aouple of ways where 'Eha Clerk could be responsible for

allowing us to deal with this problem. And maybe it is ap-

proria . . ah. . may be appropriate to deal with in Committeey

but I do want the members perhaps to f eed back to me some

information or f eeling they might have on a Fiscal Note bein

available to us a little bit more readily . ''

. ! jjwu xr waysh . ',eD. K. W. Miller : . . .

1''We1l # ah . . yeh. . I would sugqest on that # Glenn,W. D . Walsh :

that you ah. . have a Resolution prepared to do what ah. . you

f eel should be done . Ah. . the Speaker Will ref er the Resolu ion

to the Rules Committee . The Rules Committee will consider

it at the meeting that they plan ah . . immediately af ter the

Session on Wednesday, February l4th.''

J. G. Schneider: ''O.K. And then, I guess like to incorporate

it ip the Joint Rules. Now I'm not familiar on the timetabl
. I

!on that.''

W. D. Walsh: ''I'm not eithero''

z'NK
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T74 .1k J. G. Schneider: ''O.K. Thank you
.
''

;
.' . 

j j ;Reo-x-w. Miller/ Alright, Rule xo. 6. Gentleman from cook
,

!L
.! . Mr . Rayson .'''

L. H. Raysonz ''Ah. . Mr. Majority Leader, I seem to have troubl(
' 

with the rationale for thij Rule
. In other words, you're '

. J

precluded'from raising the question of a quorum in committeet

if it hasn't bedn raised in committee
. Is that correct, the .

''

! W. D. Walsh: ''That. . that's.. yes, that's the same as it has

been forever. You cannot raise that question after the

meeting has adjourned.''

L. H. Rayson: ''Alright, I9m suggesting wepve had trouble with

this from time to time and perhaps ah
. . ah.. I see no reason

for continuing that Rule
. Is. there any real reason to conti ue.

''

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, yeh.. because the question of a quorum sho ld

be raised in the committee at the time the meeting is being
held. Ah.. this is the appropriate time if you.. I.. I

can't understand how there'd be any objection to that
. '?

L. H. Rayson: ''Wel1z what j.f say a% . . fche Republt-cans walked

out of committee out of disgust and the Democraks passed a
bill and they didn't raise the matter of a quorum, you know.
Then the bill is ah.. is ah. . is ah.. voted on whichever way

the ah.. the people that remained ah
. . 

''

W. D. Walsh: ''Alright, generally what happens, as you know. ah.. .
ah.. all but one Republican walks out and that one raises th
question of a quorum.'' '

L. H. Rayson: 'fWell, O.E.''

ep. K. W. Miller : 1 ''The Gentleman f rom Cook: Mr. SchlicM an. 
*

E . E . schlickman : ''Mr. Speaker, which Rule are we on . ''

w. 'u .i .'- '1, r
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Rep. K. w. Miller: I had called Rule No. 6.

E. E. Schliekman: ''AK.. if.. if you don't mind, I was ah.. goi g

back to 5. just for a second, ah.. dealing with the Clerky
ah.. the.. the Rules make mandatory that the Clerk shall

attend all sessions of the House. Ah.. I think it's conceiv b1e

ah.. that because of human disability, the Clerk may sometim s

nok be able ko attend and I'm wondering if consideration was

given to a subsection here providing for a temporary ah..

successor such as the Deputy ah.. Xssistant Clerk-''

k ''Mr . walsh . ''.Wp. K. W. Miller:.

W. D. Wclshs ''Wel1, I think ik means that without saying it<

Ah.. some member of the Clerk's Office, an Assistant Clerk,

ah.. ah.. just as ah.. ah.. membership by state offiee..

officers in various capacities must attend and frequently

are unable to they send an administrative assistant ah.- ah.

to do so. I.. it's a point ah.. again. You could bring it

up ah.. Gene, at the meeting, but ah.. it looks to me like

ah.. the test of zeasonableness would apply to tiîat.''

Rep. K.W. Miller:l. ''Are there questions with respect to Rule

No. 7. Alright, Rule No. 8. Rule No. 9. Rule No. l0.

The Gentleman from Cook, Mr- Schlickman.'' '

E. F. schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, it's not my intention to be

redundant or repetitious at this kime, so I will avoid any

further discussion regarding Subsection (a) of Rule l0.y but

I would like to address myself to Subsection (b) of Rule l0.

which is old language except for reducing from ninety-five

to eighty-nine the number of members ah. . required to suppor

. . r susines .
z---i
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And I simply would like for the Majority Leader, if he

will, to indicate why there was a reduction from ninety-five

to eighty-nine. I'm concerned that this is contrary to what

I thought was the spirit and object.. one of the sprit.. a
*
)

part of the spirit and one'of the objectives of these rules

changes to recognize not only the rights of the individual

members, but of the Minority.''

K W. Miller:l ''Mr. Walsh.''eP. .

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, actually: that is not a change from the

old rules, Gene. That was a.. an amendment to the old rules

ah.. by resolution ah.. ah.. in the last session. It was..

it was changed from ninety-five to eighty-nine. Ah.. the

the reason ah.. very briefly, for requiring eighty-nine ah..

and not ninety-five is that that was not considered to be an

extraordinary ah.. ah.. motion and it did not have an effect

generally on the members and the public's right to know.''

ep. K.W. Miller:l ''Alright, Rule No. 11. Ah.. Mr. Wolfy The
Gentleman from Cook.'' '

J. J. Wolf: I'Ah.. Mr. Speaker, I beg your indulgence, I had to

t for a minute. I.. I just hade if I could, just onestep ou

ah.. brief question on Rule 5.# if I could just go back to
I , - ' i d to' khat again

. Rule 5., The Clerk e (c) says he s requ re

keep the transcript of the Debates of the House and make th

available to the public under reasonable conditions. And 19

t wondering what are reasonable conditions an'd also, isjus
i

there a statutory fee involved ah.. like most other places

that theyt.. ah you can charge so much a sheet for reprintin
it . Ah . ''

w

' 
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W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. ah.. Jake, this looks like something on

which there probably should be a fee ah.. and I don't know

that the Clerk has the authority to impose one. Ah.. this

language is taken pretty much from the Constitution which

requires that debate be transcribed and be available to the

public. And I think the language is.. is identical to the

ah.. Constitution. I#m not too sure the Clerk knows what

reasonable conditions are. He ah.. might have to refer to

the transcript of the Debates of the Constitutional Conventi n

and I wish him a lot of lucko''

J. J. Wolf: ''Wel1, I just want.. X think wc should give some

very serious thought into defining what are reasonable con-

ditions. Ah.. are we going to have someone come in and ah..

wanE a transcript of sonething that transpired a several

years back-''

W. D. Walsh: ''Yeh, well, ah.. I think yes, that.. I think that

this is an area that is going to require legislation, Jake,

and I think ah.. tbe.t Lhere.. there cercaluly shoald be a

bill introduced to define what the Constitution means by

reasonable conditions and ah.. make it statutory because ah-

ah . ;' ''

Rep. K.W. Miller: 'rThe Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Shea-''
G. W. Shea: ''AH.. Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

' i that ah.. once the transcriptio sHouse
, it s my understand ng

are reduced to writing and at the end of a session that they

are then filed in the Archives and that the Secretary of

State's Office will make them available at a nominal charge

to b that wants 'em. And I'm sure that.. m understan ing
s'i'w
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is that ah.. from the Speakery that the. . the originals of

our Debates will be available shortly after the day that the

were taken-''

ReP.K.W. Miller:l ''Alright, Rule No. 1l. Rule No. 12. The

Gentleman from Cook, Mr. ScHlickmanof'

E. F. Schlickman: ''Regarding Rule No. 11., Mr. Speaker, and

Members of the House and Mr. Majority Leader, I do have a

question. But before that, I'd like to make an observation

which is of a semi- ah.. nature in terms of defending ah..

my conduct on this Floor. A newly elected Member of the Hou e

just a few minutes ago cMle back Lnd asked, in effect, wùat

tight I had to ask questions on the Ploor since I had not

attended a1l of the Rules Committee meetings or a11 of the

meetings.. attended al1 of the meetings ah.- which I had

attended. I respectfully suggest to him and to others who

may feel similarly that Rules are the most important thing

for a deliberative body, by the exercise, by the procedure

' ' that we4re following, a11 of the members wzll be more famili r

with these Rules. And I should like to point to the late

President Lyndon B. Johnson, who is characterized as one of

the greatest legislators Ehat has ever lived in the United

States, and itîs been said that he was such a great legislat've

leader because he knew the rules. Now, with regard to 11.,

I don't recall, Mr. Majority Leadere during my terms in the
House, that the Rules Committee ever issued or reported a

special order for the day. So, I respectfully suggest that

we may have a Rule here that is antiquated, unnecessary. I

ld lsO ' ' ' ' ' 'WOu a
z . . ..p' 
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as to why there is a reduction from ninety-five to eighty-
L.

' nine members, which I believe is the case. A reduction in

the number of members to override a special report of the

Rules Committee.''

1: ''Mr. Walsh, cvre to reply.''
.ep. K.W. Miller

W. D. Walsh: ''Wel;, ah.. I.. I really have difficulty answerin

that, Gene. Itls a Rule that has been there for ah.. ah..

in the past. It ah.. I'm told that it ah.. allows some

flexibility to the proceedings of the House and I ah.. am

hard pressed at the moment of an example where it would appl .

Ah.. I dou't see 'whare i: dons any harm though, Gene.ê'

ep. K.W. Miller/, ''Alright, Rule No. 12. The Gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Palmer.''

R. J. Palmer: ''Mr. Speaker, will the distinguished Majority

Leader yield for a question.''
' ' ''He will proceed-''Rep

. K.W. Miller: '

R. J. Palmer: ''Bi1l, historically the Speaker and sometime ah.

before the last session, I believe, other meaeers in the

Leadership on b0th sides, were allowed to vote by proxy on

questions of anything EhaE might interest Ehem. And I.. as

I understand that's been done from time immemorial. I have

personally, in times past, found that that voEe was crucial

to a decision in taking a bill of mine out of a committee.

In view of the long history of ah.. letting some momhers in

the ah.. ah.. Leadership vote ah.. what would be the rationa e
i

at this point f rom removing this power f rom the Speaker . ''

W. D. Walshz ''Well , ah . . I was one member of the Rules Conmlftt e

that did not f ee1 that the S eaker should ive u his Prox .
,.m

, 
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f The prevailing side which did ah. . felt that the ah.. all

Legislative Study Commissions, including the COUGA Commissio 
#

of which we#re a1l familiar, has very strongly recommended

that all proxy voting, including the proxy vote of the

Speaker, be eliminated, that side prevailed and that ' s why
)h . ' ,1We don k have the Speaker's proxy.

ReP.K.W. Miller: l ''The Gentleman from Lake, Mr. Murphypn
W. J. Murphy: '1Mr. Speakere ah.. in.. also in answer to Repre- '

sentative Palmer, the thinking, of course, behind it was the

fact that on the proxies they are kind of insulting the memb rs

of the public because they are not there to hear the.. the

debate, theylre' not there to hear the evidence that the publ c

have offered and consequently a proxy vote is a bad vote.

That was the thinking behind it. And that's why when they

eliminated one they eliminated a11 of 'emo''

Rep. K.W. Millerp ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Palmer.''
R. J. Palmer: ''Wel1, my only comment is that it was right for

a hundred and some odd years, I don't know why it's wrong

now. I donft think that we've progressed this much. I.. I

donft know that ah.. that ah.. ah.. that the ah.. of this..

your objection.. a reason has ever been brought forward befo e.

It's been a matter of custom and ah.. I think that the

Speaker should retain that right to vote.l

-7 ' ''The Gentleman from Cooky Mr. Schlickman.''Rep
. K.W. Mzlle/.:

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Majority Leader, with regard to Rule NoZ

12., and it does relate, in my mind, to Rule no. 13;e we're

changing Rule No. 12., not only to eliminate proxy voting on I
. the art of a ' '

. =
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providing that al1 Leaders, a11 Leaders, at any given time,

may be ex-officioy yes, non-voting, but ex-officio members

of each standing committee. Now, I may be wrong on my math,

what we would be doing by this change is increasing from, I

believe three or four to at least ten or eleven, the number

of ex-officio members that would have a right to participate

in the deliberations with regard to a particular bill in a

particular ccmmittee. Seems to me that while welre eliminat ng

the proxy vote we may be overwhelming a sponsor of a bill by

nnmhers in terms of presence and debate and ah.. that would

more than adequately offset ah.. the loss of one vote.''

Rep .K .W . Mi lle' r/: ''Mr . Walsh . '' .
W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1, you're absolutely right, ah.. we did lose

one vote. We had a majority of three, including the Speaker s

Pro-. ah. Proxy, in the last ah.. session. We will now have

the' majority of two. Ah.. I.. I preferred to keep ah.. agaâ

the ah.. the proxy vote for the Majority Leader: but I may
' l ad a selkist./ a selfish interest in that. Ah.. it 'have k

was felt by the Rules Committee that the ah.. these people

as ex-officio members ah.. would go to committee and give a

Party position ah.. and that would pretty much be it. Now

ah.. that.. they're not confined to that- They may go to

any committee, but as'a practical mattere it's very doubtful

since they can't vote that they will.''

' - ' ''Ah Gentleman from cook, Mr. Granatao''Rep. K.W. Millerzl **
P C. Granata: ''Mr. Speaker, in answer to Mr. Schlickman's

question about adding the extra members in the conunittee,

w ' ' ' s oi o . Ah . . f rom time
-
.
-
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immemorial, as long as I can remember, any member thaE

appears in any committee and asks the chairman for a right

to be heard always the chairman extended that member a

courtesy, whether he was a member of the committee or not.e

Reo. M.W. Miller: 1 The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Fleck.

C. J. Fleck: ''Ah.. Bill, I'd like to ask a question and then

make a comment and might surprise a lot of people here. Wha

was the rationale of removing the Speaker's Proxy./

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. the xationale was that ah.. ah.. for one

thing it ah.. reduced the Republican Majority on committees

effectively from three to two. Ah... secondlyr the.. the ah.

ah.. groups that have made studies of the Legislature, and I

don't have statistics handyr but most Legislatures have

eliminated proxy votes. Ah.. our Senate is the glaring
' exception. Ah.. the proxy vote. it was felt by ah.. the

COUGA Cbmmission, ah.. and a majority of the Rules Comis..

Committee was convinced ah.. that it was,as Representative

Murphy laointed out, ah-, ah.. a ncin-thinkinG'vota bacause

the.. the proxy.. the person voting the proxy does not have

an opportunity to listen and participate in debate. Ahy he

does not have an opportunity to know what a bill is after it

has been amended. Ah.. and it was felt that this was a ah..

a rather shabby prackice. And I think anybody whose had a

bill over in the Senate will agree that unlimited proxies
l

are indeed bad. 1, myself, felt that the Speaker's Proxy

would only'be cast on ah.. on Party matters and ah.. therefo e

was ah.. was not onerous, but ah.. the majority of the Rules

y% *
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Committee felt that it was and thatês.o.o''

C. J. Fleck: ''We1l, did they consider the fact, look at the

practicalities of the situation, I can understand where the

members of the Leadership who have the freedom to run around

and make committee meetings at will might be ex-officio

members and be able to speak and not have a 1ot of burdensom

responsibilities and managerial responsibilities to be

handling while these committees are meeting. I personally

think the Speaker should have a proxy. He's got a 1ot of

responsibilities back in that Office and hefs.. he's running

this.. this legislative ship and to say he can't at least

' have the opportunity to vote on some bills in some committee

when members who aren't even the Speaker have that opportuni y

to vote on some bills in committee I think is really disen-

' francising the Speaker and I don't think it's proper because

as I've said before, he has a 1ot to do- And ah.. he should

have an opportunity to vote on some bills.''

Rep . K - W , M i 1.1e r : 1 ''Mr . Wa l sh . ''
W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1, let.. 1et me say this, that I was concerne #

too, charlie, about ah.. the disenfrancisement. Ah.. concer ed

more for myself than for the Speaker, but it was pointed out

to me that there is nothing to preclude me being a.. appoint d

to a committee and having a vote, not as Majority Leader, bu

as a member. Now, I suppose that the Speaker could also

appoint himself to a committee if he desired to, I couldnêt '

see how he could possibly do that with the limitations ah..

of time. Ah.. but generally, ah.. I've got to say that I '

a ree with ou on the remova of '
er pTA
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Rep. K.W. Miller': /''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Richard Walsho''

R. A. Walsh: ''Ah.. Bill, it seems to me what youdre saying her

is that you wanted to have the Speaker's Proxy taken away

and in doing so you have completely stripped him of the powe

to vote. Ah.. I think it's unlikely that he would appoint

himself to ah.. one or two or three, and there's a rule here

that says he can't be on any more than four committees. Ah.

we had some discussion on this, some bipartisan discussion,

and ah.. ah.. the Speaker's Proxy Vote, and the bipartisan

group ah.. ahh.. of which I was a member, concluded that ah.
I

' the Speaker probably shouldnft have a proxy vote, but the

Speaker should be permitted to vote, in person: at any com-

mittee, which he' attended. And I think that would satisfy
' ah.. Representative Palmer and maybe Representative Pleck

and I think there were those on the other side of the Aisle

who agreed with me and why wouldnlt it be possible to give

the Speaknr ah.. ab.. a vote aho. at sny me.. committee '

meeting ah.. which he would attend in persone''

Rep. x-w. Miller: I''Mr. Walsh... Mr. William Walsho''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. I'm in the position of defending the indefe -

sible. I ah.. think that perhaps ah.. Mr. Katz ought to do

this. I.. I agree pretty much with you ah.. the thinking,

though, was that .it would ah.. ah.. change the majority and

ah.. ah..*

Rep. K.W. Millerz J''Mr. B. B. Wolfe. Gentleman from Cook.''
B. B. Wolfe: ''On this point, yes. Ah.. eh.. with reference to '

the Speakerf s right to vote by proxy in committee when the

commit ee '
a,''-k a
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the majority ah.. a Party. And, whereas wedre so evenly

divided werre actually one vote apart at this pointy Howeve y

it's perhaps a good rule. It doesn't strip him of any power

ah.. he's elected just as we are when.. when he votes on a
@ %

bill he only has that one vote. When a committee ah.. hears

testimony a1l morning and they.. momhers vote I think to hav

the proxy vote come in, and in many cases, and I know that

the other members have experienced this same thinq, in a

very closely called ah.. vote that ah.. one vote that is

sent in by proxy eould change the entire committee vote and

I don't think it's really depriving him of any power I think

' it's just establishing the fact that.. that ah.. in the com-

. mittee work ah.. when the ah.. ah.. division is by two votes

that we maintain at least that division throughout and not

increase it ah.. ah.. on any specific bill or particular bil

in which the Speaker himself might be interested. Ah.. I

think it's a fair rule at this pointv''

. Rep. K.W. p1.i.ll,7r : i''The Centlaman f rom Cook. Mr. Katz . '' ,
H. A. Kakz: ''Wel1, despite the solid ah.. opposition of my

distinguished colleagues the Walsh brothers on the other

side, I would like to say that I think that ah.. this is a

very salutory ah.. improvement in the operations here of the

House. I know that when Ifve been a member of a commitkee

and I have sat and patiently listened to all of the witnesse

and along came a proxy of somebody who was never even there hat
' 

d the vote one way or another, who never even heardturne )
the witnesses, I resented it, but my resentment was not one-

t ' w ' e Ses w o travelled a1l the wa
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do'wn from Chicago or Joliet or someplace to be heard to in-

fluence the committee and discovered that the vote turned by

someone who was never even in the committee to hear it. Now

as far as keeping the Speakerls right to vote without keepin

the proxy, I would like to qoint out to you that across the
Rotunda in the Senate, if a Leader wants to be appointed to

a committee he's like any other member of the General Assemb y,

he is appointed to that committee, he goes to that committee

he sits through the committee like the rest of us. And I

would like to say that our distinguished Minority Leader, I

think made a great contribution in terms of eliminating the

votes of a phalanx of individuals who would come and be ther

for four minutes in order to cast their vote and affect.. an

change the results in a committee to give the Leaders the

opportunity to speak, but leave to the members of the com-

mittee Who are there during the whole session and who hear

al1 the witnesses the opportunity to vote. If the Speaker

dèsires te be a membar of the ccmmitkeee like the Pressdent

of the Senate, if he wants to choose a committee and be like

anoEher member, and appoint himself to be on a committee, no

one would object to that: but he does not have a right, the
Speaker, as one elected to this House, to vote in twenty

committees when the rest of us only have the right to vote

in three committees. He is a member of this House, elected

by the same numher of people that we are, and so our adoptin

the same practice as the Senate is a very salutory and

excellent thing which reinforces the position of the committ e

% *
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d t a vote'without knowing a1l that's involved
. And Ian cas

think that our Minority Leader made an excellent advance in

committees when he fought for this proposal.''

Rep. K.W. Miller:)''The Gentleman from Cookp Mr. Richard Walshol
R. A. Walsh: ''Well, Mr. Speakxr: I want to make one thing clea .

I am not arguing for ah.. a proxy vote for ah.. the Speaker.

And ah.. Representative Katz I think misunderstood my remark

if he felt that was the case. I do think that the Speaker,

who has a constituency, just as we do, should be entitled t
be present at committees and vote. As a matter of fact, I

think he has a resronsibâ lity to his constitut,ncy to do that

to the best of his ability. Now, the ah. . Rule 12 . , which

relates to the appointment ah. . of members to a committee sa s

that the Speaker shall appoint . Now, I think there ' s a

question as to whether or not one is able to appoint himself

and if it is the intention of the Rules Committee that the

Speaker shall be able to appoint himself they should so

s ecify . Awzd it would seem to me' that he should be permitteP

to also ah.. be appointed to more than a couple of committee .

I think a better solution, Mr. Speaker, is that the Speaker

be ex-officio member of al1 committees and be Permitted to

vote when attending a committee in person.''

I''The Gentleman from Cookg Mr. Katzg''Rep. K.W. Miller:
H. A. Katz: R'Ah.. the distinguished Gentleman from Cook must

certainly be aware that the only person who appointed the

Speaker to the Rules Committee was the Speaker, so he could
i

not seriously urge that the Speaker would not have the power

'N
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to make appointments. And I said before that if the Speaker

wants to appoint himself to the same limited number of com-

mittees as the rest of us that's perfectly O.K., but he is

in charge of the House in many regards, but when he is befor

a committee his right to vote should be the same as everyone

else. And I think that the final recommendatione the unanim us

recommendation of the Rules Committee, including the Speaker

and including the distinguished Minority Leader, and includi g

the distinguished Majority Leader, was to take away the

proxy vote, to take away the right of the Speaker to vote
l .

in all committees, to permit all of the Leaders to be heard,

but not to vote in committee, and I think that is an excelle t

result, unanimously endorsed by the Rules Committee, and wee

as the ordinary and average members and not thé Leaders in

this House should be very happy at the Leaders' willingness

to recognize that when they're on a committee they are

members of the House as We are.n '

xe K.w. Miller/ lAlriqht, Rule No. l3. The Gentleman from-  p,. .

cook, Mr. Schlickmank'' '

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, ah.. Members of the House and

Mr. Majority Leader, I have three questions with regard to

Subsection (b) of Rule 13. Subsection (b) of 'Rule l3. says

that the Speaker shall designate the numher of members on

each committee, but that he shall be restricted to no more
i

than thirty-five. I have three questions. Numher 1, why d

isn't there a minimum requirement, a floor as well as a

ceiling. Numher 2, with what absoluteness is the number tha

o% ' 
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he selects, may he change it during the course of the

session. And, number 3, why don't we have, within this

Rule, ah.. a ratio relative to Majority and Minority Members ip.
''

Rep. K.W. Miller: PGentleman from Cook, Mr. William Walsh.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. to your fifst question and I don't recall

the debate on this and khis.. the only change in this Rule

is that the ah.. there.. a member may be appointed to no

more than four ah.. it previously had been five standing

committees. Ah.. that, I think, is reasonable. Eive ah. .

Was simply too many and ah.. indeed very few members are..

are appoënted to as many as four. A1z.. othereise.. ah.. Eze

the ah.. the Rule remains the same as it had been with respe t

to maximum and there has, to my knowledgey never been a

minimum number. I know of no committeep though, ah.. ah..

that has ah.. fewer than three members because ah.. there's

always ah.. insistence that there be Minority representation .

such as on the new ah.. Committee on Assignment of Bills.

So, I suppose there is that practicax limitation of vhree

. as a minimum. But it is ah.. not, as you point out .. ah.. 
.

oint ah. . said explicikly . Ah. . your ihird question ah. .P
ah.. why are not the numbers of the ah.. ah.. the explicit

numbers of each committee spelled out in the Rules ah.. my

recollection, I thought, let me consult.... I thought there

might be a Rule in which the ah.. the number for each com- '
. I
mittee was spelled out, it is not, but I might mention to

you, and for anyone else who in interested, that the numher
' 

on the four hour committees is ah.. ah.. twen.. ah.. thirtee
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to eleven, twenty-four, and the number on the two-hour

committees, and these exclude ex-officio members: is ah..

eighteen, ah.. and the Majority Party will have thirteen on

the four-hour committees, the Majority Party will have ten

on the two-hour commikteeso''

x u Milzer: l''The Genkleman from Cook, Mr. Schlickman.''eP. . .
E. F. Schlickman: ''We1l, one final question, ah.. Mr. Speaker

and Members of the House and Mr. Majoriky Leader, and it
deals with the third pôint that I made and that has to do

With the ratio of Majority and Minority members of a committ e,
'

what would prevent the Speaker, a Speakery what would preven

a Speaker, under this Rule, where you have a division of

eighty-nine and eighty-eight as we do now, of determininge

deciding, that the ratio shall be three to one. or four to

one, or thirty-four Majority and one Minority.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1z there.. there, of course, wàs much dis-

cussion on this, and this gets pretty much to the ah.. to th

meat of the matter and ah.. where compromise must be effecte

ah.. the ah.. Senate, the situation in the Senate, was men-

tioned many times, whereas we know there is a majority of

' one, the Majority Party over there has a majority of three

on most comittees and, it seems to me, five on some. Ah..

we on the Republican Side ah.. wished for a greater majority

than we have ah.. but, being reasonable, we lost one member

to the Minority Party in the last election, it was felt that I

ah.. by the members of the Minority Party that ah.. we

probably ought to lose one member ah.. on ah.. the committee

'
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and the member that we lost on the committees was the proxy

vote of the Speaker. Ah.. this .is just a.. a matter which

you ah.. ah.. do the best you can to get as much as you can

and you settle for what you can.''
N

j1''Rule No
. l4. The Gentleman from Cook,. ep. K.W. Milters

Mr. Palner.''
' R. J. Palmer: *Mr. Speaker: so that ah.. a question if I may

inquire of the Chair. Ah.. so that I understand ah.. ah.. I

have an amendment to 14., but as I understand now, we're

going through on an informakional type of scheme to under-

stand these Rules and at a later date then we Will get back

on these one or more amendmentsa''
'Rep. K.W. Millexl ''That I understand is the Chair's ruling.# '

' Number l5. Number l6. Number... The Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. Schlickmano''

E. P. Schlickman: ''Ah.. Mr. Speaker, regarding ah.. Rule l5.

entitled 'Chairmen and Vice-chairmen'e ah.. Mr. Majority

Leader, as I understand it in (a) the word 'standing' was

stricken so.that the work committee includes both standing

and service, is that correct.''

. y uxr paysu.llep. X.W. Miller: k *

W. D. Walsh:

E. F. Schlickman: ''Alright, in Subsection (b) we still retain

the word 'standing'. Is that to be strieken also.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. no, that ah.. that re.. ah.. that remains

ah.. as it iso''

E. F. Schlickman: ''T see. Now, with regard to ah.. Subsectfon

' 
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C, and I don't Rnow if this is new or o1d language and '

really, that doesn't bother me. What we are concerned

about here is revision or reform and skreamlining, so I

don't think that if it is cld that in it of itself should

justify it's content. But, I am concerned about the use '

of the word 'designate' and let me read khis: eThe Chair-

man shall call the committee to order, designate which bills
' are to be taken upl. Now#o.o'at least six-and-a-half days

before he's to post ah.. the notice of the meeting and

i dicate the bills that ah.. will be called' Now, by khen .

use of khe word 'zeségnating' are we giving him any ah..

authority ah.. to determine at that time which bills will

be called? Or by the word ''designate'' do we mean simply

to engage in a yinisterial act and say, 'This is what the

notice says we'll be hearing and this is what we'll be

doingê?''

W. D. Walsh: %'We1l, Geney I ah.. I ah.. think that means that

ah.. that refers to his obligation to post, for one thing.

But, if you would read something in there where the Committe

Chairman could be arbitrary, I think the rule which requires

that when a bill is posted that witnesyes be heard would ah..

preclude any arbitrariness./ .

E. F. Schlickman: ''Then for the record, I shall understand

that the word 'designatef simply involves a ministerial

duty on the part of the Chairman of a Committee.''
!

W. D. Walsh: ''That is certainly my understanding of the word

'designate' as used there.

G-fzr
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pep. K.W. Miller: ''$Rule No. 16. The Gentleman from McLean,
Mr. Bradley.''

Gerald A. Bradley: ''Mr. speaker. I Would like to ask the

Majoriky Leader a question ön 15 ah..to go a little further
with the word 'designate'. I'm wondering if the Chairman

' of the Committees will still have the perogative of calling

the bill that he wishes to be heard at that time in the

committee without going by the order in which khe numhers

of the bills that appear on the call.''
1

: W. D. Walsh: nRight. That was brought. ure Jerry, in the ah..

the Rules Committee ah.. it was determined by a majority of

the Rules Comhittee that that would be unduly restrictive

' on the Chairman to require that he call bills in the order

that they call. One example of why that is not a good idea

is that there may be a great nnmher of witnesses down on a

bill with a high number and ah.. it would be unreasonable

. to hold t'aose people thzough a1l t14e other bills.n

Gerald A. Bradley: ''Thank you, Bi11.''

2 '''Rule No. l6. Rule No. l7. Rule No. l8.Rer. E.W. Miller

Rule No. l9. Ah.. the Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Harold

Washington.''

Harold Washington: ''Just Qne question as to Rule No. 17.

Ah.. Representative Walsh, why was the magic figure of 50%

arrived at to determine whether or not there should be a

special ca'll on the behalves of the momhers of that

committee?''

/ .u-
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W. D. Walsh: ''AK.. well, the, of course, the purpose of this
) '

Rule is that if you have an aribtrary Chairman then ah..

ah.. a bill can be called without the Chairman doing it.
. 

)j Ah. . khe magic nllmher of 50% , I suppose was used because
i hat would give some indication of whether the bill could. t

) pass Ehe committee or not./
' 
j

..

Rep. K.W. Millerl ''Mr. Washingtonv''

Harold Washington: ''If you have an arbitrary Chairman and

an arbitrary majority in the Committee: 50% wouldn't mean

too much. Isn't the purpose of these... I'm not alluding

to any past Committee Chairman... ah.. Isn't the purpose of

such a rule to protect the minority? It would appear to

me that a more reasonable requirement would be something

like 40% to assure that the majority...minority party at

least would have some measures heard if they so desire.

But if you make it 50%, the minority party could never

force the Chairman to call the special hearing.''

W. D. Walsh: ''We11, I think if the ah.. Chairman is being

arbitrary, I don't think you need to go to Republicans
I

or Democrats, I think that can be recognized by everyone Ii
I

and it is not really a committment to vote for a bill, to '

call a bill. Incidentally, this was put in here, onlye in .

i l ntrol Harold o
''case we Republicans should some day ose co ,

Harold Washington: ''I want to give you some additional pro-

tection. Why not make it 35%?''

K W Miller:! ''Rule No. 18:,ep . . . . .

2
il
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pep x-w. Mill'er:c'Gentleman from cook, Mr. J. J. Wolfon
J. J. Wolf: ''Mr. Speaker. Members of the House. In Rule

l8, as I noticed and in a large number of other partâcular

rules, we have come up with the figure of taking l07 votes

to do an awful lot of things. In my opinion if 89 members

can pass a bill that is going to affect 11 million people

in the State of Illinois and if 89 momhers can overrule

the Chair and if 89 members can discharge a Committee,

. then why do we have to go to the absurd number of l07

to suspend rules and do all other kinds of nonsense? I

believe that with the exceptions possibly of changing the

effective dates of bills or for Constitutional Amendments

or ah.. gubernatorial vetoes I personally believe that 89

votes should be enough to decide anything in this House.p

ep. x.W. Miller: k''Genkleman from cook, Mr. Katzo''
Harold A. Katz: ''Yes. I would like to respond to the Gentle-

man's remarks since I did propose the matter that he is

objecting to. If 89 members can pass a bill affecting

10 million citizens of the State, shouldn't the 10 million

citizens have a right to be heard before the 89 m-mhers

vote on the bill that affects them? That's what is basicall

involved here. No one is arguing about the fact that we

have a right after we hear from m-mhers of the public that

want to be heard. We have a right to pass the bill with

89 votes. But there are at least two good reasons why you

' dinary majority. In the first Plaee,need to put an extraor

it is an extraordinary situation when you deny a member
.'-N

. a 
' 
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of the public the right to be heard. And, if we arise here

in the House, as a11 of us have seen and participated in, an .

We ask permission of the House to go up and have a bill hear

today or tomorrow and that right is granted, it is not simpl

the rights of the other l76 members that are affected, it is

the right of 10 million people of the State who wi'll be deni d

and opportunity without notice to be heard if they want to d

so. In the second placep there has been an additional eleme t

changed. The new Constitution, adopted by the people of

Illinois, and incidently, drawn by a number of excellent

People who are here, Members of this General Assomhly,

guarantees, as a constitutional right, public notice of

matters that come before the Legislature. Now, a11 this doe

is to say that if the Constitution guarantees this right to

citizens, should we not at least require an extraordinary

majority before we deprive them of their constitutional

Hight to be heard. Notida x's en impoztant and Nital element

of the right to be heard and that is why the Speaker and the

Minority Leader and the other members of the Committee reall

have unanimously endorsed this principlee that the citizens

of the State do have a right to get in their two-cents and

be heard before we pass legislation affecting the people of

this State. After we have given them that right, due hotice
' 

and a committee hearing, then 89 members have every right

to pass a bill.' But the right to be heard should not be

dependent upon the vote of 89 peoplee 107 is a reasonable

restriction on our right, in an emergency situation we can
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. get 107 votes, if it is not an emergency situation, we shoul

not deprive the people of the State of an opportunity to be

heard on matters of legislation that affects everybody in th

State . ''
)Rep . K .W. Miller : t''Ah . . the Ge'ntleman f rom Cook , Mr . J. J . Wolf ''

J. J. Wolf: ''We11, in response to the Gentleman from Cook, I

couldn't agree more as far as the public's right to be heard

and I am very happy to see that welre going to have 6 l/2

day notice to the public and so forth. But this covers an

awful 1ot of things. It says this Rule, the entire Rule,
l

al1 of those Sections, can only be susp/nded by a vote of
' 

l07 members. Ah.. now you, ah.. not only ah.. is posting

for the public, which is not really concerned with the

numher of votes it takes to suspend a rule, I agree that the
'Public should have this notice and I Would p.. personally be

most reluctant to suspend ah.. a rule to waive proper notice

but We#re talking àbout notice to ah.. a number of other

i in each committeethings and.. and the chairman ah.. read ng

meeting a list of the bills which have been requested at the

next meeting, it might be that immediately after ah.. you

leave the committee room a member may come up to the committ e

mem.. ah.. the chairman and say 'I'd like to have this bill

ah.. posted and heard next week' and there's still time to

give the 6 l/2 day public notice, but he didnît have time
Ito ah.. to advise the members of the committee ah.. at that

particular meeting. He may send a special notice or a speci l

letter advising them. It could beuan hour after the adjourn
i
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ment of commiktee and why would you need 107 votes to have

to suspend somekhing like that.''
*

Reo. K.W. Miller: ?'The Gentleman from Lawrence, ah.. Mr.
Cunninghamo''

R. D. Cunningham: HMr. Speaker, the thought occurs to m.. the

thought occurs to me that the Republican Majority in this

. House is being outfoxed by Katz. We need to recognize that

we only have 89 votes and before any on khis Aisle vote to

: adopt Rules that will completely tie us from any meaningful

aètion we need to kake a number.. numerical count as to how

many members we have. At the riçht time: T'm goinq' to maka
' 

a motion that we adopt the Rules from the 77th General

Assenbly and let a11 this reform, so-called, go down the

drain because it will have the effect that we have suggested

and that is deprive the Majority Party, as selected by the

voters of this State, from proceeding with their voter-givin

. responsibility to write the laws that we live under. And my

remark about :he Repzesentative fzom Glencoe was intended to

be favorable and so there should be.. need be no reply, but

I.. I would ah.. stand by it.''

Rep. K.W. Millerr l''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Katz.''
H. A. Katz: ''AH.. if the distinguished Gentleman desires to

lead a movement to prevent the people of the Illinois from

having this right and access and notice, I would suggest tha

the Majority Party that he talks about might not end up bein

the Majority Party. I would suggest that they are the
!Majority Party because of the votes of those people he is
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to the Majority Party in simply.requiring that they be
willing to listen to these very people who elected 'them the

Majority Party before they pass these laws that affect a1l o

those people who made them the Majority Party.n
Rep. K.W. Miller: 1

. ''The next Rule is.. The Gentleman from Cook,

ah.. Mr. B. B. Wolfem''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Ah.. Mr. Speaker, on Section (d), and I note

throughout the Rulesp there's an emphasis on khe date June

30th. I have not seen the.. the Timetable yet that I believ

is being prepared so that we can take a look at ik: and I '

don't know why June 30th anymore, except for constitutionali y

reasons, becomes an important date to this House. I was

hoping that this House would finish its business on June the

15th or maybe earlier, but at least not longer than the 20th

or 25th of the year. A.. a.. as we set forth in previous

Rules, cutoff dates for example, June the 9th in the odd

number.. in the even numbered year. Now we do come back ah.

ah.. in the Fall and we come back periodically ah.. Decomher

Novembere and we have a sort of a sessione so why isn't that

Rule, where 'No notice by Posting is required for any meetin .

held in the week preceding' instead ofelune 30th in any

Regular Sessionbdthe date fixed for the last day of business

in any Session.' so that it would be applicable to the odd

numbered year, it would be applicable to the short session

we have in ah.. in the Fall and it would be applicable to

the long session we have in the ah.. odd nnmhered year.n
I

Rep. K.W. Millert ''The Gentleman f rom Cook, Mr. Walsh. . Mr. '
william walsh . '' . .- . - - .- . .

...J ''--xx
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. D. Walsh: Well, the reason that June 30th is ah.. is used

:here ah.. is because Ju.. ah.. ah.. it affects the ah.. eh.

effective day of ah.. that bills can become effective. Ah..

as you know if there ah.. ah.. acted upon before June 30th

they're effective on July 1st. They must have a majority..

a khree-fifths majority after June 30th ah..and so for that
reason ah.. the date of June 30th is used there.*

Rep. K.W. M-ilieri OAlrifht, the next Rule is Number ah.. Gentle
man from cook, Mr. B. B. Wolfe.'' . -

B. B. Wolfe: ''Bi11, ah.. the ah.. thatls not the point. It sa s

'No Notice by pos..' ph.. this is a posting requirGment: beca se

the commiEtee who.. ah.. we don't have ah.. if.. ah.. we don t

have time to post ah.. 6 l/2 days before the termination of

a.. of a Session period. This.. this is the purpose of it,

to.. ah.. it sort of suspends the Rule only in that area, bu

it would be applicable to any session period that we have :

where wefre terminating. For example, if we terminated on

Juna èhe 9th or 10th in the even yeaz, then a Rule such as

this has no meaning. Welre not going to the 30th. In ah..
N

the rall, if we took.. if we come in, if we meet for 15 days

or 3 weeks, or 4 weeks, it would have no application. A1l

that I'm saying is that if wefre doing a Rule it should be

applicable to the business of the House and ah.. no matter

when we terminate our session period that Rule would not be

effective in the last 7 days of any session period, that's

Z ii * K

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, as I read that, it would be effective in

m'N. '
i ,'.% ''-
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any ah.. ah-. June 30th of the even number as well as the

odd number years and for the same reason.'î

B. B. Wolfe: ''No, that ah.. youere mis.. say we have next yea

a date of termination of June the 9th. So weêre going to

have committee meetings up to June the 1st or we're going to

be posting up to June the 2nd or 3rd. Now, this Rule says

'No Notice' and so forth eheld in the week preceeding June

30th in any Regular Session.' Ah.. well we're always numher

one in Regular Session, so, for next year, it wouldn't have

any meaning at all. It would havè to be amended to read

'prqceding June the 9th' of tbat year. And a1.1 I'm saying '

is that ià the language were general you don't have to

keep amending that Rule to fit into what this House is going

to be doing with reference to terminatinq dates in any year,

or at any time-''

W. D. Walsh: ''Yeh, well, you may have a good point. If we did

terminate before June 30th. Frankly, 1:11 be very much

' sukaprised if we terminate before June 30th Gf 19*/4 ah..

anymore than we will terminate before June 30th 1973. But

you may have a point and it may be brought up at the Rules

committee meeting-''

' ' ?''Alright, the next Rule is Number 19... i.'$ The
. Rep. K.W. Miller:,

next Rule is Number 20... Next Rule Number 21... Next

Rule Number 22. The Gentleman from Champaign, Mr. Hirschfel .>

J. C. Hirschfeld: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, ah.. I'd like to ask 1

the distinguished Majority Leader a question, please-''
1 ''Proceed . ''Rep 

. K.W. Miller :
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J. C. Hirschfeld: '1Bil1, you and I both sat on Higher Educati n,

ah.. last session, and, if youell remember, one of the thing

that I think plagued a11 of us more than anything else was

the fact that the educators, ah.. God love them, but they

love to come in and, with fi.fty and sixty page documents, an

read khese ko the members of the committee at great length.

And, I note that Rule 22. (c), which I'm trying to find here

in a mo.., anyway, it makes it permissive that they would

submit ah.. these items to the committee chairman or the

committee members, this is rmay also submit a statement to

khe committee clerk at least two legislative days', I'm

wondering whether or not ah.. the Leadership and the Rules

Committee would be willing to accept an amendment that would

require anyone who wants to submit a written statement to a

committee must submit that statement two days in advance to

the committee clerk so that we would not be sitting in there

' ah.. ah.. deluged with these lonq statements and also so tha

' the comn.ittc a mambers would have an (Apportulzity ttl rt.view th

statements a couple of days in advance so that when the

educators'in particularp and this may apply to other com-

mittees, but particularly the educators, when they came in

we could immediately go into the question and answer phase.

. And I.. I say this Partieularly this year. I don't know

' whether Ilm on that committee, but I notice it's on a

Thursday and it's going to go from probably 9 to 1, which

means it'll be open-ended at the far end because you can I

never cut off higher education. And I think it might be a

worthwhile ste to re uire as a mandator rovision that
0**'e' I
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these ah.. statements be submitted two days in advance.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. I.. I think the problem there, John, is tha

ah.. that we have a difficult time in our Rules ah.. requiri g

people who are not members of the Legislature to comply. Ah .

as committee chairmen know, they have a difficult time getti g. )
' them khe.. a to sign witness slips sometimes, and, indeed,

there are witnesses who appear who have not done this. Ah..

it would be a worthwhile suggestion, thouqh, I agree, becaus

I suffered through those committee meetings with you and ah.

it is just impossible to assimilate all that stuffo''

J. C. Hirschfeld: *Well may ah.. may I just ask this then,

would it be possible for the committee chairman to adopt tha

rule that any ah.. statement to be submitted to that com-

mittee must be in writing ah.. since that would ah.. the

' committee chairman would be dealing with the people that

appear before the committee.''

' W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. it would be worthwhile for them to suggest

it. They do not hava t',ne authority tlc' edopt rulas within

their committee. Ah.. but it would be worthwhile for them

to suggest it I certainly think.''

J. C. Hirschfeld: ''Thank youo''

'' h Gentleman from Cook Mr. Juckett.'gRep
. K.W. Milier: l T e '

R. S. Juckettz ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen, ah.. wi1

the Majority Leader yield.''

K W Miller:s ''PrOCeed.''ep. . . , I

R. S. Juckett: ''On.. on Rule 22. Section (a), I think thatês a

excellent Rule. The only thing that I can see as a problem

2S Z O ' '
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have many difficult bills with many witnesses and lots of

kestimony, is it the intention of the Majority Leader that

the committee continue to run past their allotted time becau e

witnesses have not been heard on a particular bi1l.''

W. D. Walsh: f'Pardon me, Bob, would ya.. would you state the

last part ahpo''

R. S. Juckett: HIs.. is it khe Majority Leaderfs intention

that the committee continue ko work past its allotted time,

say ah.. four hours, in order ko hear all witnesses who have

come to testify on a1l of the bills which have been posted

for that dar. Ah . I could see ah.. Representative Waohburn

. in ah.. Appropriations going 'til midnight or 2 o'clock or

Representative Collins in Exec doing the same thing.n

W. D. Walsh: ''Well# ah.. the.. the chairman may.. may limit

the.. the testimony, as you know, and he may provide ah..

if necessary, a half hour for proponents and a half hour for

opponents. Ah.. that hasn't changed. The chairman retains

' the ah.. ah.. the flexibility that ha has had there ah.. ah.

even though again tiere was some discussion that perhaps he
shouldn't. Ah.. yeh, there./ there are certainly going to

be instances, as you know, Bob: you in your committee. you

were required to have a number of recessed meetings because

you simply couldn't get the work done in the allotted time.

R. S. Juckett: ''But, Mr. Majority Leaderi a recessed meeting

is far different than requiring the committee to stay there

h 11 witnesses who might havefor another eight hours to ear a

come for ' s w ' as
z' T-N x.
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you know, you're never quite sure how long a bill is going t

1 take 
. 
''

1
i
7 W. D. Walsh: ''We1l, youlre absolutely riqht and ah.. if. .

''

R. S. Juckett: ''Is it the intention of the Rules Committee-.

the.. khat this Rule be kept as closely as it could, but if

occasions arise that you'know it's going to go for hours on

end that you would not honor the Rules''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. the Rule is there to be honored and it shou d

be honored. Now, I would think if you had more than one bi1 ,

and this has gotta be the only time that this would happen,

if you beAin a bill and time limitations don't permit you to

stop, then you have acted within this Rule as I interpret it

Now, if you have more than one bill on which you have a

number of witnesses, then I would think you'd have to cut

off the first bill,under this Rule, and hear witnesses and

continue perhaps b0th bills for a later date. But, the bill

provides very explicitly that when a bill or resolution is

set and witnesses are down then those witnesses must have an

opportunity to be heard. Now, maybe you can't hear a1l kOf

them and maybe youîre going to have Eo tell them to come

back next Week, but you have at least complied With tho.. ah .

as the.. the Rule as I interpret it.*

R. S. Juckett: ''Wel1, then it would be your intention that tho e

witnesses that were there would be allowed to testify on a1l

of the bills that were posted, even though there may not be

any action taken or..''

W. D. Walsh: ''Yes, I.. I would think so. And, of course,

,
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applies to a1l of these things. Ah.. ah.o, Bob, but ah..

yeh, I would think that ah.. they would have to be given an

opportunity to say ah.. at least that here I am and I'm for

or against this and ah.. ah.. be told to come back and

testify at greater length at a later date.''

R. S. Juckett: ''O.K., now what happens if this is a two hour

committee and you have another two hour committee succeedinq

it. Do you hold up the second two hour committee, or do you

recess until after that committee and ah.. hope that your

members will be back.''

W. D. Walsh: NAh.. Bob, seems to me you have tp do ik within..

do the same thing within two hourso''

R. S. Juckett: f'Well, I suggest, Mr. Majority Leader, that you

might not be able to do it. And, I.. I donêt think any of

the chairmen wanta consciously violate a Rule of the House.

And I think maybe if you put some language in such as 'with

time permitting' or something like that you would be able to

solve the situation without having us break our oath.''

W. D. Walsh: ''With that language, Bob, you invalidate the 'Rule

It ah.. ''

R. S. Juckett: ''Well, I would hate to go through a sham and

say 'Wel1, Mr. Witness, you can testify and we#ll give you

five minutes because there's thirty other witnesses that wan

to testify on various bills, but we're not going to act on

your testimony, we're not going to act on your bil1.' and I

would suggest that we then have a worse condition that what

we're trying to cure-''

*1- zk
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W. D. Walsh: ''Bob, the Rules d.. do not foreclose the sponsor

of a bill from requesting that the committee not act on it

despite the number of ah.. people who are down for the ah..

committee hearing. Al1 this Rule attempts to doe and I thin

it's workable, is pro/ide the people who have travelled grea

distances to kestify on a bill are given the opportunity to
t

do it. And, I think that it.. perhaps it does task the

ingenuity of the chairman, but ah.. I think our chairmen ah.

can cope with it.''

R. S. Juckett: ''We11, I understand your thought, but even if

the sponsor doesn't want the bill heard under the Rule, as I

understand it, the witnesses may be heard. And, you could

go on for hours. Now, if it's within the discretion of the

chairman, then I would say fine, but if you#re going to say

that the chairman must follow this Rule, 1, you know the

back history.. ah.. the history of Appropriations or Exec or

Judiciary, or any of those committees, will make it complete y

1 unworkab? e . '' .

l''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Kakz./Rep. K.N. Miller:
H. A. Katzz ''Ah.. there is another provision that I think is

relevant to the ah.. distinguished gentleman's inquiry and

that's the provision with reference to Notice. Ah.. the

question was asked the Minor.. ah.. Majority Leader as to ''

whether or not a member of the ah.. the chairman of the com-
' mittee could proceed to occupy the time of another committee

that was about to meet and the answer that the Majority :
l

Leader gave was 'No.' But, it would be perfectly possible '
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meeting at a time when the room was not occupied and there

is not required an additional posting period if it occurs in

the same week. Ah.. I do recognize that there may be some

slight inconveniences involyed, but nothing precludes the

chairman from setting reasonable rules relating to the

length of time that a witness testifies. It simply, however

forbids the chairman from not hearing the person or that

side he represents at all. I believe that most of his con-

cern is concern that will not, in fact, occur, that the

rights of the public will be accomodated to the rights of

the members or the chairman that 'in rare circumstances the

chairman may have to set an evening meeting, but they alread

do that anyway, that's nothing new to those of us around

here. But, the very fact that a witness who comes from

another city to testify will be heard if he desires to does

not preclude the witness's willingness, and most witnesses

would, .10 apptaar on anoth,ar d&y . ' Irz othzr wqhrds , tha

chairman can handle it reasonably, accomodating the rights

of the witness and the rights of the chairman and the rights

of the legislators. And, I wouldn't worry about the pro-

vision. I don't believe i't's going to be productive of any-

thing but a much better image of the Legislature and the

right of the public to be heard because we have had situatio s

in which individuals ah.. having been advised that a bill

was scheduled for hearing come down here to the General ,

Assembly to testify, sometimes even before the meeting has

begun, the chief sponsor has talked to the chairman and the

,, 'l
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' announces it's been postponed. That really is unfair to

somebody who has come down and this proposal that was endors d

by the Speaker, ah.. is really a very fair proposal and I

don't believe should cause the distinguished Gentleman fron

. Park Ridge any concerno''

Rep. K.W. Mille/: ''The next Rule is Rule Number 23. The
Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Schlickman.l

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, Members of the House, With

regard to Rule 22., Subsection (d), there is a nllmher of

provisions in the 1970 Constitution that relate to the

operation of the House and I think it's commendable, though
' perhaps redundant, to incorporate within our Rules those

provisions. However, I think we do engage in action that

may prove to be dangerous when we take a constitutional

provision and don't incorporate it verbatim. Now, subsectio

(d) of Rule 22-, relates to Committee Meetings and Subcommit ee

Meetings and the requirement in the Constitution that Sessionsf'

' 

.Iof this House and Sessit-ns of our Coar.itbee? be public

unless two-thirds of the Members of the House determine

otherwise, if the public interest so requires. But, the

Constitution says 'shall be' that sessions of the House and

sessions of the Committees 'shall be' open to the public.

' 'Here we are using imprecise words. We are saying 'are to.

' rather than 'shall be'. I think that if we're going to rest te
' the constitution, let's do it with precision. Numher two,

the Constitution says nothing about Subcommittees and I

think we are ah.. perhaps againy as I mentionedg goâng into
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dangerous area when we attempt to either expand upon the

Constitution or attempt to implement it. I think that

whether or not Committees includes Subcommittees is a

judicial function and not a legislative function.''
, 1 (j. jr)i r , *2Rep. K. W. Miller: Mr. Wa s . .

W. D. Walsh: >We1l, ah.. I think, as you know, Gene, the

Constitution does say that sessions may be closed to the

public if two-thirds of the ah.. of the House concur and the

ah.. khe purpose of that, of course, is to ah.. consider

matters of personnel and other such things. Now, ah.. ah..

would you restate ah.. ''

E. F. Schlickman: ''I'm simply suggesting that when we are

going to incorporate within the Rules a constitutional

provision let's state it. Let's incorporate it verbatim.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Alright, you mean the she11..... open meetings ''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Instead of a t.. instead of rephrasing it

using less precise language than what's contained in the

constitution and then, in addition, either expanding upon

what's contained in the Constitution or legislatively

interpreting what's contained in the Constitution.''

W. D. Walsh: ''I agree with you that the language is not identi al

ah.. it looks like something that Enrolling and Engrossing

ought to be able to pick up, don't you think, Gene.''

E. F. schlickman: ''l would hope so.'' .

Rep. K. W. Mille/gzoThe Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Harold Washingt n.''

H. Washington: ''Mr. Speaker, have we finished with Rule 22.1'

x2*
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Rep. x.w. Mllie#J: ''We.. we were on 23., is that your ah..''
H. Washington: ''No, ah.. I'm sorry. I had a comment on 21.

1911 wait til you finish 23. and if I may go back to 2l. I

would appreciate it# Mr. Speaker.''
. 

)h ''We have noE discussed 23
. I called it, butep. E.W. Miller:

wedve been on 22. Does the gentleman have a question on 21.

H. Washington: ''Yes, I doo''

' Rproceed '' 'Rep
. K.w. Millerp -

H. Washington: ''Thank you very much. Ah.. Rule 21. provides

that no committee shall meet during a Session of the House.
' Ah.. last session, unfortunately, we had an incident in the

Executive Committee in which the committee met after the

House was in session and it took some action and it passed

a particular piece of legislation out and the question was

what was the status of that legislation. I simply want to

raise the question with you, Representative Walsh, for

consideration by the Rules Committee, should we incorporate

in Rule 21. language to the effect that any such aciion take

i id ''n null and vo .

W. D. Walsh: ''We1l, before a committee should meet ah.. during

a Session of the Housez and I can remember when ah.. ah.. at

times when this has been donee ah.. I don't recall it being

done without the.. this particular Rule being suspended. Ah . iI

as you know, this is an old rule that's carried over ah..

ah for many years. Ah.. ''

H. Washington: ''Well, I am citing a particular incident. I

don't want to go into any more particulars about itz but if

1 vw
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you can take my word for it that this rule was violated

and there was no question about it, the only question

was what to do with the legislation that has been passed
*

out by the committee. It khrew an onerous burden upon the

Speaker to interpret this rule in terms of what sanctions

should be employed. My question is would the Rules Committe

consider spelling out specifically on any action taken by

a commiktee in violation of this particular rule should

such action be declared null and void.n

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, I think ah.. 'this suqgestion certainly is

worth consideration, Harold. Now, I would, again call your

attention to the Rules Committee meeting of Pebruary 14khe

immediately after adjournment and I would suggest, Harolde

that you introduce a resolution to accomplish what you

want to do and the Rules Committee will consider it at that

meeting.'' .

' H. Washington : ''qhank you . '' '

' ' 1 ''Gentleman from Cook, Representative Barnes.NRep. A. Telcser: I
E. M. Barnes: ''Are.. Mr. Speaker, are we back to 23 now? My

question is on 23.''

. - . .. u... ... .. :.... . ,,ves we ' ve completed 22 . We are now onRpp. A. Telcserz l ! *
Rule 23. ' Representative Barnes , you are recognized.l

E . M. Barnes : R'rhank you. Ah. . A question on 23. . Rule 23. .

aragraph C . The 30 days that are mentioned there, are èhosp

30 consecutive days or 30 legislative daysz ''

W. D . Walsh : M'rhey are 30 calendar days . >

. 
'
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t. E. M. Barnes: ''Thirty calendar days, consecutively and ah..

in eG' perhaps I missed ity but I was wondering, there was

an insertion necessary down there and I didn't hear ity

and I was wondering do you have itz''

*oh ah.. under.ekG' Gene?''W . D. Walsh: , ,

E. M. Barnes: ''Yes.''

W. D. Walsh: MYes. There is an insertion required and I

don't have it either. Ah.. yeah, I've got it now. Sixty-

seven, sixty-seveno''

E. M. Barnes: ''Thank you.'' '

' ''Gentlemart from Cook, Representative B. B.Reo
. A. Telcser: 1
Wolfe.''

B B wozfe: ''Ah.. Mr. spea'ker, if ah.. sponsor will yield

for a question.o''

R-n. A. Telcser) ''He indicates he wil1.''
B. B. Wolfe: *o.concerning the clarification. Does the

setting mean that the Chairman must just fix the date

within the 30-date period or must he set the hearing within

' the 30-date period. What is the interpretation of that?

The Chairnan of the Committee shall set each bill or

resolution within 30 days after it is referred to the

committee. Does that mean set it within the 45 day period,

set it within the 30 day period, or just fix the date?

I mean it's just a little...''

W. D. Walsh: ''The ah.. ah.. intention there ah.. if I can

indeed state the intention of the Rules Committee: the

' intention as I understand it, is to hear the bill within

' ' 
. . 
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30 d#ys. I can understand, though, with that language

how you would raise the question.'' '

B. B. Wolfe: ''I think.. I think.. ah.. a m-mher reading these

Rules, should in 90% of these cases be able to determine

the meaning of the Rule and leave about l0% of these matters for

inkerpretation by khe Chair or khe Commiktee Chairman. So

. I would suggest that ah.. perhaps that language ought to

be clarified so that the intent of the Committee is expresse

in the language of the Rule.''

W. D. Kalsh: ''Ah.. B. B., if yuu would prepare a resolution

on this matter and present it to the meeting, I would

appreciate it.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Will do. Will do.''

A Telcsevx-l ''Gentleman from cook, Representative J. J.Rep . .
WOl f . D

J. J. Wolf: ''On that same question, ah.. if a bill is to be

heard within 30 days after it's been referred to that

committee ah.. what provision is there if any, possibly sit

might be furvher on in the Rules, I may have overlooked it,

if a momher for some reason or another cannot ass-mhle

his witnesses and he would like to have the bill heard

possibly a week or two later to give him time to get his

witnesses down. Ah.. if he doesn't have his bill heard !

within 30 days is it then killed automatically.œ !

W. D. Walsh: ''Jake, Iîm sorry, would you repeat thatoœ

J. J. Wolf: ''I say this may be covered further down, buk I was

just wondering if a member i.. if the Rule says that his bil

. 
'
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eh.., by your interpretation, must be heard within thirty

days after it's assigned to a committee, if it is the in-

tention of the sponsor to get a delay for some reason, maybe

his witnesses were sick or he can't qet them down, would he

antomatically lose his bill if it wasn't given a hearing
j

. within thirty dayso''

W. D. Walsh: >He has 45 days in which for.. ah.. the bill must

be reported out of committee. Ah.. I Would suggest that ah..

no vote need be taken and the bill doesn't sugges.. ah.. the

Rule doesn't suggest it either. Just so it was set, called

and postponedo'' '

. . J. J. Wolf: ''Now, if a bill is set for hearing within the 30

day period and it isn't acted upon by the committee, at the

sponsor's request, I'm not talking about someone tryinq to

bottle someone's bill up, but just ah.. for some reason he

just can't get his people down there, he has an additional

45 days, or 45 days total from the ti.. from the day that

that bill is referrnd te committee, bo ç'et ik out.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. Jake, 1et me read this to you. Subsection

F, ah.. unless you want to read it yourself. Do you.. ah..

lEach bill shall, if request dWell, it might be faster if I..

by a sponsor, have a hearing prior to the 45th day after its

assignment to the committee. At the last committee meeting

scheduled prior to the date of expriation for committee

action under Subsection D of this Rule, such bills shall be

posted and heard and a vote shall be taken on it. Such bills
' Iat that meeting shall be heard in preference to other bills

---
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posted for hearings for that day.e Ah.. what that simply

means is prior to the 45 days your billfs going to be heard

eh.. whether you like it or not. Ah.. if you can't get your

people down within ah .. the 45 days, Jake, youfre just out
of luck. If you can't pass it within 45 days youpre through ''

àep. A. Telcser: I NThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative
Rayson.''

L. H. Raysonz ''Ah. . another question or two of the Majority
Leader, Mr. Speaker. Ah. . in ah.. Subparagraph C, D, E and

F, ah.. there's p6ocedure for ah.. for a bill that won't be
tabled if it goes to àh interim subcommittee. Now, and ah..
it seems like that on er

. . ah.. P, each bill shallg if

requested by sponsor, have a hearing prior to the 45th day
.

Now: do I take it that if a bill qoes to this subcommittee

that you forfeit this right to have the bill heard in 45 day 
. .

'Cause bills can go to these committees for a real purpose

of burialo''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. eh.. this interim study commitkee, Lee, is

new and is distinguished from a subcommittee. Now: it takes

a two-thirds vote of the committee to put it in Ahe interim

study committee. Ah.. it takes 107 momhers of the House to

get it out. Itfs extraordinary action and ah.. ah..''

L. H. Rayson: OBut I take itls a extraordinary committee in

the sense that it's sort of like for Calendar purposes to

keep bills aliveg''
i

W. D. Walsh: ''Correcto' Alright. It keeps bills alive and

permits the committee to work on the billso
''

'-k''N.
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L. H. Rayson: ''Alright, then the next question, what about whe

you relegate a bill to subcommittee, either because ites

ponderous or you want to kill it, or for a good.n ''

W. D. Walsh: 'fWe1l# that's still subject to the 45 day limitap
) *

L. H. Rayson: ''You can still 'pry it loose for hearing on the

main committee in 45 days, notwithstanding the fact the

subcommittee hasn't heard it or hasn't recommended or not.n

W. D. Walsh: ''Right. Yeho''

L. H. Rayson': *So we don't have the ploy about we haven't

heard it, we canft recommend it, therefore we can't have

regular committee action.''

W. D. Walsh: t'No. And that.. if you wanted to discharge the

committee it Would take 89 voteso''

L. H. Rayson: ''We1l, wait a minute, if youdre in subcommittee

but you want to be heard by regular committee in 45 days, yo

can do it. You said that. Is that's correct.. Is that

riqhto''

W. D. Walsh: ''I ah.. eh.. yes, if it ah.. except for bills

that are referred to interim study committees they must be

heard. Interim Study Calendar Committees.''

L. H. Rayson: DAlright, O.K., Ehen the next question is ah..
!G

.y the Affirmative Vote of l07 Vgtes, now does that refer 1

only to the InEerim Study Calendar ah.. situation.'' .
' j
W. D . Walsh : d'Yes . '' E

L. H. Rayson: ''And not to a bill you want to pry loose from a

subcommittee.''

W. D. Walshz #'No.*
i
l
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L. H. Rayson: ''Do I take it if for sone unusual situation you' e

still in subcommittee, notwithstanding your right to be

heard in 45 days or less, ah.. you can have normal procedure

on discharge on 89 votes as set forth in another ruleo''

W. D. Walsh: ''Yes.*

L. H. Rayson: œThank youo'' .
' v:Rep..A. Telcser: l Is there further discussion. The Gentlema

from Cook, Representative B.B. Wolfe.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''AK.. further clarification. Is there a definiti n

of the 'Interim Study Calendar' 'Interim Study Committee' or

whatever the designation is in this Rule, is there a defini-

tion of what that is. The function of it etc. so that the

momhers may be aware of..''

. W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. I refer you to ah.. ah.. Rule 23. (e) and

thatfs the only place you'll find it.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Alright, I.. yeh, I was aware of 23., that's

what prompted my question because that was the only place

that I found a reference to ah.. the study.. the Interim..

what khey call the Interim Study Calendar, and I raised that

before your committee, whatever that may mean. Now, ah..

some of the questions asked Billy on Rule 23., and at this

kime. Mr. Speaker, I'd like to ah.. I'd like to acknowledge

and ah.. tell the momhers of the House what a terrific job

the Legislative Aides did, Ann and Dave, in helping the

committee and practically everybody who appeared there in

the yeoman work and I think that we ought to give them a '

nice hand because they did a tremendous job. How about that

. 
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Members. They really did. They.. late at night. . . Now,

ah.. Bill, on this Rule 23., with the 30 days and the 45 day ,

I.. I think there's still an element of confusion there. Ah .

our colleague Jake Wolf raised a point that I raised in

lcommittee about the avatlability of witnesses
. Will this

Rule permit a member to designate the date of his hearing

rather than the chairman fixing the date of the hearing when

khe bill is first refeyred to committeea''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. bills will be set ah.. in the.. in the

same way that they have been except that this Rule invokes

under r, ah.. Bernie, that if a bill has not been set ah..

for whatever reason, then it will be set within the 45 days

and be heard the legislative day or the meeting prior to the

time that the 45 days expires and must be acted upon by the
' 

committee at that time. So, that the protection of spons..

the only protection a sponsor has, if you want to call it

this, is that he is assured of a hearing within 45 days.

Generally you'll request it from the chairman ah.. if for

some reason you can't get it set in that way and heard, then

it must be heard under the provisions of ah.. 23.1./

B. B. Wolfe: ''Alright, under the Old Rules, ah-. when the bill

was filed and referred to the committee the èponsor Went to

the committee chairman and he said, you knowy :1 wapt to set

this for ah.. Pebruary the l5th9 and the sponsor would eithe

set the bill for that date.. or the committee chairman would

set it for that date or he would say ''Wel1, look, we have a

crowded Calendar on that date, ah.. let's set it for the

I % f
W C2 X
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date for my witnesses, let's make it the 29*h.: So they

agreed on some kind of a date, whether it was early or late.

Now, what youdre saying is that that procedure of the sponso

ah.. working out the date, even within the 30 day period,

will no longer be in effecty but that the chairman will set
- )

these bills.o/

W. D. Walsh: noh, I'm nok saying that at all. No. That will

be done exactly, in exactly the same day within the limitati ns

of the time period. ''

B. B. Wolfe: *Yeh, that's the point that I wanted to make. We

will be doing the same thing except within the limitation of

the time elements set foéth in the Rule. Is that right.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Right, absolutely.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''EK.. ah.. Bill, it's not right, as.. as the Rule

is now written, but when I give you my amdndment for the ah.

and my resolution to amend the Rules, that's what it will

S ZY œ ''
- -  ' ''Is there further discussion on Rule 23.Pep

. ',. Telcser: ï

If not weîll now proceed to Rule 24. Is there discussion

relakive to Rule 24. Hearing none, wedll proceed to Rul2 25.

Is there discussion on Rule 25. Hearing none weeil move to

Rule 26. Is there discussion relative to Rule 26. The

Gentleman from Cook, Representative B. B. Wolfeo''

' B. B. Wolfe: ''Ah, Mr. Speaker, is the time schedule available

' that belongs in that Rule. I know they're working on it.

That was omitted.. the time schedule of cutoff dates that
. l

' 
were omittedo'' . '
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Rep. A. Telcser: ''I'm informed that the ah.. final cutoff date

for ah.. passage of bills are contained in Rule 36.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Ah.. I know, the o1d Rule 36., what did we do

just.. just deduct fifteen daysoo''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''No, the new Rule 36.:'

B. B. Wolfe: RThe new Rule 36.''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Yes. Thatls what Ann just informed me.

Bernie, she's coning aut to aho.,confirm that. Is there

further discussion ah.. relative to Rule 26. The Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Jake Wolfo''

J. J. Wolf? ''Mr. speakerz it's the same point I had raised

before ah.. we're moving up the cutoff date by two weeks and

again ah.. 89 members cannot suspend the rule it has to be

l07 and I take issue with that particular section requiring

more members to suspend the rule than would take to actually

pass the billv''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Is there further discussion or comment. If

not, ah.. kledll procaed to Eule 27. The Gentlc tan from Caok .

Representative Schlickman.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, M-mhers of the House, and Mr.

Majority Leader, Rule 27 is entitled 'Duties of Clerk of the

House'. Previously we considered Rule Nnmher 5, entitled

'The Clerk', which is a listinq of his duties. Ah.. I ask

' why do we have two separate rules dealing with the duties of

the Clerk. Could they not have been consolidatedsO

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from Cook, Representative Bill

Walsho''

W. D. Walshz ''We1l, it probably should. The only thing is#

? ' .,.k. f G E N E R A L A S S E M B L Y
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Gene, that this pertains to what the duties of the Clerk are

ah.. with respect to the ah.. handling of bills which is the

ah.. ah.. Section that welre dealing with here.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Sha11 We leave ik to Enrolling and Engrossi g.''

W. D. Walsh: 'RAh.. maybe the meaning of the Rules Committee on

the 14th, how's'that. Ah.. I don't know. I.. I don't have

much feeling on it. The ah.. ah.. it pertains to what his

duties are in this specific area. Perhaps that's justifi-

cation for it. I don't have much feel for it# though.œ

E. F. Schlickman: ''If we leave it here as you suggest, perhaps

in Rule b, we should indicate by re.. reference.. by in-

corporation by reference that there are additional duties

elsewhere-''

W. D. Walsh: ''Yeh, right. Yeh, youlre right. So that at

least should be taken up at ah.. eh.. the matter can be

taken up and if yo.. you care to introduce a resolution ah..

I1m sure we can ah.. straighten that out at the meetingo''

Rep. A. Telcser: 'îls there further discussion in regards to

Rule 27. If notr Rule 28. Is there discussion relative to

Rule 28. Hearing none, We'll move to Rule 29. Is there

discussion relative to Rule 29. Hearing none, Rule 30.

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Schlickman.o

E. F. Schlickman': ''Mr. Speaker, Members of the House, and Mr.

Majority Leader, as I understand it many of the Rules re-
garding procedure are simply putting into the Rules what

constitute practice. I refer to Subsection B of Rule 30

entitled 'Senate Billsî which says that if a House Member

J ' . i ' G E N E R A L A S S E M B L Y '
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identifies himself to the Speaker as the H'ouse Sponsor the

Bill shall then be read the first time. I'm wondering why

that isn't Clerk, which is the practicea''

W. D. Walsh: ''Yeh, youdre rightz it should be ah.. identifies
h. imself to the Clerk and ah.. that weell have to take up at

the ah.. 'Course, the.. thatk. that, Gene, is the same as

it was in the old Rules and youere.. you're absolutely right

the old Rules were in error, too. And it.. it ah.. it

certainly should be 'to the Clerkoê f'

Rep. A. Telcserz ''Is there further discussion relative to

Rule 30. Hearing none, Rule 31. Is there.. Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Schlickmano''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, Members of the House, Mr.

Majority Leader, under Subsection C of Rule 3l, entitled

'Assignment of Bills', the Speaker has the discretion of

either referring a bill to the Committee on Assignment of

. Bâlls or having it scheduled for a Ccmmittee cf the Whole

House. I'm wondering if it wouldn't be advisable to pre-

scribe the time in which the Committee of the Whole House

should conduct a hearing on the Bill, rather than letting it

simply lie for an unprescribed period of timeo''

W. D. Walshz nWell, ah.. the.. the posting requirement applies

and that's the reference to Rule 18. Now, ah.. there is no

time set for the Committee on Assignment of Bills to ah.. '

ah.. assign those bills to committee ah.. ah.. I really donê

have much feel that there should be a time requirement on

the Speaker to assign a bill to a ah.. Committee of the Whol

<'=p,' .
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House. This is consistent with the duties of the Committee

on Assignment of Bills ah.. in pretty much the same area.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Referring to Subsection D, which prescribes

that informing a committee of the Whole House, the Speaker

shall either Chair and appoint an Acting Chairman to preside

over the Com.. Commiktee. And further, no amendment may be

offered to any bill or resolution while being con.. cansider d

by a Committee of the Whole. Now, I believe this has been..

this is a repetition of whatls contained in the Rules and I

think it is practice, but I donît accept those reasons as

justification for continuing this provision. Why should we
i he S eaker to relie've himself and appoint someonerequ re t p

as the Actinq Chaibman and why should be prohibit amendments

It is a committee.''

W. D. Walsh: ''AH.. ah.. I think one of the ah.. reasons might

be, Genez that ah.. ah.. if this were not in here there woul

an increasing tendency to refer matters to Committees of the

' Vmtle ah.. whicll T thlnk.. chink walll both agree is a bad

practice. Ah.. I canlt say that there was a great of con-

sideration given to D under 31 ah.. in the Rules Committee.

Ah.. there was certainly no objection to it as it stood and

ah.. ah.. it has been ah.. been carried over. But ah.. on

closer looking at it I can't see any objection to it now

either.
' .'1 can certainly understand why there can't

be amendments offered in Committees of the ïo ole House ah..
1

when they can be offered on Second Reading to the same endo'ê '
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Rep. A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from Cook, Representative Elecko''

C. J. Fleck: ''Ah.. Bill, I notice this is.. Rule 31, am I

correct, the Assignment Rule.''

W. D. Walsh: pRight.''

C. J. Pleck: ''Could you tell ne anywhere in these Rules, is

thére anything in then which would give an individual Chief

Sponsor of a Bill to a.. to appeal somehow the assïgnment of

the bill by the Assignmenk Committee to a particular com-

mittee. Does he have any recourse if he doesn't agree with

the committee that the ah.. Assignment Committee sent the

bill too''

W. D. Walsh: ''We11, ah.. the Rule states, on Assignment of

Bills, that a bill may be reassigned ah.. prior to the time

that bill is set for a hearing. Ah.. so that you could ah..

ah.. appeal to the members of the Committee to reassign it

and ah.. ah.. they can then do that. Now, the other.. the

other ah.. ah.. if they refuse to do that, Charlie, ah..

' zhen you'd have to ah/. aln . ah.. move to discharge uhat

. comlmittee ah.. ah.. or make a motion to recommit and in

which case you'd have to get..'' .

C. J. Fleck: ''Wel1, I'n a little concerned abouk Ehe mechanics

so.. so wikh these a member might have the Assignment Com-

mittee reassign his bill. How would he do this. Would he

file a motion with the Assignment Committee. Would he file

the motion.o.''

' w. D. walsh: ''We11, actually that isn't necessary. Before khe

bill has been set you can simply go to the ah.. to the Com-

mo e
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agree with you that the committee is inappropxiate then they

can do it by'their own motion.''

C. J. Eleck: ''Alright, so in other words weere.. we#re going t

be developing along these lines ah.. informal ah.. tradition
M)

that.. ah.. lot of other things are handled. Correct.

There's nothing in black and white that says that ah.. you

have to go to the Assignment Committee as the Chief Sponsor

to request a reassignment of your bill. That is..''

W. D. Walsh: ''Oh, no, no, no, it doesnît have to be in black

and white. The Committee can do that without you asking as

the Chief Sponsoro''

C. J. Fleck: l'I just want to make it clear in my own mind that
there is some recourse for the Principle Sponsdr to get a

Reassignment. ''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Is there further.. further discussion rela-

tive to ah.. Rule 3l. Ah.. the Gentleman from Randolphe

Representative Holloway.''

J. D. Holloway: ''Mr. Speaker..and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, we're considering a very important function of this

House of Representatives when we are here today to consider

the Rules that wefre going to operate under for the next

six months or the next entire term as far as that goes. I'v

seen in the past and heard on the news media of the impbortan e

of these Rules and have heard this expressed by a nnmher of

members of this House. And, Mr. Speaker, at this time, for

the purpose of seeing who is interested and who isn't, I

question an absence of a quorum of this House and request a

WVYZXNx
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Roll Call on the Quorum, Mr. Speakero''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''O.K. The Gentlemanês motion is in order.

A quorum has been questioned and if the members who are

present will be in their seat. Gentleman from Cook, Repre-

sentative J. J. Wolf, for what purpose do you rise, siro*

J. J. Wolf: /1 was just wondering if a quorum is 89 or 107.*

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Iîm sure that was a rhetorical question, sir.

Members please be in their seats and the Clerk will call the

RO 11 . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Alsup..''

J. W. Alsup: 'lHereo''

Fredric B. selcke: ''Anderson.e''

M K Anderson: t'Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Arnell.. Arnell..''

D. E. Arnell:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Arrigo..''

V A. Arrigo: ''Hereo'l

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Representative B. B. Wolfe, for what purpose

do you rise, sirpn '

B. B. Wolfez ''A point of ordery Mr. Speaker, is the ah..

Member ah.. what Rule is the Member proceeding under. On

a Quorum Cal1.''
' 

'' it one moment. RepresentativRep. A. Telcser: O.K. Can you wa

Wolfe, while 1...''

B. B. Wolfe: ''And is it under theo.''
. E

Rep. A. Telcser: ''...while I gçt the ah.. Rule Book. Well,

would the members please be at ease until I can cite the

w 
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j ah.. Rule for Representative Wolfeg''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Yeh.. you just.. O.K. Mr. Arnell.''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''O.K., the Gentleman ah.. you were with-

drawing your poink.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Withdraw ito'' .
. 
'
)

Rep. A. Telcser: NO.K., the dentleman has withdraw.. withdrawn

his ah.. Point of Order. Will the Clerk please proceed.
/

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Barnes.tl

E M Barnes: ''Here .' '

Freoric B. Selcke: ''Barry.o'Barryos''

T. Barry:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beatty..î'

J. S. Beatty: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beaupre.. Beaupre..''

J. R. Beaupre:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Berman.m''

A. L. Berman: ''Herea''

Predtic B. Selcke: f'Bladeso.''

, B. C. Blades: ''Here.''

. ' Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bluthardt.o''

E. E. Bluthardt: ''Here.''

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Borchers..'' '

W. Borchers: ''Yes.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Boyle..''

K. Boyle: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bradley..'' '

G. A. Bradley: ''Yes.''

. , 
'
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brandt.m''

J. B. Brandt: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brinkmeier.. Brinkmeier.m''

R. E. Brinkmeier:
')

Fredric B . Selcke : ''Brummet . .'''

D . E . Brxlmmet : ''Here . 'î

Fredric B. Selcke: Ocaldwell.a/

L. A. Caldwellz NHereo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Calvo.''

H.L. Calvo:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Campbell. . ''

C. Campbell:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Capparelli..''

R. C. Capparelli: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Capuzi-''

L' F Capuzi: ''Here.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Cartero.''

R. A. Carter:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cataniao.''

S Catania: ''Here.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Chapmane.''

E. S. Chapman:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Choate.o''

C. L. Choatez ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Clabaugh..''

c. W. Clabaugh: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Collins.:

P. W. Collins: ''Here-''
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cox..H '

W. D. Cox: ''Hereo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Craig..''

R. Craig: ''Hereo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cunningham.. Cunningham..//

R. D. Cunningham: .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Davis.''

C. A. Davis: ''Heremn

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Day..''

R. G. Day:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Deavers..''

G. L. Deavers: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Deuster..''

D. E. Deuster: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''DiPriœa..''

L. Diprima: ' . '

Predric B. Selcke: ''Douglas..''

B. L. Louglas:

Predric B. Selcke: ''Duff..''

B. B. Duff: ''Here.'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: 'eRalph Dunno.''

R Dunn: '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''R L. Dunne..l' .

i B sezcke: ''oyer-'' 1rredr c . ' j

R. C. Dyer (Mrs.):

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ebbesen.oe'

. % 1:
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l Predric B

. Selcke: ''Epton..''

B. E. Epton:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ewe1l..''

R. W. Ewell:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Farley.. Farley../

. B. A. Farley:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Fary..''

J. G. Fary: ''Hereol

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Pennesseyo.''

J. Fennessey: ''Here.''

Fradric B. Snlcke: ''F1eck..'î

C. J. Fleck:

Fredric B. Selcke: d'Flinn..''

M. L. Flinn:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Friedland.o''

J. E. Friedland: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Garmisa. Sparky..''

; B Garmisa: ''yepo
''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Geo-Karisp.''

A. J. Geo-Karis: ''Present.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Getty..''

L. M. Getty: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: lGibbs..''

W. J. Gibbs:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Gigliooo''

F. Giglio:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Giorgi../

E J i @ * e' ''
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Predric B. Selcke: ''Granata. .
''

P. C. Granata: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Griesheimer. .
''

D . E . Griesheimer : ''Here . '' '

Fredric B . Selcke : I'Grotberg ..,.N'''

J. E. Grotberg : ''Here . ''

Fredric B..selcke: HHanahan.w/

T. J. Hanahan:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Harpstrite.o*

B. C. Harpstrite:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hart..''

R. 0. Hart:

rredric B. Selcke: ''Hi1l..''

J. J. Hil1: nHere.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hirschfeld..''

J. C. Hirschfeld: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Gene Hoffman.o'î

G L. Hoffman: ' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ron Hoffman..''

R. K. Hoffman: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jimmy Holloway..''

J. D. Holloway: ''Hereoe

Fredric B. Selcke: ''R. Holloway..''

R. H. Holloway: ''Here.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''''D Houlihan..'' !

D. L. Houlihan: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: '%J. Houlihan../

+
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hudson..''

G. Hudson: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hunsicker..''

C. T. Hunsicker:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Huskey..''

H. Huskey: @H+re.''

Fredric B. Selcke: PHyde.. Is Mr. Hyde hereo.''

H. J. Hyde: lHere.''

Fredric B. Selcke: lllacobso.''

0. R. Jacobs: ''Hereo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jaffe..l'

A. Jaffe: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Emil Joneso.''

E. Jones: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Dave Jones.e''

J. D. Jones: ''Here.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Juckett.. Jucketto.''

R. S. Juckett:

Predric B. Selcke: 1'Katz..''

H. A. Katz:

Fredric B. Selcke: >Ke11er..''

C. F. Keller:

Fredric B. Selcke: NKel1y..''

R. F. Kelly: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kempinerso.''

W. L. Kempiners:

Fredric B. Selcke: OKennedy.p''

. #1 1:
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kent..f'

M. L. Kent: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Klosak..''

H. J. Klosak: 1'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kosinski..''
è

R. J. Kosinski: oHereon '

Eredric B. selcke: ''Kozubowski..''

W. s. Kozubowski: '

Fredric B. selcke: ''Krause..''

J. G. Krause:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kriegsman..''
l
J. C. Kriegsman: ''Herep''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kucharski..''

E. F. Kucharski: ''Hereo''

Fredric B. Selcke: '1LaP1eur..''

L D LaFleur: 'lHere.'' '

Predric B. Selcke: ''Lauer..''

J. R. Lauer: ''Hereo''

Fredric B. Selcke: 1:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lechowicz.o''

T. S. Lechowicz: NHere.l'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Leinenweber.o''

H. D. Leinenweber: ''Hereo''

' Fredric B. Selcke: Nremke.op

L. Lemke: ''Here.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Leon..''
I
!J

. F. Leon: ''Here . ''
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y'redric B. selcke: ''Londrigan. . ''

J. T. Londrigan:

Eredric B. Selcke: uLundyo .
''

J. R. Lundy:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Macdonaldoo
''

V. B. Macdonaldz HHerew
''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Madigan.-
''

M. J. Madigan:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mahar. .
''

W. P. Mahar: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mann..''

R. E. Mann: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Maragos. o
l' '

S. C. Maragos: ''Here./

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Martin. o
''

P. s. Martin: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Matijevich.o''

J. S. Matijevich: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mchuliffe.o'' ''

R. McAuliffe: ''Here.f!

Fredric B. selcke: ''McAvoy.''

W. McAvoy: ''Here.l

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McClain..''

M. F. Mcclain: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mccormick.o''

If p 'C. L. Mccormick: Here. .

Fredric B. Selcke: DMccourt.g
''

.

...-A.
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''McGah..''

J. P. McGah: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McGrew.. McGrewoa''

S. M. McGrew:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McLendon.s''

J. A. McLendon: ''Here.'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McMaster..f'

A. T. McMaster: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mcpartlin..''

R. L. Mcpartlin: ''Here.''

Fredric B. selcke: nMer1o..''

J. Merlo: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kenny Miller.o''

K. W. Miller:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Tom Mi11er..''

T. H. Miller: ''Here-''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Molloy..''

V ç E . Mol? oy : ''Here . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: nMugalian.e'' '

R A Mu a'lian: ''Here. 
''

. . (J

Predric B. SElcke: e'Murphy..''

W. J. Murphy: ''Here.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Nardullioo''

M. L. Nardulli: ''Here.e

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Neff..* l
!
DC 

. E . Nef f : e'Yes . '' 'k
A

F'redric B. Selcke : ''North. . North. . D o;

F. P. -
' 
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Prederic B. Selcke: ''Pa1mer..''

R. J . Palmer : '' Here . ''

Frederic B. Selcke : ''Pappas . . ''

)P 
. Pappas z ''llere . '' '

Frederic. B. Selcke: ''Patrick..''

L. Patrick:

Frederic B. Selcke: lphilipoo''

J. Philip: GYeah.e

Frederic B. Selcke: 'lpierce../

D. M. Pierce: ''Hereo''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Piotrowicze.'' '

P. P. Piotrowicz: ''Here.''

Frederic B. selcke: '''Polk..''

Frederic B. Selcker ''Porter..''

J. E. Porter: ''Here.'' '

Prederic B. Selcke: ''Randolph..''
' 

P. J. Randolph: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Rayson..''

L. H. Raysonz nHereo''

Prederic B. Selcke: ''Redmond..N '

W. T. Redm6nd: OHere./

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Rigney..''

H. Rigney : ''Here . '' 1

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Rose..''

T. C. Rose: ''Here.''

. ' . G ENER AL ASSEM BLY
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Erederic B. Selcke: ''Ryan..N

G. Ryan: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: Dsangmeister..î'

G. E. Sangmeister: ''Hereo/

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Schisler.o/

G. Schisler:

Frederic B. Selcke: œschlickman..''

E. F. Schlickman:

Frederic B. Selcke: l'schneider..n

J. G. Schneider: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Schoberlein..''

A. L. Schoeberlein: ''Heree''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Schraeder..d' '

F. J. Schraederz ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Sevcik..''

J. Sevcik: ''Here.n

Fxtader,ic B. Selcke: ''Fharr.e/ .

J. Y. Sharp: ''Here.''
. 'N

Frederic B. Selcke: #' Shea . . ''

G. W. Sheaz '

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Timothy S*'mms../

W T . S7- mms : ''Here . ''

Frederic B. Selcke: ê'Ike Sims..o '

1. R. Sims:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Skinner..''

ck.. Skinner: DHere.n

. , $ G ENERA L ASSEM BLY
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Prederic B. Selcke: ''Soderstrom.o'' '

C. W. Soderstrom:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Springerpn

N. Springer: ''Here.l'

v Frederic B. Selcke: Hstedelin. . , Mr. Stedelin. . ''
.. s'

r'
H. D. Stedelin:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Stiehl..'' '

C. M. Stiehl: ''Hereo/

Frederic B. Selcke: 'Istone..l

P. Stone: .

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Tay1or..''

J. C . Taylor : '''llere . ''

Prederic B. Selcke: ''Telcser..''

A. Telcser: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: nTerzicho.''

R. Terzich:

' Frederlc B. Selcke: ''Thompson..''

R. Thompson: ''Here.''
k

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Tipswordo.''

R. Tipsword: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Totteno.''

D. L. Totten: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Tuerk..'' :

F Tuerk: ''Here . ''

Frederic B. Selcke: lvon Boeckman. . *

J. Von Boeckman:

s '--'-'hxa
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Prederic B. Selcke: 'IWaddell..''

R. B. Waddell:

Frederic B . Selcke : ''Wa11. .''

J. F'. Wa11:
è

Frederic B. Selcke: >R. Walsh.o? .

R. Walshz lHere.*

Frederic B. Selcke: %W. Walsh..n

W. Walsh: ''Here.l'

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Walkers..''

R. J. Walters: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Washburn.o''

J. R. Washburn: ''Hereg''

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Washington..''

H. Washingtonz ''Hereoll

Frederic B. Selckef ''Wi1liams..''

J. B. Williams: ''Herea''

Prqderic B. Selcke: ''J. J. Wolf..''

J. J. Wolf: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''B. B. Wolfeoo''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Here.''

Frederic B. Selckez ''Yourell..''

Yourell:

Prederic B. Selcke: ''Mr. Speaker..''

''Here . '' lW. Robert Blair :

A. Telcser: nRepresentative CaldWelle ah.. for what purpose

do you rise, sir?' Representative Patrick? Let's record

Representative Patrick as being here.. Representative

,.m '. 
A
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Beaupre as being present. On this question of a quorum,

there are l47 answering fpresent'. There is, therefore,

a quorum present. Now, Representative Holloway, the

Chair assumes that you wish to have this journalized. Is

that ah.o?

J. D. Holloway: nThat's right, Mr. Speakero*

A. Telcser: *okay. Would the Journal please show the ah..

roll call ah.. on the quorum call. All right. Are khere

further queskions relative to Rule No. 3l. Hearing none,

Rule 32. Are there questions realtive to Rule 32? Gentle-

' man from ah.. Champaign, Representative Clabaugh.''

C. W. Clabaugh: ''1.. Mr. Speaker, I missed 31. It's another

Rule I'm thinking about.'' .

A. Telcser: ffokay. Are there questions relative to Rule

No. 32. Did you wish to go back to 31, Representative

Rayson? Okaye on Rule 31 the Gentleman from Cook, Represenk ti+e

Rayson is recognizqdv''

L. H. Rayson: ''We1l, just briefly.. I understood the Majority
Leader to say that under this rule, ah.. assignments must

be made prior to posting. Now, isn't it conceivable

that a case might be in committee, might even be heard and

the committee decides that it's the inappropriate ah..

committee and that ik should be reassigned. Will we have

' that kind of procedure for reassignment?''

W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1, the Committee Chairman could talk to the

Commitkee on Assignment of Bills and ah.. convince them

perhaps to reassigno''
'''Nx
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L. H. Rayson: NAII right, but there's nah.. nothing

precluding that. In other words, I want flexibility

of reassignment.?

W. D. Walsh: ''Oh, absolutely. Anyone can talk to them

' about reassignment. It doesn't have to be the prinicpal
: .sponsor. Incidentally, I have been asked what the

composition of the Committee on Assignment of Bills is..

and it is simply this--khat there shall be two majority

and one minority member appoinked to this committee.

' And their function will be to decide the Committee Assign-

' ments for bills introduced.'' '

A. Telcser: ''Are there further questions on Rule 3l? Hearing

none, Rule 32. Are there questions on Rule 32? If noty

Rule 33. The Gentleman from Cooky Representative Fleck.''

C. J. Fleck: ''Bil1, in 33 D, what do you mean when you say,

!..When a Comhittee reports a substitute for an original

bi3.l..', do you simply mean it's an amended bill or what?-

Strike everything after the enacting clause and put in
%

a whole new bill? What does that mean?''

W. D. Walsh: ''We11e a substitute bill is a committee bili

and this happens from time to time that where a committee

is assigned a nnmher of bills on a single subject ah.. a1l

of which have some merit, ah.. the ah.. committee may,

generally khrough subcômmittee action. combine these and

create a new bill which becomes a committee bill and ah..

this paragrapi D, tells you what the procedure is when the

committee bill is ah.. being handleda/
A 4:. < R a s a ss E M B L v :2. 
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C. J. Fleck: ''Whols the sponsor of this? The Chairman of

the Committee, then?'l

W. D. Walshz ''Ah.. I think they say ah.. Commitkee Bill. '

I don't think they have any name on them, Charlieeo
. )

C. J. Fleck: ''Okay. Thank you.n

A. Telcser: *Is there further discussion relative to Rule 33?

Hearing nony, Rule 34. Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Pélmer.''

R. J. Palmer: ''If the distinguished Majority Leader will yield

for a question, I would like to put àn explanation on 34 A:

the firét sentence, which provides.. lamendments to a

bill may be adopted only when a bill is on the order of

Second Readingoo'. Does this foreclose the opportunity

of an amendment of a bill in a committee?e

W. D. Walsh: ''No. Ah.. this is the same as it has been. A..

the amendment to a bill in committee, Romie, has been a

recommendation for a.. an amendmqnt. The commitee ah..

the amendment is adopted ah.. formally on Second Readingo''

R. J. Palmer: ''All right. Ah.. in reference to 'Ef of that

particular section, does that mean that the ah.. ah.. that

means khe same as we've always had. Is that correct?

The meaning of ah.. ah.. subparagraph 'E' to that. Is

that the same as it's always been? othexwise it's a little

confusing-''

W. D. walsh: ''Ieve got a bad there.. ah.. the last line I

of that is missing on mine and that.. that's the same

as the existing rules.''

w' ?e. . ' 6 G E N E R A L A S S E M B L Y'.w. 1 svavs os puulNols
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R. J. Palmer: ''Okay. Thank youg''

A. Telcser: OGentleman from Cook, Representative Schlickman.e

E. Schlickman: *Mr. Speaker, Memebers of the House and Mr.

Majority Leader. As we knov, a dangerous part of the
: l .

legislative process lies in the adoption of am.. amendments

particularly when the amendments are not merely.. they

contain substantive language and parkicularly when they

strike everything after the enacting clause and provide

you with what 1s, in effect, a new bill. And it would

seem to me, that before being called upon to vote on

the adoption of an amendment, we shouldn't just have it

fresh from the printer on our desks as.the word 'immediately

indicates, but rather the amendment should be on our

desks the day before wefre called upon to vote on it.

And I'm wondering, Mr. Majority Leader: if consideration

was given by the Rules Committee to.. providing that the

amendment not only be rpinted, be on our deskse but that

we have the opportunity 24 hours to consider ft before

being asked to vote upon it.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, it was the ah.. many m-mhers of the Rules

committee felt that the amendment should be on the desks

two days before adopting it. And this is workable in the

case of Committee Amendments. In the case of amendments

by individuals, it really is not very workable and

this was the feeling of the Rules Committee. Certainlye

the longer you have it the better for ah.. ah.. giving it

proper consideration. But, it was felt by the Committee

K*J F 'x . . k G E N E R A L A S S E M B L Y
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that there are instances where ah.. on debatee it occurs to

a Momher that that bill should be amended in a certain way

and really the debate, is in a sense, some notice. Ah.. for

another point on why this can't be done or ah.. is difficult

to do, is thak there is.. limitations on printing as you

know are ah.. ah.. pretty severe and as the session wears

on, the printer has to turn out an awful lot of work and

it was felt that this...to require any more than having the

amendment on khe Momhers' desks at khe time that it was

being considered ah.. would really be unworkable ah.. de-

' sirable but unworkable.e?

' E. Schlickman: ''My suggestion would be then, to either find

a new printer or an additional printer. Because I think

as a Member of the Rouse, and as the sponsor of a bill: '

and there are those who may be attempting to amend it,

I should have 24 hours notice as to what the amendment is

. and be giv'en tha oppartunity to qonsider it.. as well as

being one who is subjected to consideration of other
momhers' bills and how these momhers may be amending them.

It seems to me that this is a very important part of the

Rules and I think ik is one that is substantially weak

from what ik should be.d'

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, ah.. Gene, ah.. I don't think you can '
' deny that this is a greak step forward to require that the

amendment is there. Ah.. this ah.. I think fs a tremendous

improvement over what used to be just a few months ago. E

Now, you mentioned the printer? I was surprised to learn

. . GEN ERAL A SSEM BLY
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that the printer is not really under the control of this

House. The Clerk is required to let the printing

contractor through the.. printing cohtract through the

Department of General Services to the low bidder. So:

really this House does not eontrol the ah.. the work that '

the printer does and when he gets it here. He makes

committments that he will deliver it at a cerkain kime

and when he doesn't we really have to go khrough the

Department of General Services to complain effectively.

Because they're the ones who hire the printer. Ah.. I
' ld a ree witb you that maybe this should be changed.Kou g

But, I think the rule and what it provides and pro.. that

we must have that amendment on our desks bafore voting on,

. is a giant step forward.''

E. Schlickman: ''Well# persuing this point with regard to a

printer. I respectfully suggest that my memory recalls

that most of the amendments I've seen come from the

Legislative Service Unit ot from a Xerox machine.''

A. Telcserz 'The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Kakzp''

H. Katz: ''Ah.. Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Ah.. I thought that there Was some discusslon

that took place in the Rules Committee'that ah.. is helpful

in considering the suggestions of the distinguished Gentle-

man from Cook. Well, let me say that I think that ah..

Mr. Schlickman, that you make a great contribution in raising

some of these points and I personally appreciate the sug-
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gestions thak you have made to me and Mr. Walsh ah.. with

reference to ways of improving the operation. The trouble

with the proposal that you suggest, which is that you .

want the right to have 24 hoprs to see an amendment

afker it's offered, is that if you have that right, so

does everybody else. If you draft that amendment, you

have 24 hours and you come in 24 hours later and you

present your amendment. Well, then the next guy has

. 24 hours to look ak your amendment. And ik would be

perfectly apparent that several legislators could hold

up the Eouse for a week, simply by taking the additional

24 hours that the#lre entitled to consecutively, because

the right that you have, the other legislators have. .And

that is why the Rules Committee took an intermpdiate

position which does require that everyone have a copy

of the amendment on Aheir desk before the matter of the

Yaen&klent is vcted on. That is a graat step forWard,

. but did not take the final step of requiring that khe

amendment be on the members' desks the day before.

It would be subject to much abuse even though there is much

to be said for it. I think that we can try the experience

that we have in this new proposal and perhaps next time '

we can come to what you suggest, but I did want to point ;

out a very serious problem in your proposal if you accord

to everyone the same rights that the first man does, you

could go on for 24 hour extentions item for itema''

A. Telcser: ''Is there further discussion relative to Rule No.

. + * .
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34. Hearing none,,Rule No. 35. Is there any discussion.

Hearing none, Rule No. 36. Is there discussion relative to

36. Hearing none, Rule No. 37. Is there discussion rela-

tive to Rule No. 37. Hearing none, Rule No. 38. Is there

discussidn relative to Rule No. 38. Hearing none, Rule No.

39. Is there discussion relative to Rule No. 39. Hearing

none, Rule No. 40. Is there discussion relative to Rule No.

40. Hearing none, Rule No. 4l. Is there discussion relativ

to Rule No. 4l. Hearing none: Rule No. 42. Is there discus

sion relative to Rule No. 42. Hearing none, Rule No. 43.

Is there discussion relative to Rule No. 43. Hearing none, ,

Rule No. 44. Is there discussion relative to Rule No. 44.

Hearing none, Rule No. 45. .Is there discussion relative to

Rule No. 45. Hearing none, Rule No. 46. Is there discussio

relative to Rule No. 46. Hearing none, Rule No. 47. Is

there discussion relative to Rule No. 47. The Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Pa lmer.''

. 
'
.k. J. Pa lmer: ''lV . Speaker, I was off the Floor lçhen you calle'

Rule 42, is it proper at this time..oa'' '
. %

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Certainly, wedll go back to Rule No. 42.*
. . *

R. J. Palmer: ''Ah.. 42.r Ay 'No such resolution'.. wegre talki

about constitutional amendments.. 'No such resolution shall

pass except upon an affirmative vote of l07 membersa' Now,

we're. . I can understand Representative Katz's position when

he talked about ah.. changing rules which have to do with

public notice which is so essential to the operation of this
I

House and the law making of the State, but I wonder whether

' G ENER AL ASSEM BLY
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or not l07 members is necessary ah.. to ah.. submit to the

people of the State a question of a resolution or whatever

it might be is far as their action is concerned and I wonder

Why the figure is not 89 rather than 107.''

W. D. Walsh: . .l ''That's a constitutional provision.''*' j

R. J. Palmer: OAlright, 1'11 pass ito''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''O.K. Is there ah.. discussion relative....

Gentleman from Cook/ Representative J. J. Wolfo''

J. J. Wolf: ''Yeh, Mr. Speaker, I was trying to gek your atten-

tion when I came back to my seat on a previous rule on 4l,

I just wondered if the Majority Leader might ah.. give a

little better explanation ah.. Do I understand by this that

ah.. ah.. a1l resolutions are assigned to committee. That . '

includes ah.. ah.. the.. the readings is all resolutions

except those concerning Death, Congratulationse Adjournment.

etcw etc., shall be printed.. ah.. this is al1 such resolut ons

shall be read once and assigned to committee. Does that a1s

require 107 votes tc suspen: th#t pazticular rule for the

needed consideration and adoption or to suspend the assign-

ment ah.. to committee of those types of resolutions.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. yehe the.. to suspend the Rule or any part

of it ah.., Jake, would require 107 ah.. ah.. members. Andy

of course, the reason is that ah.. the resolutions, in this

regard, should be considered in the same way that bills are.
' 

/ . ,J. J- Wolf: so that means that even a Congratulatory Resolution, in orde

to be adopted in one day, would require l07 votes .to suspend

the Ruleso''

$
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W. D. Walsh: 'fWell, ah.. l07 votes is the same as unanimous

consent, Jake.'f

J. J. Wolf: NThen we go on.. well, I'm not quite sure that tha 's

exactly.. thak it does what it says. And Section B says

'upon agreement between the Speaker and Minority Leaderdah. .

these non-controversial matters may be considered without

suspension of the Rules, so that covers part of it. But:

what about.. is there any provision for objections. In

other words, the Speaker and the Minority Leader may decide

that something is non-controversial, what if there is an

objection.''

W. D. Walsh: ''What ah.. what line are you on.''

J. J. Wolf: ''AH.. in ah.. in B.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. B in 42.f'

J. J. Wolfz ''In 41.. Rule 41.'.

W. D. Walsh: ''Yeh, well that ah.. that's the same as it ah..

as it has been and ah.. ah.. that provision is the same as

' it was in the old Rules . Ah . . zcraditiorzally . when tlzez.e J.s
' 

objection ah.. then the spen.. the sponsor of the resolution

ah.. either consents to having it assingned to committee or

he moves to suspend the provisions of this Rule.l'

J. J. Wolf: %'Well, what I%m trying to find out that if the

Speaker and the Minority Leader ah.. in their own minds

decide that something is non-controversial that it can be

adopted without the suspension of the Rules and my question

is, supposing one or two or ten members should object and
feel that there is something of a controversial nakure and i
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to be no provision for that.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Well# ah.. ah.., Jake, ah.. traditionally, as I

say, this is the same as it was in the ah.. Rules of the

77th General Assembly. Ah.. I'm sure if.. if you would like
. 
-
)

to introduce a resolution Eo be considered by the Rules

Committee at their next meeting ah.. that it can be spelled

out. Ah.. traditionally, as you know, when there is an

objection then the ah.. then the sponsor moves to suspend

this Rule. The purpose of this, of course, is to dispose of

ah.. the Congratulatory ah.. and Death Resolutions ah.. as

quickly as possiblea''

J. J. Wolf: '1I know in.. in practice in the past if a member

went to ah.. the Minority Leader or the Speaker that they

would always exEend that courtesy and withdraw the bill from

the Agreed List, but I just wa.. thought we should spell it

ORY * 10

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Now, is there further discussion. Alright,

I had called Rule 47. Is there discussion relative to

Rule No. 47. Hearing nonee. oh, Gentleman from Cook,

Repre.. ah.. Hearing none, ah.. Rule No. 48. The Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Fleck, desire recognition. Re-

presentative Fleck on Rule 48.''

C. J. Fleck: ''Bi11, I find a very ah.. difficult problem with

ah.. this Rule dealing with the Amendatory Veto and I'm

reading this Rule and comparing material with the Constituti n

of the State. The ah.. Rule has provided, on overriding the

Governor's Amendatory Veto, is.. states that if the member-

-N
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ship 6verrides his recommendations for change, the Clerk

shall certify the bill and it's sent over to the Senate and

then it goes directly to the Secretary of State. Now, the

Constitution says that the bill is to be considered as a

Vetoed Bill and when we act upon the bill it is to be pre-

sented again ko khe Governor and i'f he at that time certifie

that the action we take conforms to his recommendations, the

he will sign the bill. Now, if it doesnlt conformy it comes

Rep. Telcser: ''Representativ'e Walsh, for what purpose do you

risey'sir.'' .

W. D. Walsh: ''AN.. if I may interupt, Charliey this is a ah..
l ah.. first of all, Rule 48 ah.. has been replaced with the

old Rule 100, and I don't know whether you're dealing with
k '
1 that or dealing with ah. . with Rule 48 thates in the ah..

ah.. packet. Ah.. in any case, this was a Rule that we had
I

a great deal of difficulty with in the Rules Committee. Ah.

and it was really undecided as to how the problem should be

resolved, especially with respect to bills that have Line

Vetoes of ah.. more than one.. how we should handle these

ah.. here in the House. So, it was decided that the o1d

Rule on the subject would be the Rule that was adopted and
at the same time it was deterlined by the Chairman of the

Rules Committee that a Subcommittee of the Rules Committee '

should address itself to Rule 48. And I believe Represen-

tative shea has been ah.. ah.. appointed Chairman of the

Subcommittee to handle ah.. how we should treat ah..

. , G ENER AL A SSEM BLY
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Amendatory Vetoes. And, ah.. I think if you would address

yourself to.. unless you have a solution to it, in which

case you could ah..''

J. J. Wolf: ''I got a beautiful solution. Let's change the
. )Conskikution. I think itfs' a11 wet.''

W. D. Walsh: /We1l, I know that's one of theme but a solution

to the immediate problem, in case the Constitution isn't

changed, then do it by resolution and ah.. if not discuss

the matter with Representative Shea, who is ah.. ah..

Chairing a Subiommittee to correct Rule 48.''

J. J. Wolf: NWell, I just wanted to see if you were aware of

the problem where our Rule is in conflict with the Consti-

tution on this.lî

W. D. Walsh: ''Right. And a.. what we did was simply ah.. adop

the Rule that was in the Rules of the 77th General Assembly

dealing with the subject and ah.. postponed anything further.

Just so that we..would have a Rule in case there were some

vetoes fairly soon.'' '

Rep. A. Telcser: 'IGentleman from Cook, Representative SheaoN

G. W. Shea: ''Mr. Speaker, Members of the House, ah.. 1, too,

feel that Rule 48 does not clearly define the Housels

authority under Amendatory Vetoes. Ah.. I think, as I read

the Rule, and I ah.. think it was Representative Deuster was

in Rules Committee and we discussed it at some length. But

the House can do.. it can either accept the language of the

Governor, it can reject the language of the Governor, or, at

that point, just by a majority vote, pass the bill ah.. in

. 
. 
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its original form.. or, not by a majority vote: but by a

60% vote. But, it was my strong feeling that if the House

took action and did not.. the House of origin or the other

Chamber.. took action and did not agree with the Governor's

Amendatory Veto that that bêll should then be returned to

the Governor where it could either be vetoed or ah.. passed

in its original form. And I think, Charlie, you and I

talked about this during the last session that there were ,

many bills that had amendatory vetoes ah.. er.. language

changes filed in the House and were not returned to the

Covernory but filad in the Secretary of State's Offica.

And I have a very strong feeling that every bill should be

acted upon by the Governor in its final form.''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Is there further discussion relative to

Rule 48. Hearing none, Rule 49. Is there any discussion.

Hearing none, Rule 50. Is there any discussion. Hearing

none, Rule 5l. Is there any discussion. Hearing none,

' Rule 52. Is there any discussion relative to Rule 52.

Rule 53. Is there any discussion relative to Rule 53.

Hearing none, Rule 54. Is there any discussion. Hearing

none, Rule 55. Gentleman from Kane, Representative Friedlan .''

J. E. Friedland: ''Mr. Speaker and Mr. Majority Leadery ah.. I :
have a question concerning the ah.. decorum section. I#m

not specific on which Rule ah.. Majority Leader Walsh. Was

there any discussion in the Committee that ah.. may prohibit

a legislat6k from introducing anyone from the Balcony. Ah..

ah.. I notice it occurs often during Debate ah.. during

k
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previous sessions and I1m sure you remember the classic

mistake last session when one legislator, who thought he was

doing a favor, introduced a charming young lady from the

balcony as another legislator's wife when, in fact, she was

not: and ah.. was there any consideration given to this.

And perhaps maybe up to the discretion of the Speaker where

he could introduce someone from the podium who ah.. has

atkained a certain situqtion or something like that.''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''You just want to get the Speaker in trouble,

Huh . '' '

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. John, there was 110.. there was no diucussio

of it, but since it's not an order of business it is there-

fore out of order to introduce anyone from the Gallery and

I think maybe it could be called on ah.. under that Rule as

being improper.''

Rep. A. Telcser: ''The Gentleman from Champaign, Representative

Clabaugha''

C. W. Clabaugh: ''Mr. Majority Leader, 7 have a very strong

feeling on the point that ah.. Representative Friedland k

raised and I think that it Would be worth the consideration

of that Committee. Because ah.. that was the practice that

run riot here for many years and then it was pretty much

cooled off. And I recall during this past Special Session

or Extended Session or whatever you wanted to call it, we

were right in the midst of a.. of a debate on a very im-

portant piece of legislation and somebody popped up and aske

to be.. to introduce some foury five or six people from ah..

I
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their own District. Now, the Speaker is completely at the

mercy of thak member When they arise because he doesn't

know for what purpose they arise and by the time they have

arisen then he doesnlt want to embarrass that member before
èthe ah.. Assembly and befor'e his friends. And l think that

the only .people that should be introduced to this Session is

someone that the Speaker introduces from the platform or he

feels that he shculd ask the member to come up and in.. and

speak from that. I've been called on many times by teachers

and parents of school groups that come down here. And

certainly I'm friendly toward school groups and I think they

should come down at least if they'd 1et us know so we can

do something to help them and not make it just a holiday for

the kids. But, anyhow, I ah.. always when I introduce them

with some embarrassment Eoward the members and I think that

something ought to be written in the Rules ah.. to.. to

prevent that sort of thing. Itls an imposition on al1 of

us . It ' s a waste of our time. M d it only inf lates the
' 

e o of the person who is being introduced or/and to the ones

that ' s being . . been introduced. Andy I think, John, that

you should ah-. give a resolution to the Committee on that

and they should do something about it.e

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from Cook, Representative
!Sehlickman.'' j
I

E. F. Schlickman: OMr. Speaker and Members of the House, with '

the leave of the Gentleman from Champaign, I should like to

introduce in the Balcony, the lovely bride of our Majority

2'*
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ReP. A. Telcser) ttThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative
Bill Walsh.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.. since my wife said that she#ll never come

back to this place again in her life, I agree absolutely

with ah.. Charlie andy seriously, ah. . would suggest that a: ?

resolution be proposed to the Rules Committee ah .. on

February 14th and that we seriously consider it. Because

it certainly has been abused. Ah.. just lately, too./
Rep. A. Telcser: ''The Gentleman from Cooke Representative Shea ''

G. W. Shea: Oone thing about Mrs. Walsh, she got to see her

husband today by coming down here. Ah.. he's spent so much

time in Rules lately she was wondering if she was still

married '' '

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from Lawrence: Representative

Cunninghamo''

R. D. Cunningham: ''Wel1, Mr. Speakery I assume these people

weren't serious in their anti-social position, but apparentl

they are. I deeply regret that the Centleman from .
' 

Champaign has no friends or no friends that he wants to

introduce, but certainly it would be wrong. and you needn't

adopt a Rule that trys to handcuff us on recognizing our

constituents when we come.. when they com: down here for

some of us intend to run again someday for something else.

The other day here we had the Minority Leader stand up and

introduce the First Lady of Illinois and neither of these

anti-social propositions is going to say that that was

wrong. Now, there comes a time for jokes and there comes a
time for b ' ' ' ' 're

D'
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going to draw a rule that prevents us from recognizing our

constituents youlre wrong.'l

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from Champaign, Representative

Clabaugh.''

C. W. Clabaugh: ''Wel1s I don't think I'm exactly anti-social

and if I had to get re-elected by the people that I intro-

duced up here I suggest to the Gentleman from Lawrence that

I've done pretty good and I've never introduced a half a

dozen people in thirty-four years.o

Rep. A. Telcser: ''Is there further discussion. Hearing none,

ah.. Rule No. 56. Is there any diacussion relative to

Rule No. 56. Hearing none, Rule No. 57. Is there any

discussion. Hearing none, Rule No. 58. Is there any

discussion. Hearing none, Rule No. 59. Is there any dis-

cussion. Hearing none, Rule No. 60. Is there any discussio .

Hearing none, Rule No. 61. Is there any discussion. Hearin

none, Rule No. 62. Is there any discussion. Hearing none,

Rule No. 63. Is there any diseussion relative to Rule No.

63. Hearing none, Rule No. .. Hearing none, Rule No. 64.

Is there any discus.. Representative Hudson, did you seek

recognition, sir.''

G. Hudson: ''Mr. Speaker, I wondered if we could back up just

a bit to 59.''

Rep. A. Telcserz ''Certainly.'' !

G. Hudson: ''I had a question here where it says that no member

may be absent from a session' unless he has leave, is siek or

his absence is unavoidable. Now if he.. what is the penalty
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here? What is the procedure if he should be? I mean will

he be pursued by the State Police or..?''

A. Telcser: . ''Gentleman from Cook, Representative Walsh./

w. D. walsh': ''well, if someonq ordered a call of the House

he could be pursued by the State Police. The doorkeeper

could be responsible for bringing them back. Ah.. actually,

our attendance here ah.. cannot be excused, really. We

are required to attend by the very fact that we are elected

and wepre responsible to our constituents. Ah.. this is

a rule that has been in the Rules for ah.. as long as I've

been here and I'm sure much longer than that. Ah.. ites

pretty hard.. ah.. it's pretty hard to force attendance.

And I really don't know what it means unless he has leave,
' ah.. leave for what? But, ah.. I don't know how to improve

it eithero''

G. Hudson: ''Welle Bill, I'm all.. I'm all for strict ah..

' stzict akteudance. m td I'm With ycu 100% on thlg. 1..

I.. just wondered if this could ah.. this could be.. or
whether it would be wise to suggest any ah.. ah.. tightening

up even more ah.. perhaps not. Perhaps there is nothing

thak can be done there.*

W. D. Walsh: NYeah. I.. I know of nö way that it can be

improved. Buk maybe you can khink about it and lntroduce

a resolution for the Rules committee to consider. Ah.. !
:

one very practicaz thinq is that they must be on the roll

call in order to receive thelr per diem- Maybe that Will
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improve attendance.''

A. Telcser: ''Okay. ' Is there any discussion relative to

Rule No. 63? Gentleman from Cook, Representative Fleck.''

C. J. Eleck: ''Could you back up to 60 a second?''

A. Telcser: IAh, certainly. Rule No. 60.':

C. J. Pleck: lWhat is this? When you say to order? Is there

any ah.. for transéressing rules? Whate the rules we#re

working on now, ah.. what happens.. do we get spanked in

the Speaker's Office?''

W. D. Walsh: *Well, I think an example of it would be

lf a member were voting another meaber's switch, the

Speaker or any member may call that member to order for

transgressing the Rules. The Rules specifically provide

that one member cannot vote for anothero''

C. J. Fleck: ''This is just to call public attention to it.

Is Ehat a11 this ah.. provides for in realistic terms?''

W. D. Walsh: ''We1l: it.. well that.. it ah.. I suppose the

penalties can be pretty severe ah.. for one member voting

for another. Ah.. well there's a statutory provision ..

. on a legislator voting for another legislator and ah../

c. J. Fleck: t'Excuse mq on second. This is what bothers

me about this. Now, let's be honest. Alot of us, do in

fact, flick other switches when they aren't present. I'm

sure there isn't a member who's been in this General

Assembly who hasn't done it on a number of occasions.

Now, we put a rule in here saying that any momher or Speaker

shall make it mandatorye call a member to order, and sub-

N.
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jecting him to these severe penalties. Now, l think we

ought to chanqe our practice and procedures or start

realizing that maybe we ought to change some of these

penalties. Because, if a fella's over in the cafeteria

eating a sandwich and you know he's your seatmate, and

you know he wants to vote one Way on an issue.. my God,

' ik's just insane when we start rolling bills out of here

to have him come running back here in between each bite

to pull his own swktch. I think we ought to think about
this. And tlle Rules ColMlittee should really apply itself

to this.. either change the penalties or take that

mandatory provision out of this rulea''

W. D. Walshz ''Well, again, you can.. this is a rule of

long standing and if you wish, Charlie, you may ah..

ah.. offer a resolution for reference to the Rules

Committee to consider changing the language to Bthe
;

speaker may..'.''

A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lechowicz.p

T. Lechowicz: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have to concur with

this rule, because I think especially now, when ever member

when he attends a meeting there is a question of a $32
1 per diem. I think itls imperative that ah.. especially

since there is state money involved, that a member as

far as when they come into session, be here when they pull

their switches. I think it also refers back to Rule 59 I
;

where is sayso.êAbsences. No member may be absent from

a session of khe House unless he has leave as sick or

' .
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his absence is unavoidable.o'. I think it's a protection

of the membership and I would hopp the Rules Committee

would look at it in that light.''

A. Telcser: Ookay.. Is there apy discussion relative to
. t

Rule No. 63. Hearing nonez Rule No. 64. Is there any

discussion? Hearing: none, Rule No. 65.' Is there any

discussion? Hearing none, Rule 66. Is there any dis-

cussion? Hearing none, Rule No. 67. Is there any

discussion relative to Rule No. 672 Hearing none, Rule

No. 68. Is there any discussion? Hearing none, Rule No.

69. Is there any discussion? Hearing none, Rule No. 70.

Is there any discussion? Hearing none, Rule No. 71. Is

there any discussion? Hearing none, Rule No. 72. Is there

any discussion? Hearing none, Rule No. 73- Is there any

discussion? Don't clap yet fellas. Now, is there any

further discussion of any of the rules we've gone over

. thzt someone mau hava missed, overlooked, or rtow has
' 

second thoughts about in terms of discussion? We want to

be sure everyone has their 'say-so'. Gentleman from Cook,

Representative J. J. Wolf.''

J. J. wolfz ''Mr. speaker, I wonder if the majority would

clarify 'for me the difference here between rules 36 and

64 regarding the motion to reconsider. An explanation
' between rule 36 and 64, both rule 36 deals with final

passage and talks about a bill which has failed to pass,

ah.. and has not been reconsiderçd, may not thereafter

be revived and this rule can be suspended only by the

. 
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affirmative vote of l07 members. I just wonder how
that relates to Rule 64 in which the last sentence in

the first paragraph said the question that requires 89

votes or more to carry, requires 89 votes to reconsider.

I have a little trouble following that. As I understand

that: if a bill fails on Third Reading, if through some reas n

or other the bill fails because of some possible misrepresen a-

tion in the explanation of vote either by design or by

accident and it fails and ten minutes later we may realize

that we may have made a mistake, do I understand under Rule

. 36 it takes l07 votes to reconsider the vote by which that

bill was defeated?''

W. D. Walsh: ''Ah.., yes. Thatrs right. . It takes 107 votes

to ah.. ah.. bring that bill from the table.q

J. J. Wolf: ''Is that ah.. possibly in conflict with Rule 64.

That says that the question that requires 89 or more votes

to carry requires 89 votes to reconsider. Now, if it takes

89 votes to pass a bill.. to carry a bill, would not '

then there be a conflict between those two rules or pos:ibly

I'= just reading it wrong./ .
A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from Lake, Representative Murphy.o

W. J. Murphy: %Mr. Speaker, in reference to votee it still

takes 89 to reconsider. It would take 107 to revise.

But only 89 to reconsider. I

A. Telcserr ''Wefre waiting for Representative Wolf's questions

to be answered to his satisfaction and that's kind of why

were at an impasse. Okay. Ladies and Gentlemen. What we'r
k
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' going to do now, is go back and kule by rule read the
'' rule n'lmher and ask if there are any amendments on the

s Clerk's desk to the rule and then we'll go thropgh the

1) normal procedure of adopking amendments either up or down.k
t i
.1 Okay. Ladies and Gentlemenn I was in error in stating .

ah.. procedurally what we were going to do now. We're

î ing to take the amendments which have been put on the
! go:; .

1 Clerk's desk in kheir numerlcal sequence rather than

! the sequence in which the Rules appear. So that in terms
kj
kof the Rule nnmher, we may be jumping from one to the.other.
l
'lBut we will be going in numerical sequence relative to the

' . j.imendments which have been of f ered. Are there any
11
. hM endments to House Resolution Nllrnher 18 . ''
. t . l:kFrede'ric B. Selcke: ''Ah.. Amendment No. 1, Catania. Amend

Hoùsse Resolution 18 by amending.. amending Rule 42 of the
. lj.,xPro osed House Rules in paragraph D by insertinq immediatelyr
': : l-,ptaftér the word 'resolution' the words lamending the
'
..!iik;!!j4i-,.., ..

' Constiïtutian of thc Stat:e of Tll tnoirs ard by J.ztserting
t!t ''
:1 l below paragraph D the following: 'E. No suchimmed ate y

. ij .resolu'qtion ratifying an àmendment to the constitution of the
Cïlk.United 'states shall pass except upon the affirmative vote
. Ijjjk '

of 89 méibers'. And by redesignating paragraph E as para-
1jn. t

raph F' ?' .G m#
'
,àA. Telcser: 0?'The Lady from Cook, Representative Catania.H
. 4

. : !..!S. Catania: ojThis is simply an amendment to correct an
' 4.

apparent oversight on the part of the Rules Committee
, 
' :

to bripg Rule 42 in agreement with an opinion rendered
i

b Attorne deneraz scoet zast Ma 11th which statea that
--N x' à'
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) part.. that part of Section 4 of Article XIV of the

Illinois Constitution that requires a 3/5 vote of

each House of the General Assembly to ratify a proposed

amendment to the Federal Constitution is contrary to

Article V of the United States Constitution. This brings

our rules in agreement with his opiniono/

A. Telcserz ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative William

Walsh.?

W. D. Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. The lady is absolutely correct and the Rules
' Committee is grateful to her and to Representative

Porter and a few others who have called it to our attention.

And ah.. I endorse her motion.to adopt this amendment to

the permanent House Rules.n .

A. Telcser: ''Gentleman from ah.. Winnebago, Representative

#imms . .'

' W . T . Simms : ''7 h . . Mr . Speaker, a parli-amcntary .l.nquiry.

Is this amendment to change the effect of the Illinois

Constitutionz It's my understanding that the Attorney

General's opinion has..inever been tested in the court.

So, in effect, that this amendment attempting to change
!the provision of the 1970 Illinois Constitukion which
;

specifically requires a 3/5 vote of the membership of

each House of the General Assembly.W

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cooke Mr. Juckett.*

R. S. Juckettz ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. When that ruling was made by the Attorney

''--'7D 'Nz X
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General, as Chairman of the Executive Committee, I checked

with the Attorney General himself. And, Attorney General

Bill Scott did not have any knowledge whatsoever of the

ruling. The ruling was promulgated by member of his

staff. But, he, himself, had no knowledge of it and I

asked him that question here on the floor of the House

when he was here. And I think, Representative Simms

is absolutely correct. I don't think even if the Attorney

General ruled it téat we should be ruled by one man

on our deliberations. l think we have the right to

set our own rules and we have the right and Ahe duty

to set these rules according to the Constitution of our

state. And our Constitukion says 107 votes. There

has been no contest to this. And I think if we would

adopt this amendment'then we would be derelict in our

duty to our constitutional oath and I think we should

' look upon oursélves with shame. If 'the lady wiàhes to

change it, I would suggest that she bring a court suit k

and test the constitutionalty of it. But not have us

disobey our constitutional oath.l

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman from ah.. ah.. Cook, Mr.

ZZ Y Z * X

H. Katz: ''Ah.. Mr. Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of '

the House. Ah.. I don't really believe that we can

guide ourselves by private conversations that an individual

m-mher of the House may have had with some individual

who ma b i the sition of Attornev General.
. .-';kiï ---xw
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I do have here a, the opinion that he zGndered, that he

1 i ned, and that specifically does hold that supremacyj s g
')

clause of the Federal Constitûtion governs and that

as regards Federal Consitutional Amendments which is all

that Representative Catanials amendment deals with, that

as regards Pederal Constitukional Amendments: we are

bound by the Federal Constitution. I have read the

opinion of Attorney General Scott very carefully.. I

havenlt carried on any conversations with him but I have

read the opinion and it very clearly holds that. I have

discussed it with the Minority Leader and the Assistant

Minority Leader.. They believe that the Attorney General's

opinion should be respected even if he happens to be a

Republican. And that.. and that infact, the amendment of

Representative Catania is in order and should be adoptedoH

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cooke Mr. Washington.''

H. Washington) ''Yes, Mr. Speaker. In response to the

remarks by Representative Juckett. May I ask the Speaker
k

in what form was the'Attorney General's ruling was promul-

gated? Was it duly delivered to this House? Was his

skamp of approval and seal on it2 How did we get that

opinion if the Speaker knowsk'''

W. Robert Blàirr ''There's never..' the Clerk advises that

we've never officially received ah.. the Attorney

General ' s opinion . It was not requested ah. . by the House .

As I recall, it was requested by the Senate. . . W  Senator

Saperstein, yeah. ''
---k--'-xx.z *
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H. Washington: ''We1l, Mr. Speaker. I have seen the opinion.

And I assume as every here does that when someone in

the Attorney General's office.. office does the research

for the Aktorney General and Iîm certain ée's too busy

to do it himself,and if he's doing it himself we are

overpaying him, I certain when such an order or inkerpreta-

kion comes down/we are duly bound to respect it as
being from him: himself..' That's why we put him there j

and that's why giv: him the pcwer to appoint subordinates

to do his research for him. I think it's very untoward

' and not quite respectful for his office to imply that

some lowly clerk did his work without his approval./

W. Robert Blair: ''Lady from Dupage, Mrs. Dyer.''

G. Dyer: ''Ah.. I think Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. I think Representative Katz ah.. who has

an official copy that we do have will verify that attached

to the opsnion ah.. which ah.. lttorrey General Scotb's

.'.. office rendered. in response to the request of senator
r

Saperstein, ah.. he cited court.. test cases that had

happened in.. particularly in the State of Elorida ah..

which was the same point of 1aw that is in the Illinois

Constitution. And the rakionale is that when any State

General Assembly is being asked to ratify a f.. an amendment
!.

to the Federal Constitution: they are performing a Federal

'f unction, not a State f unction . And therefore, no state

has the power, the ah. . privilege to set up barriers to

ratif icat ' '
-xu
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majority or a delay in ratification. So, this has been

( tested in the court in other states.l'

W. Robert Blair: ''Ah the Gentleman from Lake, Mr. Deuster.''#'

D. Deuster: ''Ah, yes. We have a Constitution of which mosk

residents and citizens of this State can be duly proud.

That Constitution was carefully drafted and enacted or

, adopted by a.. delegates many of whom now are ah.. now

serving in this chnmher. It was adopted by the people

of Illinois, and we have a Constitution. Ah.. the mere

fact that we may have the opinion of a cabinet officer

of Attorney General does not change that Constitution.

That Constitution 'of ours is valid until some appropriate

Federal authority, Federal Court determines an appropriate

1aw suit that the Constitution of Illinois is invalid.

And I think that we ought to respect the people of Illinois

and the delegates to that convention. And we ought to

respect the language of this Constitution until such time

as ik is fcund to be in conflict ah.. by an appropriate

Federal authority. That has not been done and so ah..

I express my opposition to the ah.. amendment to the rules

for that reason.''

W. Robert Blair: ''The ah.. Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Lundy.o

J. Lundy: OMr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

Ah. . I rise to support Ms . Catania' s amendment and I would

suggest to those who f eel botmd to follow the ah. . provision

of khe Illinois Constitution in this matter that ah. . ah . .

for one thing , our oath of of f ice Which I happen to be lookz
z'
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ing at right now, ah.. enjoins 'us and we all agreed to

, support the Constitution of the United States and the

State of Illinois. Now, I take that to mean that when

the Consitution of the Uniked States imposes a requirement

that is different than the .constitution of the State of

Illinois: that the requirement of the Federal Constiution

prevails. That is my understanding as lawyer and as a

legislator. May I also point out to those momhers

who may have served in the 77th General Assembly that our

State Constitution also requires that no Federal Constitutio al

Amendment shall be voted upon by a Generel Assembly untit

the mnmhers, thereof, have been elected subsequent to the

submission to the Federal Constitutional Amendment. So, I

suggest to any momhers who were members of the 77th General

Assembly that if they voted upon an amendment submitted to'

the 77th General Assembly, they were violating the Consti-

tution of the State of Illinois. Now, I don't think that

should worry them because it has been pointed out ah.. the

Illinois Constitution cannot properly impose on this House

in the exercise of its Federal function any requirement

in addition to the requirements of the Federal Constikution.

However, I would think that those m-mhers who were concerned
'' h letter of the Illinoisabout ah. . ah.. sticking to t e

Constitution might be concerned about the fact that if they

voted upon an amendment submitted to the same General

Assembly which voted upon it, they were violating the Illino s

constitutiono''
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W. Robert Blaik: ''AII right. Ah.. ah.. Gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Juckett. For what purpose do you rise?''

R. Juckett: ''We1l# Mr. Speaker.. a point of personal privi-

lege. Ah.. the Gentleman indicated that we would have

violated our oath if we had voted on that amendment last
')time. I would like him to Xnow, that as Chairman as the

House Executive Committee, I ruled that it was improper

to hear that amendment because of the Section of the

Constitution which he so stated.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Katz.''

H. Katz: ''AH.. Just very briefly.. Representative Leon who

was a delegate to the Convention has just handed me a copy
of the Constitution was very clearly recognizes what

Represenkative Catania's amendment is about. The last..

the language in the last sentence is very clear. '..The

requikements ôf this section shall govern to the extent

that they are not inconsistent with requirements established,
' by the united states.. The Attorney ceneral held that this

is a requirement established by the United States. So, it

follows the Illinois Constitution directly into a 'T# and

what we a:e érying to do is simply to carry forward that
provision of the Illinois Constitution and the interpretatïo

f khe Attorney General of Illinois .''o
W. Robert Blair: ''AH.. the Lady from ah.. Cook, Mrs. Macdonald ''

V. Macdonaldz ''Mr. Speaker, ah.. Members. I want to concur

with Mr. Katz last statement and Mr. Leon'to also emphasize

that last statement ah.. in this section of the amendments

xv zzr .. 
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to the Constitution of the United States. Having been .

both a Constitutional Convention Delegate and a Member

of this General Assembly, I will have to respect General..

er ah.. Attorney General Scott's opinion and say that I

kish you would a11 read that last sentence.e

W. Robert Blair: lThe Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Yourell.o

H. Yourell: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House, I would like briefly to comment on this

amendment beeause I want to make it perfectly clear and

I think everyone in the House should understand also

hs I'm surn most of you do, that this is really not

ah.. ah.. vote on an amendment to our rules but rather

whether E. R. A. is going to Pass in this session of

the General Assembly.''

W. Robert Blair:' ''Now, for what purpose does the Gentleman

from Lake, Mr. Deuster rise?''

D. Deusterz ''Mr. Speaker, I rise to cite the exact language

' of the Eederal Constitution in respunse to some conments

made by other momhers concerning a Possible conflict between
k

our State Constitution and the Federal Constitutionc''

W. Robert Blaikl ''Okay. I ah.. just might point out that '

there is in our Rules some place, ah.. a requirement that

you may only speak once in debate on an issue and the normal

procedure is ah.. ko ah.. do what the Genkleman from Cook,

Xr. Juekett did.. ah.. he rose on the point of personal

privilege or ah.. something and ah.. I assume that's what
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you're doing, so go aheade''

D. Deuster: ''Mr. speaker, ah.. I thank you for the suggestion

and ah.. the exact language of the Pederal Constitution

simply says that after amendments to the Pederal Constitu-

tion are proposed, they will become valid when ratified

by the Legislatures by 3/4 of the several states. The

question of how we ratify them and rather in the rules

we have jusk been debating, we feel that amending our
Federal Constitution is as serious enough and important

enough matter to respect by a larger vote than 89 but

to have 3/5. Ah.. that ïs a subject for us. That's '

a perogative of the state's, that's a perogative of the

state legislature and the.. there's no inconsistency or

conflict in khe Federal Constitution at all. It simply

says, '.owhen we ratify it..' and we can ratify it by '

any proportion that we choose. But we ought to ratify

it as long as our own state constituion has expressed

it in a consistent way with that constituion.''

W. Robert Blair: ''The ah.. Lady from Lake, Mrs. Geo-Karis./

A. Geo-Karis: ''Mr. Speaker.. I undersEand last year that

böth the Speaker of the House and the President of the .

senate decided it took only 89 votes for similar situations.

At this time, I think we've wasted enough time going back

and forth. We are al1 aware what it says in the Eederal

Constitution and, Don, we know what it says in the Illinois

Constitution. And I feel are.. are involved in the Federal

ConstituEion and I move the previous questionof'
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W. Robert Blair: ''Now, I.. there's also some place in the

Rules ah.. provision ah.. that you don't get up and speak

ah.. in debate and then move the previous question at the

same time ah.. because... It's good if you can get away
./

with it. Ah.. ah.. the ah.. Gentleman from Logan, Mr. '

Lauer.R

J. Lauer: OMr. Speaker. I would ask the indulgence of the

House on a11 of us who are freshman. And I will move the

previous question.''

W. Robert Blaik: ''Uh, al1 right. Al1 those ah.. in favor

of the ah.. gentleman's motion on the previous question

Say 'ayeî ''

Members: ''Aye.* '

W. Robert Blair: ''Opposed 'nod.''

Members: ''No.''

W. Robert Blair: '' Well. What purpose does the Gentleman

. from Coek: Mr. Walsh riae?''

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, ah, Mr. Speaker. It was my feeling

that ah.. what we were doing was changing the Provisions

for suspending this rule as it applied to Federal Consti-

tutional Amendments. I find that that's not what we're

doing. It appears that what we're doing is providing th:t

it takes 89 m-mhers to approve a Federal Constitutional

Amendment. This is a very substantive matter. This is ah..

h'isin my opinione a matter that we should not consider at t
Itime and that it should go to the Rules Committeeo*

W. Robert Blair: ''Eor what purpose does the Gentleman from
V''
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Cook, Mr. Arrigo arise?t'

î/. Arrigo: ''Por personal privilege, Mr. Speaker. As one of

the architects of the 1970 Constikution, I would suqgest

that the written proceeding) of the 6th Constitutional

Convention be consulted by the Rules Committee because

there's ample debate on this question in the proceedings

and I agree with the Majority Leader.that khis thinq

should be very carefully considered. We considered it

for a long time in the proceedings of the Constituional

Convention and I believe the sevea olher mertœers

present will bare me ouk on khat.''I
p tI. Roberk Blair: ''Well, all right. Ah.. khe .. the Gentleman
k
k from Logan, Mr. Lauer's motion ah.. did not carry ah.. wedre@,
)*' still on the Amendment No. 1. The ma.. the Lady from
!
1/h Cook, Mrs. Catania.''1,1,
;? 5. Catania: ''UD.. my feeling about this as I explained at
). 'j? '

the outset was that I wanted to implement the Attorney

i' .'.' General s decision. However. if it is the feeling of

f
, this body that this shoula be considered by the Rules
! ,

Commiktee, I am perfectly willing to concur with that

opiniono''

#. Robert Blair: '1A1l right. So, what the lady is now

doing is withdrawing ah.. from ah.. further consideration

ah.. her ah.. motion to adopt Amendment No. 1 which must

be done with consent of the House. Is there leave?''

A-mhers: ''Leaveo'' ' -
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W. Robert Blair: ''All right. Now before we go' to the next

amendment, just let me make this observation if I might.

I don't want any of the new members to that I intend

anything in a personal way when I ah.. am trying to be

helpful to them which regards to what our rules are.

And it just seems to me, that it's education for me to

inform you about what you should do. The rest of you

then would find out here what.. right in the sitution

rather than my talkinq to you ah.. off of the Eloor.

Ah.. so we have a great numher of new m-mhers and ah..

from time to time I will be trying to assist you with

ah.. the way ah.. this House operates. Lady from Lake,

Mrs. Geo-Kariso''

A. Geo-Karis: ''Mr. Blair, I appreciate the correction because
'one of these days I will learn. I do appreciate it, so

think nothing of it.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Okay. Ak1 right. Ah-. what purpose does

the Gentleman from Cook, Mr. B. B. Wolfe rise?''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Point of parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Speaker.d'

W Robert Blair: 'lAl1 righte'' R

B. B. Wolfe: ''There is not.. no business before the House

at this time.. no motion..''

W. Robert Blair: *We1l, yes. I am on an order of business

that involves amendment to House Resolution l8. And we

l have just withdrawn number l and I just started to tell
h Clerk to go to numher 2.9' Ct e

' B. B. Wolfe: ''I.. would a mention then be in order with

YL-S A
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respeet to amendments... including the one that is before

the House if there is one?''

W. Robert Blair: ''We11, numher onels been withdrawn. The

Clerk is ready to read number twoo?

B. B. Wolfe: ''We11, I have a motion before he brings up..

if I'm in order Mr. Speaker.. ah.. reference to al1

amendments ah.. and I.. think that number one Will

typify the discussion that we are going to have on the

amendments to follow with respect to the Rules. And my

motion is to refer all amendments to the Rules Committee

for immediate consideration at thair next meetcinçu And

for the Rules Committee to ah.. post their notices of

the ah.. the ah.. hearing on these amendments ah.. for

the Members to be able ah.. present kheir arguments in

support of the amendments. And then to have the Rules

Committee to report back to the House with respect to

disposition of each of the amendmentso'' '

W. Robert Blair: '#Wel1. That's a different motion than we've ,

ever had before. While weîre ah.. decidihg what to do .

with it why welll have discussion ah.. ah.. on the floor.

Ah.. Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Palmero''

R. J.' Palmer: ''Wel1y Mr. Speaker. I wanted to raise the

point of order. The Chair has announced the order of

business and I think that the motion presented at this

time is ah.. prematurelye if not irrelevant to the ah..

jurisdiction of the Speaker to go ahead and act upon those

things that he feels should be acted upon now which has to
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i h the order of amendments to propose Rules of thisdo w t

Hou' s e . ''

W. Robert Blair: ''Well, I ah.. take it khat under the

temporary rules in which we are operating.. we are probably

under 71 a, and your.''. mction is a moticn to commit. But

your môtion is with regard to a subordinate matter.

The ah.. primary matter before the House is the adoption

of House Resolution 18. Ah.. ah.. Gentleman from

Union, Mr. Choate.''

C. Choate: nWe11, Mr. Speaker. I think the Gentleman's

motion is entirely ln order and I think it is gexmlahe :

to the subject matter at hand. The Way I understand

. his motion.. motion, not emotion, is that he is attempting

to commit to committee amendments which would be the

same as committing a bill to committee if we were in

had our Rules adopted and were in a regular session.

I think his suggestion is germane and I.. I Would

humhly suggest that ah.. the Speaker would put this

vote to'the House and on a majority, it goes up or down'e
W. Robert Blair: ''The ah.. Gentleman from Cook. Mr. Richard .

Walshm/

R. Walshz ''Well, ah.. Mr. Speaker, I believe the Gentleman's

point is.. is premature and out of order. He can make that

motion when the question is under debate. Ah.. he can

make that motion, if recognized for that purpose when

amendment nnmher two is called. But he canît make that :

blanket motion for all amendments to be referred to the

z 'Ny
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' the Rules Committee to be considered at a future date.

The whole ah..... purpose of being here after this dis-

cussion, is as I understood it, was to hear any amend-

ments which would be offerej and ah..... if defeated: they
can be heard again in the Rules Committee, but you can't

ask us to vote on this package without giving us an oppor-

tunity to propose amendments thereto. You will have to

make that motion on each amendnent as it is calledof'

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Fleck.l

C. J. Fleck: ''Mr. Speaker, I think the gentleman's motion

is èntirely out of order. What we have riqht now is a

Resolution which has been in Committee, where IRm sure

it was amended many, many times. Now it is out on the

floor and it's subject to the usual procedure of floor

amendments and I see nothing wrong with that, but I do

see something very, very devious with taking a1l of these

floor amendments, which is Gractly what they are, and

saying they will now become committee amendments because

I want to make a motion and shelve them a11 in the Rules

Committee and I don't think this is proper and I think it

is out of order-''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from ah.... Cook, Mr. B. B.

Wolfe. I'm sorry, it's the gentleman from McLeane Mr.

Bradley. Oîkay, Iîl1 get to you then.''

G. A. Bradley: ''Mr. Speakery for a question of the Chair. I

Ah.... I'm wondering how many amendments are we talking E

about?''
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Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Mr. Clerk, how many amendments have

been placed on your desk?''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''At this point, we have eleven amend-

ments . ''
)

G. A. Bradley: ''I thought it might have some bearing on the

motion by Representative Wolfeg''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Mr. B. B. Walfe.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Ah.... I think that I've spent as much time on

Rules as any member of this House. And thank you, and

just hold it to the end of the speech. If you want to

give me a standing ovation, 1'11 accept it. Ah.... my

motion is not to.... is not a devious motion as have been

ted by one of the members. I think it i's a motionsugges

that makes good common sense. The hammering out of Rules

on the Floor of this House in the last moments of a session

that was suppose to have ended yesterday is not the way to;

handle House business. Now this is the very first amend-

ment that was withdrawn because members of this House said

that i't's ào important and vital to the Rules that we ought

to give it serious consideration, and I consider every

amendment to be submitted by the members as important and

serious in a day when we are changing the Rules after l50

years or more and these Rules may survive for the next l50

years before they are changed, and it shouldn't be done in

haste and we shouldn't repent in leisure. Now the point of

my motion is to give the Committee an opportunity to look

.'' iki... . ..
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at the amendments, to give the other members of this House

an opportunity to look at the amendments, to have these

amendments discussed in Committee and then be brought back

to the Floor of this House to give the membership an oppor-

tunity to determine which of the amendments are applicable

and which are not. Now, itês a process, it's a process

which is going to assure us of excellent rules. It's going

to assure us of input by every member of this House and

everyone is going to get consideration. Now if my motion

is defeated, I will make this motion after every amendment

is submitted and I will make it with respect to Rules of

the House that's now before this Body. The Chair has already

indicated to be a major or prime motion and I will make it

with respect to the Rules as well to each amendment. So

that this can be given the consideration due it and that

we don't act in haste.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentlemàn from Lake. Mr. Murphy.''

W. J. Murphy: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Ah.... I want to ah.... say that along with Repre-

sentative Bernard Wolfe that there is nothing devious ah..-

being planned here at all. And as a member of the Rules

Committee and as a member of the leadership, I would abso- '

lutely, on my own position, not speaking for al1 of themy

I would guarantee that every Rule that has amendment

offerred after ah.... it was given to the Rules Committee

and brought back to this House, that every amendment would

be considered on each Rule. And this is just the fact that (
xriç,; k .7.. x
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they would have a chance for further study, the member would

have a chance to acquaint us to'what he was thinking about

and I'm of the opinion there would be quite a few of these

amendments that might be adqpted and might improve the
. ?

Rules that will be lost today if they are brought up. I

think this is a good motion and I think it should be sup-

Portpdz'

Hon. W. Robert Blair: *Alright, the Chair's pre/ared to Rule

on ah.... the point of order that's been raised with regard

to the gentleman's motion. And ah.... I'm going to rule

that it is not in order and the basis for that ruling is

that ik addresses itself to a subordinate part of the main

question. The main question is the adoption of House

Resolution l8. Ah.... if ah.... the motion to commit an

amendment, which is a subordinate part of the main motion

at this time were to be allowed to be put .and would carry

and ik would go, the amondment wav'ld go back to the Wules

iComm ttee. Ah.... and then action were to be taken on the

main vehicle, it would preclude ah.... the member that was

offerring the amendment, from ever actually having that

amendment offerred to House Resolution l8. Ah.... so, ah..

that is the way the Chair is prepared ah.... to rule unless

there is further enlighkment from the numerous members of

the Judiciary that are on b0th sides of the aisle. The

gentleman from Cook, Mr. B. B. Wolfean !
@

B. B. Wolfe: ''Mr. Speaker. That's the new Bob Blair speaking ,

and 1:11 buy your ruling because when I asked you the

,.< ;J - ... q)i .. .x
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business before the House, I was told we were in the Amend-

ment stage and therefore my motion was directed to the

amendments, but since you have now stated that the business

before the House is House Resolution l8, I will amend my

motion to include Resolution 18 to commit an all amendments

to that resolutiono''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''We11, unfortunately, that ah.... motion

is proper. The gentleman from Rock Island, Mr. Pappaso''

P. Pappas: ''Mr. Speaker, ah-.- .parliamentary procedure.

Would it be possible that we adopt House Resolution 18 as

temporary rules until such times as the Rules Committee

meet on the fourteenth and takes these various amendments

under advisement and then brings their report back to us?''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. William

Walsh-''

W. D. Walsh: ''We11, ah.... Eo answer Pete, ah.... it would be

, a wbole lot better, Pete, to gek this bu#ineris of adcptior

of rules, as you can see is very painful, over with, in the
X

'

main. Eh.... any amendments or changes of the Resolution

that should be considered by the Comnittee will be con-

sidered in two weeks, but they ought to be amendments to

the permanent rules, not temporary rules. And with respect

to B. B. Wolfe's suggestion that we recommit the whole

works, I'm afraid we would have to go through this day

again and I'm certainly opposed to thato''

Hon. W. Robert Blairz ''Gentleman from Macon, Mr. Alsup.''

J. W. Alsup: ''We1l, Mr. Speaker, I think the way to solve the
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problem is to make a motion to adopt the Rules as pre-

sented by the Rules Commiktee and then we are in business

and the amendments can Ehen be handled through the Com-

mittee, because this is a part of the Rules that we Would

be adopting and therefore I move that we adopt the Rules

as proposed by the Rules Committee in House Resolution 18.*

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, not let's see. We better go

ah.... back to Mr. Pappas, because he ah.... askede had a

parliamentary inquiry as to whether or not it would be

proper to adopt ah.... the ah.... these rutes as texporary

rules. Well, ah.... the Resolution as it is before the

Body now is ah.... that these rules be adopted as permanent

rules, not the temporary rules and for any consideration of

thak, I guess, properly you would have to have like Amend-

ment No. l2# which would amend the title and change them

from permanent back to temporary. O'kay, now we are back

over here to Mr. Alsup and he's ploposing a motion just to

adopt ah... 18 without consideration of the amendments that

have been placed on the Clerkls ah.... desk and I knqW of...

I just don't know of any way you could exclude consideration

of amendments that have been placed on the Clerkgs desk

for consideration. I mean, they are actually there, ah....

don't think.... donlt see how we can walk by ah....

giving the sponsors of those an opportunity to be heard.

I just don't John. Gentleman from Macone Mr. Alsup.''

J. W. Alsup: 1'Well, as we went through these Rules, I think

according to the Rules, they would have an opportunity

,..+' p >'a c oalw.
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before the Rules Committee.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: '1Well, that is true. Howevery they are

choosing, as their vehicle, those sponsors of these amend-

ments, ah.... the opportunity to address their amendments

to the full House, rather than having them considered by
:

the Rules Committee. And the Chair does not have control

over where they have their amendments or their proposals

heard. Ah.... Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Richard Walsh.'ê

R. A. Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker, for those of us who were here last

year, this procedure is not too unusual. You Democrat

members, I'm sure, recall ah.... that the product of the

Rules Committee two years ago was a subject of some eleven

amendments offerred by your side of the aisle to amend the

proposed Rules for the 77th General Assembly. And we con-

sidered them all, debated them a1l and they were a11 voted

down. Now, I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that we proceed with

the Amendments that are being offerred to this House Reso-

lution end hopefully, ah..... any amandments that Lrt

worthy will be adopted, and those that are unworthy will

be defeated.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Wel1, the Chair is ah.... ready to

proceed in just that fashion. Mr. B. B. Wolfe, what do you

XZVQ ? O

B. B. Wolfe: '?I have a motion before the House and I believe
!

there was a second to my motion. Ah..... and the Chair E

has already indicated that it was a proper motion. Now the

suggestion of Representative Pappas and Representative Alsup
- s. .- .
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I think can easily be ah.... accommodated. As a matter of

fact, I had a written motion to adopt these Rules as

temporary rules and then to submit my second motion of

reference back to the Rules Committee to hammer out the

amendments as ah.... filed by the members, by each of the

members and go through that process. Now the difference

between this year and this session and the session two

years ago is well known to every member of this House.

Particularly those who have been here more than one term.

We are for the first time writing a set of Rules and guide-

lines not only with the assistance of the Majority and

Minority Leaders, the Speaker of the House, but with the

assistance of the input of every member of this House and

this is a departure from a hundred and fifty year old

tradition. Now, I would withv... if the House wants to

proceed to adopt these as temporary rules, I see nothing

wrong with that and get the same input on amendments and

so forth, I would wlùhdraw my mction cn *he understar-ding

that the majority leader would withdraw his motion and

renew it on the basis of adopting temporary rules and then

to proceed to amend and correct those temporary rules and

then in the very near future, next week, will vote on

. permanent rules of the House. Otherwise, I would ask the
' 

11 call vote on my motionHouse, the Speaker to give me a ro

ito commit the Rule, the Resolution 18 and all amendments
. i

back to the Rules Committeea''

Hon. W. Robert Blairz ''Alright, Now, so we understand where

.m' s >. A ''u* . x
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We are, Mr. B. B. Wolfe has moved that we commit ah....

House Resolukion 18 ah.... to the Rules Committee. That

motion is a proper motion. And is there discussion. The

genkleman from Cook, Mr. Piotrowicz-''
1

P. P. Piotrowicz: OMr. speaker. A point of information.

Am I correct in understanding that until at least Section

14 of the new proposed Rules are adopted finally by this

House, the Committee structure is not final and the member-

ship of the Committee cannot be announced and the Committee

cannot function?''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.... where we would be if ah.... the

gentleman's motion ah.... were to prevail, Ah... would be

that we would be operating under the 77th General Assembly

Rules as amended by Resolution that we passed the other day,
I
l which provided for a new committee, a different committee

structure. There have been some changes in that Comnittee

structure as they are proposed ir the ah.... Rules as

adopted or recommended by the Rules Committee. So ah....

we could still operate, sure we would be operating, but

I they would be on the basis of the Committee Structure as

we adopt them in that resolution and there were some, I
' believe, name changes, et cetera, with regard to ah....

that makeup. Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Piotrowiczo''

P. P. Piotrowicz: ''Just one more question of information, Mr.

speaker. Are there any amendments on the Clerk's desk to

change the either the number of the Committee, the name

of the Committeez It would seem to me that if we havel

t -': - '-..x *
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gone to the temporary rules and we start announcing Com-

mittees and people get set for hearings and we find out

the Rules Committee comes back, reports to the House and

changes it, we#re going to be in a little bit of a fix.

In working out new Committee assignments and everything

2 1. S Q * W

Hon. W. Robert Blair: 'll'm advised that there are. Gentleman

ftom Cook, Mr. Palmer.''

R. J. Palmer: ''Wel1, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, I know that the Rules Committee has spent lcng and

arguous effort and coming up with a document that you pre-

sented today and perhaps, well you had earlier this morning,

perhaps last night. Many of us has at here all day looking

at these Rules and I would assume that by ah.... presenting

the Rules to the Body as a whole that some action is ex-

pected of the Body as à whole. Certainly, the informational

part. Th,L procedure on the ore.er of buslness was laîd ouo.

We, I inquired, I have an amendment, I inquired to whether

or not amendments would be accepted and on What basis. I've

waited for that parkicular point. Amendment No. l was

called and I did not hear from my colleague, Representative

Wolfe, at that time, his motion. But I did hear from

Representative Catania that she withdrew her amendment, whic

I believe, then takes it out of the hands of the House, the

consideration and subject to her own... the destiny of the

amendments, subject to her own ah.... Whatever she wants

to do with it. However, there are eleven amendments u
r Q; A
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there on the Clerk's table I am told . And I believe this

is a waste of time to put these things over if I have

an amendment, if it is voted up or down: fine. I've had

my day in Court: but we've waited here a number of days.

Welve been diligent''.in our efforts in studying these

things and I think at this time that if there is anything

. other than some consideration on the floor of this House,

these amendments, that some of us certainly will be de-

prived of our day, especially since the order of business, ,

as I understood it; that is the amendment stage, was

announced- And ah.... I balleve that we shculd proceed

with this. Today is February the first, and ah.... we have

to start cutting pretty soon and I think I'm here to work.

I'm ready to work. I think the consideration of the whole

House on any one of these Rules, certainly is the thing

that we desire and ah.... to take it back to the Committee

seems to me to be the wrong thing to do.''
)

Hon. W. Robèrt Blair: ''Alright, does the gentleman care to

close? Gentleman from Cook, Mr. B. B. Wolfeo''

B. B. Wolfe: ''I respect the opinions of my colleacues. Ah...

I feel that we ought to proceed and hnmmer out on the floor

of the House some eleven, twelve, or thirteen amendments.

Some of the amendments that I suggested th:t the Majority
1

Leader said sounded rather good, ah.... I haven't even had l
a chance to dictate, 1et alone to sit down and prepare the

language necessary to put the amendments in good legal

phraseology and to create the meaning that was intended by
e.-.tk s k i ;. .x.
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this discussion this afternoon. I think that everything

that we did here today was meaningful. The discussion of

the Rules, rule by rule. I'm willing to wager that ah....

60# 70, 80 percent of the members of the House have not
è

h d an opportunity to fully' read the entire set of rulesa

that were placed on your desk today. I know that I haven # t.

Although I stayed up last night until 2:30 doing a skimming

job over these Rules and not a real indepth study of them.

Now, what I'm suggesting, we can be back here in three days

on Wednesday and we can return this Resolution, with a1l

of its amendments, back to the floor of this House; every

member will have had an opportunity over the weekend to

read the Rules, the suggested amendments, the discussions,

and we will not have caused any real unreasonable delay and

perhaps we miqht get some meaningful changes acceptable

to a majority of the members of the House. Now I would ask
Mr. Speaker, I'm even willing to adopt these Rules as

temporary rules, so that we are under the new set of rules

rather than the o1d set temporarily until we can establish

a permanent set of rules consistent with the thinkinq of

the minority members, the majority members and those who

are interested in rule changeso''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, I'm sorry, I mean# to recog-

nize you, Mr. Walsh, before he closed. Did you have some

remarks?''

. Wilsh: lWould the sponsor, the maker of the motione yiel j

to a question? Is it ah.... Does your motion include
.
,%
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' committing the Rules that we are considering today to the

Rules Committeea''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Ah, it would have to be in order to comply with

N g j j,the ruling of the Speaker. . So the answer is yes .

W. D. Walsh: nWel1, ah.. the effective that would be then

that our committees could not function and as Represenkative

Piotrowicz said, we could not operate under the Committee

system ah.. until the Rules Committee had considered the

temporary ah.. the rules recommitted as welt as the amend-

ments to the Rules. Ihere is really not satisfactory

alterpative to considering the amendments to these Rules

today, adopting permanent rules and getting on with the

session. As you know, B. B. very well, because you were

there while the deliberations were being held, the Rules

Committee met long, long hours and the staff worked very

hard and indeed on into the night to put these things

together and they did an excellent job. Now, I think

we ought to get on with the business of adopting these

Rules and considering amendments and skop delaying the

process.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Ahe Hr. Majority Leader, I certainly agree

with every word you have said, except with your conclusion.

The committee did work long hours and I made that point
' 

!on the floor of the House as well as before the Committee. '1

In fact, they worked so long and hard that the very guts,

' that the very guts of this bill. and khis resolukion was

* #
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in those long hours. And a1l I'm is for quiet deliberationy

ah.. a study of this over the weekend by the members,

as well as the committee members, and then a consideration

of these written.. these written amendments before the

committee so they can hnmmer them out and then they will

be. So a11 14 amendments will be adopted by the committee

and wèlll have nothing to talk about. All I can see ahead

of us now, is long arguous debate on amendments that really

we can avoid at this time if we adopted this procedure.

Now we can't form these committees because the other day

we adopted a temporary.. a resolution which changed the

temporary rules and included the make-up of the committees

that are presently contained in Resolution l8. And ah..

then therefore, if there are any committees meeting ah..

they would be meeting under the o1d rules because that's

before the House at this time but certainly the make-up

of the Comrittees the appointments could be made ah..

without any.. ah.. without any further delay. We could
V

start heaking bills as early as next Wednesday.''

W. Robert Blair: ''A11 right. The question is on the adoption

of the Gentleman's motion. A11 those in favor say 'aye'v,

Members: ''Aye.''

W Robert Blair: ''Opposede 'nofo''

XQDYQXS 1 W NC 6

W Robert Blair: ''The 'nays' have it. And the Centleman's i

motion prevails.. I mean lost.. looses. Amendment No. 2.O

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Amendment No. 2. Fleck. Amend House

..' 1i**T '''
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'j Resolution 18 as amen.. House Rules as voted by the Rules

Commiktee in Rule 4, paragraph 1, by inserting subject

to the committee on House operations immediately before

the periad. And in Rule 4, by deleting paragraph n, and

redesignating the subsequent paragraphs accordingly and

in Rule 12 in the first sentence khereofy by inserting

'except the Committee on House Operations' immediately

after the word 'committèes' and in Rule 12 in the

second sentence thereof by inserting 'except tbe

Committee on House Operations' immediately before the

period and in Rule l4, by adding at the end of the

Rule, a paragraph #d' to read as follows: 'D. A Committee

on House Operations shall be created as a Standing Committee

of the House which (l) shall consist of nine members;

*he Speaker who shall serve as Chairman, the Majority

Leaderland Minority Leader, three members selected by

the Maqoritv partv caucas or conferencey three'meDbers

sèlected by the Minority party caucus or conference.

None of the members selected by the party caucus or

conference shall be members of the leadership of their

respective parties nor have served on the Committee

on House Operations during the preceding General Assembly
y

(2) shall meet at least once per month while the House is

in session or more often if the Chairman so determines to

review and approve such each expenditure of public funds

made by any officer or employee of the House; (3) shall

have the following duties: (l) to assign to the officers
,. + v.. c.. .... :' .w., s . . '.:t'.T' ''y G E N E R A L A S S E 51 B L Y )! t, 7l '4k > 'th 
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and employees of the House their respective quarters and

the Standing Committees and Special Committees their rooms;

(2) to employ and discharge a1l emplcyees of the House ex-

cept such as are elected by the House and define their

duties; (3) to take appropriate action against any appointed

employee of the House who is guilty of any misconduct or

neglect of duty and; (4) to review and improve or to

approve in advance if so required by rules adopted by

the Committee any expenditure of public funds made by any

officer or employee of the House. Any action taken

. by the Committee pursuant to subsection 3 of this Rule

may be amended or reversed by an appropriate motion

supported by the majority of the members elected to the

House and in Rule 15 beginning of the paragraph A, by

deleting the word 'D' and inserting in lieu thereof

'except for the Committee on Operations on House Operations.

D ' ' 1:

W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.. the Gentleman.. ah.. what purpose

f m Cook Mr. Duff arise?'' %does the Gentleman ro ,

B. Duff: ''AK.. point of order, Mr. Speaker. I would like

to inquire since I don't seem to be able to find a copy

of this.. have these amendments been put on our desks?H

W. Robert Blair: ''Al1 right. They#re.. they're being dis-

tributedo''

B. Duff: ''Thank you.''

W. Robert Blairz ''I'm waitin: just a minute while they're

distributing the amendment. Okay. Nowy we're.. the amend-
v;k.;Q- -2; ...
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menk.. is Amendment No. 2 on the desks? A11 right, the

Genkleman from Cooke Mr. Flecke''

W. Robert Blair: ''What purpose does Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. B. B. Wolfe rise?/

B. B. Wolfe: f'A motiony Mr. Speaker, on the amendment. I

move to commit the amendment to the House Rules Conmittee.o

W. Robert Blair: ''Wa.. Well, now, he.. he made a genetal

motion before to comnit all of the anendments and now

he's making ah.. a motion ah.. to each one or at least

to this ah.. and the Chair's ruling ah.. with regard to

specific as it was to the qeneral that ah.. the motion

is not in order.''

B. B. Wolfe: ''You say the motion is not in order?''

W. Robert Blair: 'lRfght. A motion to eommit.. I have ruled

previously held moved io commit' al1 the amendments to

the Rules Committee and I ruled that it was.. you couldn't

. serarate the main motion which vpas the adoption of House

Resolution 18 and the amendments to it. Ah.. that would

just be a..''
B. B. Wolfe: ''But the order of business now, is this specific

amendment and my motion is only directed to a specific

amendment and ah.. it would seem to me khat that is the

order of business before the House now, that the amendment

stays and that the mokion would only to this amendment

be in order. Speaker, 1:11 save a1l of the aggravation r

of the motion and just withdraw my motion temporarilyoo

Vf * A %'' ''.
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W. Robert Blairz ''Okay. Gentleman from ah.. Cook. Mr.

Fleckw''

C. Fleck: 'fAh, Mr. Speakere Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

. We have spent a considerablq amount of time here today
going over a very, very important subject that's going'

to affect the legislation of this state and how we .

present ourselves to the people of this state in the

next two, maybe four, six and eight years. We have

responded to the call and the screams of the people out

there to office Who have demanded reforms of our rules

and how we handle and conduct the legislation in the

Illinois House. And I think that the Rules Committee

along with the Speaker, and the Minority Leader and Majority

Leader and the Rules Committee have done a very fine

job on the procedural rule changes which we have been

scrutinizing today. It's very hard when you haven't had

a time #.o analyze tke rules that wa had to go through the

question and answer period but that is the way it'turned

out. And I'm sure we're getting a little impatient with

the process. However, what we considered and questioned

this afternoon was what ve could easily term 'Represenkative

legislation'. This was a Representative role. But now

we're going to have to present rules and procedures so

' that the people who elected us can say that we are an
i

accountable legislature. That we are showing accountability

to them in the best form we possibly can by being a truly

'open' legislature. Amendment No. 2 sets up a House
--t-G''l--.- ...X ..
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Committee which would deal with House Operations. Presently

these enormous responsibilities are handled by the Speaker

in addition to the enormous responsibilities that he

has in watching and guiding the flow of legislation in

this House. His position and his job is a yery, very

difficult one to say the least. And it's just an
additional burden to have him an employment agent, sitting

in his office, Worrying about if Susie Clark across the

street is going to get a pay raise. You must realize that

this House appropriates for its operationse over

$3,000,000 per fiscal year. And if we are qoing to

be open and accountable as the press and other people

have wanted us to be, they have asked for a House Operations

committee. And it's been editorialized in a numher of

newspapers what thfs Committee will do. It will consist

of nine members, three members from each party being

selectcd by the party canference. The Minorit'; Leader .

and Majority Leader will be members of the Commiktee

and the Speaker kill be the Chairman of the Committee.

He will guide the Committee, aid the Committee and chair

the Committee. It's his responsibility, but it is a

committee. So the press and the people can't say that

we aren't open and and we're running a one-man show down

here. Now, the reform movement will be Well answered by I

this amendment. And this amendment I miqht say is nothing

new and it's nothing strange. This Illinois Senate has

had it for a number of years. And Amendment No. 2 is
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patterned On almost a duplication of the Senate

Rule which provides for their Senate Operations Committee.

I had distributed earlier to you people a chart which
. )

indicates the various State's in the Union which have

and do not have House Operation Committees. Of the

top 15 states ranked, by the Cikizens Conference on

Skate Leèislatures, only three, only three do not have

operation or management committees handling the fiscal

responsibilities of either the Senate or khe House.

Illinois being ranked by that conference is the third

best legislature in the State, has as one of their

recommendations to improve its position, that Illinois

should adopk the House Operations Committee as the

Illinois Senate has. I don't know position the State

of Illinois would be if the Senate did nok have their

Operations Commiktee because it is ene of the main

recommendations by the Citizens Conference on State

Legislatures. And 1et me tell you what the Citizens

Conference on State Legislatures is. It's not a politâcal

group. It was formed in 1965 as a private not for profit

organization to help move khe legislatures into 20th

' Century Governmental Organisms. And it's not a stranger

to some members of this body beeause in the introduction

of the.'report, they give thanks to Donald Glickman and ;

' Zale Glauberman. So theyfve worked with this Conference

and theyêre well aware of these recommendations and they're
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well aware of the lmportance thak it would have to the

Illinois House in their position in this country as

a better legislature. It will also have an importance

to showing that the Illinois House has become an accountable

House. And that this is an accountable reform. And that

We donft have to sit down here any longer have the news-

papers and the people say that weere running a closed shot

Webll 1et them a1l knowy that it's open for a1l to see

and I ask you to please support the adoption of Amendment

No.

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Yourell.''

H. Yourell: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In order that we

may really understand what this amendment doesy I Would

like ko go through it with you briefly and pièk up the

high points on page 2 because that's where the guts

of Ehis thing really is. Now, you heard the sponsor

of this amendment tell you there was a greate again

and I repeat as I repeated often in the last session

of the General Assomhly, a great public demand for some

kind of legislation or other. Well, you and I know,

we all know, of coursee where that demand comes from.

Now, I donft knoW how many of you in this House have

received letters indicatinq the publicês displeasure

at the way this House's been run for the last l00 years.

1, for one, have not received any letters indicating that

the publi c demanded that we ch ange our rules. Tha t they

<tQ.'Nx.
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were disatisfied with the way this House and the members

conducted the state's business. I would.. I Would call

ko your attention that the figure cited by the Sponsor of

the amendment in the amountlof $3,000,000 also includes

that amount of $10,000 that's going to be used for your
; office expenses at homeat It also includes your $32 a day

expense allowance and in reality what wefre really talking

about is $800,000 for the minority party and $800,000

for the Republican party to run their affairs in this

Pouse. Now if we go down the line, lge'll see that he

mehtioned that there is a certain committee of this type

operating in the Senate. Well, you really want to know

why that Committee is in the Senate and why it is operating?

It's operating that way because when the Lt. Governor

was the ah.. presiding officer of that body, they didn't

want that Lt. Governor, doing what he was going to do.

' What haapeuad when Senator Arrinatcn removed a certax'n

individual from his office spacez Do you recall that?

Do you know what would happen if this amendment became

a reality? You would have the leader.. the Minority teader

of this House, who incidentally was not mentioned

in Ehe remarks by the sponsor of khe amendmenk. He only

spoke about the Speaker and his responsibilities. Well, I

want you to know that the minority party in this House

has certain responsibilities also. And I would hate

to see any committee orqanized by this Housee tell the

Speaker or my minorïty leader who he can hire or who he
ww...uk xx
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cannot hire. This in effect, ladies and gentlemen, is

a patronage bill. This ià a grab for patronage. You know,

and I know. And it's wxitten right in this amendment.

What happens to space? You know what could happen if

this amendment was adopted? This Committee could kick

the Speaker out of his office. This a..m'anendment

would kick the Minority Leader out of his office. Now

I don't know of any corporation, and I'm a member of

several corporations that does hiring and firing of

emplcyees, but I as the boss of my business, woulï not

want a group of my employees telling me who the hell

I could hire and fire. This is the perogative of the

boss. Now, if youdre going to saddle the Speaker and

the Minority Leader with appointments made by a House

Committee that are not compatible to them, then youîre

not going to justify the existence of this Committee

you're going to make the functions of the organizations

of this House that much more difficult. You talk about

expenditures.. whoïs going to control a1l these expendi-

tures? This Committee'. What can this Committee do to

the responsibilities that have always been the responsi-

bilit# of the Minority Leader and the Speaker of the

House. I ask you to examine the sheet that was called

to your attention as to who had, in the top 25 states or !
!' ;so in the United states, an operating committee. And if

you look at this line-up, youfll find that out of the

top l5, youdll find that three do not have Operation
4. s
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Committee, but how many are ahead of Illinois without a

Operations Committee? That bears looking into. I think

we've operated this House regardless of who the Speaker

has been, regardless of who the minority leader has been,

hwith great decor, great expediency, and I must say with a

lot of intelligence, and I asked that you defeat this amend-

VICZQ * W

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Winnebago, Mr. SlmmsoW

W. T. Sn'mms: ''Ah.... Mr. Speaker, I would like to make an .

inquiry of the Chair if I may. It's my understanding that

h Iliinois Revised Statutes guides dizectâcn of thea 
. .. .

Legislature and according to Chapter 63 of the Illinois

Revised Statutes, the specific powers and the duties of

the Speaker of the House are detailed as to the powers that

the Speaker has. And I would suggest, and I would like a

ruling from the Chair, as to this amendment being out of

order because it is in conflict with the Illinois Revised

statutes.''
' W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, ah.... Gentleman has moved khat

the gentleman's amendment is not in order because it ls

in conflict with the Illinois Revised Statutes. Ah....

now, the gentleman is referring to Chapter 63, Section 23.

5, which does provide the Speaker of the House, Represen-

tatives shall have the responsibility for the operation

of the House in relation to the House Chamhersy House
J

Offices, House Committee Rooms: and all other rooms and 1
. !

physical facilities used by the House) All equipmentz

.7
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furniture and supplies used by the House. Speaker of the

House of Representatives shall have the authority to

hire al1 professional staff and employees necessary for

the proper operation of the House, Speaker of the Houée

of Representatives shall have the authority to receive

and expend appropriations for the purpose as set forth in

this Act, whether the General Assembly be in session or

not. Now, eh.... there's no question that ah.... that the

gentleman's point concerning the authorizations given to

the Speaker in the statute are correct in that those are

statutory authorities which obviously could not be taken
' away from the Speaker by action of ah.... one Chamber.

However, ah.... I don't think for that reason that the

gentleman's motion is ah... out of order. Ah.... and so

the gentleman.... alright, the gentleman from Winnebago,

Mr. Simms, if he will withdraw the ah.... his point of

order. Now, let's see where we are. Oh, we are on fur-

ther discussion on Amendment No. 2, the gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Richard Walsho'' k

R. A. Walshz ''Mr. Speakere just briefly in response to the

gentlemah from Cook, Representative Yourell, who indicated

that the 3.l million dollar budget, which is appropriated

for the Operation of the House, includes the ten thousand

dollar staff allowance that we individual legislators get

and a thirty-two dollar expense allowance which we indi-

vidual legislators now get as a result of recent legislation.

Buzz, that is just not the fact. The 3.l million dollars
z'r * e .
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does not include those two items. Further, I would like

to say that in view of the statutory language to which

the Speaker referred, it will be necessary or appropriate

at least, for us to take some statutory action and ah. . . .

in the event this amendmentxto the proposed rules is

adopted. And I think it is appropriate that this amend-

ment be adopted. Ah.... the citizens ah.... committee has

indicated khat an Operations or Management Committee is

sound. The Senate has always had one. As a matter of fact,

Illinois is the only Legislature which has one ah... in

one House and does not have such a Committee in the other

House. Now, I might further say that the present ah....

Senate, that is, the Senate which has elected ah... Senator

Harris as its presiding officer, and under the new Consti-

tuion,. operates just as the House does, has preserved its

Senate Operations Committee, and in your Bill Books if you

care to look, we have Senate Bill No. 42y which is on our

' calendar and they ah.... which provides in part, it changes

. the membership of the Senate Operations Committee. They

are not doing away with this. Theyfre providing for its

continuation. so I think on this vote, ladies and gentle- .

men, it's just a question of do you feel that this 3.l
million should be expended ah.... by one individual or is

it beiter business practice, isn't it sound, good business

judgement to have a Committee such as is proposed in Amend-
Iment No. 2 to perform this function? Now I might further

say that ah.... the ah.... Committee which Representative

'J'TN
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Pleck has proposed, includes the Minority Leader, Majority
' Leader and Speaker ex-officio and the Speaker as the Chair-

man, a nd three members selected by each Conference. Pre-

sumably those khree members would be compatible to the

leadership or they wouldn't be selected by the respective

conferences. I think this 3.1 million is more than a one

. man job. I think it would help relieve the Speaker of

some of his burdens and duties and I would urge the support

of the House.''

W. Robert Blair: nThe gentleman from Cook, Mr. Phil Collins.o

P. W. Collins: ''Ah.... Mr. Speaker, ladies and gentlemen of

the House. I rise to oppose this amendment. Much has been

made of the citizens conference report on the State

Legislatures, which indeed did rate tWo of these legisla-

tures ahead of us. However, I might remind you that 28

legislatures that do have Operations Committees were ranked

the bèhind us# so this is a rather questionable argument

if a valid one at all. I furthermore would like to agree

with Representative from Cook, Mr. Yourell, who pointed .

out that the functions dealt within this amendment are

typical Executive functions which should be handled by the

Executive Officer/ and not by a Committee, and I think khat

in any good business, good business practice would dictate

that the hiring, firing and al1 personnel questions would

be handled by the Executive and not by a Committee. Further

more I've heard mention made today of reformy accountability, I;
i

etc. and I would think that when you are talking about
yv'n'
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reform and accountability, there is some implication of

wrong doing or mishandling and I would ask, if this is

the case: I would like to see some indication as to whether

funds were mishandled or in fact there was any wrong

insinuated here. Now, as to the matter Jf accountability,
)

I might point out to you here, to those of you who do know

. and many, I am sure, do not know, that a1l funds thak are

expended in this body of State government are very strictly

accounted for and this General Assomhly, as al1 State

Departments, have to undergo audits by outside auditors and

I do have the last audit that was made of the General

Assembly by a Springfield Certified Public Accountant: Who

did audit the General Assembly and came up with only four

suggestions for improved controls of funds within the

General Assembly, three of which were directed at the House.

The following meeting of the Legislative Audit Commission

did take up these matters and I have that report before

me bere and indi'cated that all the suggestions made by tke
:

accountants have been implemented and so we do have a

very, not only strong accounting control on the funds ex-

pended by this House, but have taken steps to improve the

control of them. And finally, every year at the end of

the sessiony the Auditor of Public Accounts, now the

Controller, has issued a detailed statement of expenses

of the General Assembly, and this is to the penny, doWn to

the last postage stamp and you'll find every expenditure

made by the General Assembly in this book. I don't think

z--?
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that we have to worry abouk any additional conkrols
. Ifve

heard no insinuations of wrong-doing, and so I do thïnk
that this amendmen't is an affront to the General Assemhly

and to the Speaker and Minority Leader, and I would urge
its overwelming defeato''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''The gentleman from Cook
, Mr. Lechowicz.'

T. S. Lechowicz: 'êThank you, Mr. Speaker, I move the previous

questiono''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, the gentleman has moved the

previous question. Al1 those in favor, sày 'aye'.

Members: 'IAye%'.

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Opposed 'no'. The ayes have it. The

previous question has been moved. The gentleman from Cooky

Mr. Flecke to close.l'

C. J. Fleck: ''Mr. Speaker, ah. . . . to close and to close very

briefly. There's nothing dramatic about this, and it is

good governmental business sense. If 30 legislatures in

this country see fit that this is the proper way to admini-
k

ster expenditures of their own appropriations, I don't see

any reason why this State can't follog suit. It seems that

the Senake certainly has, and I would like to point out that

the Senate is now functioning without a Lt. Governor. They

still have their Operations Committee. They have done

nothing to change iE; as a matter of fact, they dispense

with a management committee and it probably increases the

responsibility of the Operations Committee. I might also ' :

point out that had.... the Illinois House kad this Operations
AGW '

' ' r . 
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Committee, we might have been first in this country, in-

stead of third, like the State of California is. It's

a clear recommendation by the American Citizens Conference

on State Legislatùres and regarding audits, audits take

place after *he fact. If xêfre going to be responsible

and accountable, we have to be sure of our expenditures

when we make them, not worry about audits afterward
. When

people talk about audits, they worry about IRS or some-

thing. That has nothing to do here. I havenêt made any

suggestion that there's been misuse of funds, so I don't

see why there should be a quqsition of auditv being brought

upv but it is sound fiscal responsibility. The biggest

corporation in the United States has a Board of Governors.

A Country Club has a Board of Governors. A private dining

club will have a Board of Governors. The Bar Associations

have its Boards of Governors. Overall, for an overall

view of the Operations, fiscal expenditures of that associ-

ation and I see no reasun why the House of Representatives

. should be no different than any other business and economic

entity. I ask for your support of Anendment No. 2 to

House Resolution 18.:'

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.... I'm sorry, I again inadvertently

failed to recognize the ah.... gentleman from Cook, Mr.

Walsh, who was seeking recognition right before I went back

to Mr. Fleck. Gentleman from Cook, Mr. William Walsh.o

. D. Walsh: RWell, Mr. Speakere I can make my remarks on an

explanation of vote if ah.... that would be more conveniente 1
. 
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if 1.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, Alright, that's fine. Gentle-

man from Cook, Mr. Walsh, Dick, Richard Walsh, whatgs your

Point?''

R. A. Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker, I understand that we have not been

' in the Electric Roll Call because the printo'ut sheetus g ,

ah.... does not worke and I was just going to suggest and

I checked with the Clerkg that maybe we can use it anyway

and eh.... one of the Assistant Clerk's can tally the re-

sults; maybe it would expedite the procedure and alleviate

l the nacesslty for an oral roll call.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Well.... Gentleman from Cook, Mr, Sheao'

G. W. Shea: 'IWe1l# I don't know if somebody is going to need

an oral roll call, but if somebody wants it, we can always

use the division of the House and stand up ahd vote that

way, can't we?''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: '1Wel1, the division can be called for,

Y C S * 'î

G. W. Shea: ''I meany rather than go through an oral roll call.'

R. A. Walsh: /1 was going to ask for a roll call and I thought

we could use the machine for division.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: *Wel1,.....''

G. W. Sheaz *If youdre going to insist on a roll call and

youfre joined by the sufficient numher of membe'rs, there

is nothing we can do, Mr. Walshyabut I just wonder if we

are not unnecessarily taking up the time of the House.o

,,e .-'kk .'k p1 ..
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Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Let's do it a step at a time. A11

those in favor of Amendment No. 2, say 'aye'e opposed 'no'.

Members: ''No.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: 'êAnd now, ah.... Mr. Hyde, what do you
*:

Want to dO?W '

H. J. Hyde: ''I was joining Mr. Walsh in suggesting We have
a roll callon

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Oh, o'kay, Mr. Fleck, Mr. Walsh, Mr.

Schlickman and Mr. Ron Hoffman and Mr. Waddell have sug-
' 

gested, theyere asking for a roll call now, which is in

order. Now, we#re back to Mr. Richard Walsh's question.

The proposal that he's made I'm sure is with a sincere de-

sire to try and expedite the proceedings of the House.

However: it ah.... as I understand the Rules, they provide

that if the electronic recording machine is not workable,

there will be an oral roll call. So, ah.... and there has

been objections raised, so I guess that would mean we

wouldn't be able to get a unanimous consent to do what the

gentleman suggested. It would be different, it might have

worked, but alright, let's proceed ah.... with the roll

call. Waity'gentleman fron Lake, Mr. Matijevich.''

J. s. Matijevich: ''Mr. Speaker, as I understood Dick Walshe

he also is in some way trying to expedite matters and I

' ' ' ' though mine was one of !didn t hear too many no s even

them. I mean 'ayes', even though mine was one of them,

and I think he meant that you could run the Board and out

of that Board we could see there is probably ten who vote j*mI (
.r GEN ERAL ASSEM BLY
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Iaye' or maybe twenty of us and we're identified as voting
'aye'. Ah. and he was trying to expedite matt

ers, toool

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Well, I understand. I couldn't agree

more with you, but the fact of the matter is that the rules
are, as I've indicated, ah.... and it would take a sus-

pension to do what he is proposing
. Gentleman from Cook,

Mr. William Walsh.''

W. D. Walsh: ''Possibly, a compromise on this might be khat

we could turn on the roll call and the ah.. . . . êayes' and

'nays' could appear up there and when it became arparent to
the sponsor that it Was not going to pass

, if it became

apparent, he could withdraw the amendment. I wonder if that

would be satisfackory?''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''We11, we are going to have more answers

than we are going to have problems here in a minute
. Gentle-

man from Cook, Mr. Yourell.''

arry Youre:l: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I think it*s apparent

we're talking all this day's discussion has been on one

subject and that's the Rules. Now, if we do what has been

suggested and turn on that board, and look at that board

and determine by a visual glance, who's going to win and

who's going to losee and whether this amendment is up ..or

down: is in direct violation of these rules. Because you

don't have any record then. Now, I thinkr Mr. Walsh: Bill

wants a record on this roll call. And if that's the casee
it's got to be an oral roll call. It's that simple

.
o
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Hon. W. Robert Blair: 'IThat's right. Why dondt-... that is

the procedure. Go ahead and call the roll , Mr. Clerk. ';

Now would you ah . . . . wait a minute . Mr . B . B. Wolf e ' s up

on a point of order. O è

B. B. Wolfe: lNow, Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. The

Rules provide for three methods of determining the votes,

the oral, a division of the house, of which he is really

speaking about; that's not a rall call, or a roll call, and

he wants, I believe, a division of the house, either a

standing vote or a vote on the board to determine the

'ayes' and 'nays' ''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''In order to speed things up, that is

not what he asked for. He asked for a roll call. And the

only way youere going to get a roll call under the Rules

as khey are, is an oral roll cally unless there are further

actions to suspend the rules. The Clerk will call the rollo'

Fredric P.. Felcke: NAliup.'' ' . . '

J. W. Alsup: ''Yea.*

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Andersono''

M. M. Anderson: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Arnel1.''

D. E. Arnell: Nay.

Fredric B. Selckez ''Arrigo.

V. A. Arrigo: ''No.''
:

'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Barnes.'' .

E. M. Barnes: %No.N

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Barry.''
'V
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T. Barry:

Predric B. Selcke: ''Beatty.''

J. S. Beatty: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: DBeaupre.''

J. R. Beaupre: lYes.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bermano''

A. L. Berman: %No.'R

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bladeso''

B. C. Blades: ONo.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bluthardto''

E. E. Bluthardt: '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Borchers-''

W. Borchers: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Boyle-''

K. Boyle: ''No.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Bradley.''

G. A. Bradteyt ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brandt.''

J. B. Brandt: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: llBrinkmeier.''

R E Brinkmeier: '' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brummet.''

D. E. Brummet: nNo.''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Caldwell.''

L. A. Caldwell: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Calvo.''

H. L. Calvo:

- . 
'.
x : - 
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Campbell.''

C. Campbell: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Capparelli.''

R. C. Capparelli: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Capuzi.''

L. F. Capuzi: *No.''

Fredbic B. Selcke: ''Carter.''

R. A. Carter:

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Catania.f'

S. Catania: ''Aye.''
1

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Chapman.''

E. S. Chapman:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Choate.''

C. L. Choate: ''No.''

Fredric B- Selcke: ''Clabaugh.''

C. W. Clabaugh: ONo.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Co.1lins.''

P. W. Collins: ''No.î'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cox.''

W. D. Coxz ''No.'î

Fredric B. Selckez ''Craig.''

R. Craig: ''No.'1

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cunningham.''

R. Cunninghamz ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Davis.''

C. A. Davis: e'No.''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Day.''
R
a

'
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R. G. Day :

Fredric B. selcke : DDeavers . ''

G. L . Deavers : ''No. ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Deusker. ''
3.

D . E . Deuster : *No. %

F'redric B . Selcke : ''Diprima. ''

L . Diprima: ''No . N

Fredric B . Selcke : ''Douglas . ''

B . L . Douglas :

Fredric B . Selcke: ''Duf f . ''

B . B . Duf f :

Fredric B . Selcke : ''Ralph Dunn . ''

R Dtlnn 1 ''NO ''

rredric B. Selcke: ''R. L. Dunne.n

R. L. Dunne:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Dyer.''

R. C. Dyer: .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ebbesen.''

J. B. Ebbesen: ''No.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Epton.''

B. E. Epton:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ewel1.''

R. W. Ewell; ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Farley.''

B. A. Farley: *No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: NFary.''

J. G. Fary: HNo.œ

XDN ;.' . c E x E R A L A s s E M B L v J.l( * . x . y STATE o F I uu1 N o IS
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Prederic B. Selcke: ''Fennesseya''

J. Fennessey: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Fleck.î'

C. J. Fleck:

Frederic B. Selcke: NFlinn.''

M. Flinn:

Frederic B. Selckez OFriedlando''

J. Friedlandz @Aye.''

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Garmisa.''

B. Garmisa: ONo,N

Frederic B. Selckez ''Geo-Karis.''

A Geo-Karis: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcket ''Getty.''

L. Getty: No.

i Frederic B. Selcke: ''Gibbs.''

W. J. Gibbs:

Frederic B. Selckek ''Giglïo.''

P. Giglio: ' ' .

Frederic B. Selckez IlGiorgi.î'

E. V. Giorgi: ''Aye.:

Frederic B. Selcke: NGranata.N

P C Granata: ''No.''

. Frederic B. Selckel HGriesheimer.''

D Griesheimer: MAye.'' .

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Grotberg.l

J. Grotberg: *No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Hanahano''
.j;.

'

'''''''''

' 
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T. J. Hanahan:

Frederic B. Selcket ''Harpstrite.''

B. Harpstrite: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcket ''Hi11.'1
.)J. J. Hill: :

Frederic B. Selcket ''Hirschfeld.'f

J. Hirschfeldz ''Aye.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Gene Hoffmano''

G. Hoffman: '

Frederic B. Selcket ''Ron Hoffnan.''

fl 1# ' 'R. Hoffman: Aye. .

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Jimmy Holloway.''

J. Holloway: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''R. Holloway.''

R. Holloway:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''D.. Houlihan.''

D. Houlihan: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: nJ. Houlihano'' .

J Houlihan: ' '

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Hudson.''

G. Hudson: ''Aye.*

Frederic B. Selckez RHunsicker.W

C. T. Hunsicker: ''Aye.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Huskey.'' . i

H. Huskey: DAye.1l

Frederic B. Selckez ''Hyde.''

H. Hyde: #'Aye.%
M= I
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Frederic B. Selcket ''Jacobs.''

0. Jacobs:

Prederic B. Selcke: t'Jaffe.
''

A. Jaffe: .

Frederic B. Selcke. ''Emil Jones.''

E. Jones: /No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: lDave Joneso/

J. D. Jones: 1'No.@

Frederic B. Selckez ''luckett . >

R. Jucl--ett : '

Frederic B. Selcke : ''Katz . f'

H. Katz : #lA e ''y .

Frederic B . Selcke: oKeller . ''

C . Ke ller :

Prederic B . Selcke z ''Kelly . ''

R. Kellyz ''No '' '

Frederic B. Selcke : nKempiners . ''

Ke-mpiners : e'No ''* N

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Kennedy.''

L. Kennedyz ''No.''

Frederic B. selcke: ''Kento''

M . L . Kent : ''No . ''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Klosak.''

H. J. Klbsak:
1

Frederic B. Selckez ''Mosinski.'' ' i

R. J. Kosinski: ''No.''

e-
a'Nxx
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Frederic B. Selcke: nxozubowskio
''

Kozubowski: ''No.'î

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Krause.''

J. G. Krause: '

Frederic B. Selcke: lxriegsman.H

J. Kriegsman: '

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Kucharski.'' *

E. Kurcharski: RNo.1'

Frederic B. Selcke: wLaFleur.''

L D. LaEleurz ''No. '' '

. Frederic B. Selcke: ''Lauer.œ

J. Lauer: *No.R

Prederic B. Selcke: ''Laurino.''

W. S. Laurino:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Lechowiczo''

Lechowicz: ''No.#'

Frederic B. Selckez ''Leinenweber.''

H. Leinenweber: ''No.O
' 

q
Frederic B. Selcke: ''Lemke.''

L Lomle: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Leono?

J Leon: ''NO ''

Frederic B. Selcke: œLondrigan.''

J Londrigan: >No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: nLundyel'
!J Lundy : ''Aye . '' I@ .

Prederic B. Selcke: ''Macdonaldoo

s '' G E N E RA L A S S EM B LY
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V. Macdonald:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Madigan.''

M. Madigan:

Frederic B. Selcke: pMaharo*
-)

Frederic B. Selcke: RMann.R

R E Zann:

Frederic B. Selcke: uMaragos.''

Maragos: *No.>

Frederic B. Selcke: I'Martin.''

P. Martin:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Matijevich.'' '

J. Matijevich: ''Aye.''

Prederic B. Selcke: ''McAuliffe.''

R. MacAuliffe: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''McAvoy.'' '

McAvoy: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Mcclain.''

M. Mcclain: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Mccormick.''

C. L. Mccormick: 'RNo.N

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Mccourt.e

. J. Mccourtz 1'Aye.'' '

Frederic B. Selcke: ''McGah.''

McGahz ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''McGreW.''

S. M. McGrew: ''No.D '

';k
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Frederic B. Selcke: I'McLendon o
''

Mcbendon : ''No ''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''McMaster
.
''

A. T. McMaster: ''No ''

Erederic B. Selcke: oMcpartling
/

R. Mcpartlin: pNo.
*

Frederic B. Selcke: lMerlo
.
''

J. Merlo: ''No ''

Prederic B. Selcke: ''Kenny Miller.
e

K. W. Miller: nNo.
>

. Frederic B. Selcke: ''T Miller
.
''

T. H. Miller: 1'No.
11 .

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Malloyo
''

V. Molloy : '' No . >

Frederic B . Selcke: ''Mugalian 
. 
''

R. Mugalian z ''Aye . ''

F'rederic B . Selcke : ''Murphy . n

W. J. Murphy: pNo.
''

%
Crederic B. Selcket ''Nardulli.

'ê

X@ Nardulli: DNO D '

Frederic B. Selcke: wxeff.
''

C. Neff: >No.
*

Frederic B. Selcke: ''North o
''

F. North: ''No * .

Prederic B. Selckez ''Palmer. ''

R. Palmer: ''Aye.D

Frederic B. Selcket ''Pappas.''
=-

. 
''v. 

' 
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P . Pappas : ''No ''

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Patrick.''

L. Patrick: *No.'1

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Philip./

J. Philip:

' Frederic B. Selcke: ''Pierce./

D. Pierce: ''Aye.N .

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Piotrowicz.*

P. Piotrowicz: ''No.?

Frederic B. Selcke: pPo1k./

B. Polk: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Porter.''

J. Porter: ''Aye.''

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Randolphv''

P. Randolph: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Raysono''

L. Rayson:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Redmondo''
k

W. Redmond: ''Aye.>

Frederic B. Selckez ''Rigney./

H. Rigneyz 1'No.*

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Rose.''

T. Rose:

Frederic B. Selcke: pRyan.''

G. Ryan: ''No.n '

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Sangmeister.''

G. sangmeister: ''No.''

.. .. q G E N E R A L A SSE M BLY
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rederic B. Selcke: ''Schisler

.
''.!

'
., G. schisler : ''No. f'

. Frederic B. Selcke: ''schlickman o''; 1; 

.. E. F. schlickman: ''Aye
.
#'

, 
Frederic B. Selcke: ''schneider.''

1
j 

.

' J=.. 
J. Glenn Schneider: ''Aye./

) Frederic 3. Selcke: ''schoberlein
.
''

!.

Schoeberlein: >No
.
''

IV
t' Frederic B

. Selcke: nschraederx''''
' 

T Schraeder : 9lNo 19j.. . 
.ï

; Frederic B 
. Selcke : ''Sevcik 

. ''L 

g sevcik :). *
-. 

Frederic B. Selcke: ''sharp
.
e't

'.' 

J . Sharp : H No ê#.. 
@

t.

Frederic B. Selcke: 'lshea
.
''fI.

g'

è G 
. Shea : ''No . ''j'

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Tim Simms
.
''' 

'' -' sa--mms : ''ho '-

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Ike Sims.oi

1. Sims:

Frederic B. Selcke: 'lski
nner.''

Calvin Skinner: nNo
.
''

!
Erederic B. Selcke: ''Soderstrom .'' 

'
C. Soderstrom: 

.Frederic B. Selcke: e'springer.''
N. Springer: ''Aye

.
''

Frederic B. Selcke: Mstedelin-''

? q . 6 
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H. Stedelin:

Erederic B. Selcke: ''stiehlo''

C. Stiehl: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''stone.''
.)

P. Stone:

Frederic B. Selcke: nTaylor.n

J. Taylor: ''No.% '

Erederic B. Selcke: lTelcsera/

Art Telcser: >No.n

Frederic B. Selcke: HTerzich.''

R. Terzich: ''No . ''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Thompson.''

R. Thompson: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Tipsword.''

Tipsword: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Totten.''

D, Totten: ''No.'' .

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Tuerk.''

F. Tuerk: ''Aye.''

rrederic B. Selckez ovonBoeckmanp''

J. VonBoeekman:

Erederic B. Selcke: ''Waddello''

R. Waddell: ''Aye.''

Frederic B. Selcke: WWal1.H

J Wall : ''No. ''

vf :g jyi jgt 1. iFrederic B
. Selcke: R. Wa .

R. Walshz ''Aye.n

w-
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Frederic B. Selcke: ''W. Walshk''

W. D. Walsh: ''No.''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Walters.''

R W lters: ''Aye.'' ö'. a . .

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Washburn./

J Washburn: ''No.'' '

Frederic B. Selcke: eWashington.''

H. Washington: ONo.f'

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Williamso''

J . W i l l i au s : '' N o . ''

Frederic B . Selcke : ''J . J . Wolf . ''

J. J. Wolf:

Frederic B. Selcke: ''B. B. Wolfe.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Explanation, B. B.?''

B. B. Wolfe: ''Briefly-''

W. Robert Blair: ''Oh two minutes wortho''#
I

B. B. Wolfe: ''All right. I like the thrust of the amendmente

but, I donlt like the.. I haven't had time to really go

over it but what I see in the lines 8, 16 ah.. 26 on page

ah.. one of the amendment, I donlt.support or approve

therefore, I'm going to be recorded as 'present#.''

W. Robert Blair: ''B. B. Wolfe: presente''

Frederic B. Selckez ''Yourell.''
' 

H Yourell: @No.O

Frederic B. Selcke: ''Mr. Speaker.''

W WW. N
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W. Robert Blair: ''Oh. Ahe Mr. Speaker. 'no'. Ahe Gentleman

from Winnebago, Mr. Andersono''

M. Anderson: ''Mr. Speaker. How am I recorded?''

Frederic B. Selcke: ''The Gentleman is recorded as voting

v a e : ., -)y . .

M. Anderson: Wchange it to # no i . O

W. Roberk Blair : ''Change the Gentlemu  f rom ' aye ' to # no ' . '

Ah # Mr. Mann says ' aye ' . ' On this questione there are

36 ' ayes ' , 108 # nays # and one ê present' . M endment No. 2

fails. Amendment No. 3. Gentleman from Union, Mr.

Choatee''

C. Choate: ''Mr. Speaker. In as much as ah.. the last amend-

ment had something to do with employees, I would like to

report to this House a little incident that just happened a

moment ago. Two of the employees from the Democratic

side happened to be walking through the lobby of this

Capitol Building and happened to see a young lady passing..

pushing two typewritèrs on a typewriters chair towards

' the door. And they stopfed her and asked her what she
was doing. And she said, 'We1l. I'm employed by the

Department of Revenue from Chicago and I#m going to take

those typewriters to Chicago'. so, ah.. they said, 'Well#

we don't think you ought to take them now'. She saidy

'We1l, 1'11 be back tomorrow', and hurriedly exited at which
!

time one of the employees followed her to the door and

took the license numher down off the automobilee called

the police station only to find that it was a stolen

azk''-
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automobile. So this is a wee bit of integrity by a couple

of good, fine, young democratic employees and the report

has been submitted-''

W. Robert Blair: 1'A11 right. Amendmento.''

C. Choate: pHerefs the young.u? here's the young man that

had the presence of mind enouéh to get the license numher./
W. Roberk Blair: ''A1l right. Amendment No. 3.O

Frederic B. Selcke: OAmendment ah.. amendment to House

Resolution l8. Juckett. Amendment No. 3. Amend Rule

4, Section P, of House Resolution 18 by inserting the

' word 'nonsubstantive' after the word 'correct' and before

the word 'errorsfo''

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from ah.. Cooky Mr. Juckett.''

R. Juckett: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Al1 this amendment does, is make a nonsubstantive

change in an error. And it inserts the word enonsubstantive

' ' 'd before the word 'errors' forafter the word correct an

the correetion by' the Speaker ol the record for the Kouse.

. I discussed it with the Majority Leader and ah.. he has

no objection to it. I understand the Minority Leader has

no objection to the amendment as such but would prefer
for all amendments to go to the Rules Committee. But I

would urge the adoption of Amendment No. 3 to House

Resolution 18.''

W. Robert Blair: ''AH.. Gentleman from Cook, Mr. William

Walsh.'!

W. D. Walsh: ''Well, the Gentleman is absolutely correct.

/r izex'. G E N E R A L A S S E M B L Y/; 't'.: . l v.s os ,uul-oIst u , ,/.* svxY* ' ' C'JJ * HOusE OF REPRESE-TAYIVES.. e ' y xs
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I have no objection to it. It's a ah.. it was an over-
sight, inserts a word and ah.. I Would urge its supporton

W. Robert Blair: ''Al1 right. Ah.. is there any further

discussion. The question then simply is on the adoption

of Amendment No. 3 to House' Resolution l8. AIl those

in favor will say fayel./

Membersz nAye.'#
W. Robert Blairz Wopposed, 'no'. The 'ayes' have it and

Amendment No. 3 is adopted. Amendmenk No. 4.*

' 
Frederic B. Selcke: RAmendment to House Resolution l9.

Palmer. Amendment No- 4. mnend Rule 14 of the Proposed

1 House Rules by removing the Agricultural and Natural

. 

Resources Committee from the list of Committees and

' adding to that list a committee on Agriculture and a
:..

Committee on Natural Resources.t .
L:k'
1 

W. Robert Blair: ''AN.. the Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Palmero'l

j'
'; 

R. J. Palmer: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker and

' 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, this is an anendment

to Proposed House Rule 14 ah.. which as presently drawn

t lah.. combines the agrlcultural with the.. natura

'
,

f resources. Agriculture in the past no less than today,

$ 

-

'. 

has a position of preeminence in the economic well being

of Illinois. Today it is a leading exportèr of agricultural

'q'' products of any Stake in khe Union. In the last year, .

.)
. 

great new markets for these products have been opened

j.'
' 

promising even a greater and brighter future as it concerns

' 
agriculture in Illinois. Nowz the Illinois Legislature

w .-Nx
.k
. 
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has always in the past, recognized this position of

preeminence and this recognition has been in the..

having Committees of the House and of the Senate set up

to consider those matters that concern itself with
.)agriculture

. No less, has'the Executive Department of

the State bf Illinoisy by the name of Agriculture from

khe very beginnings of this State. Now, no lèss important

than the concerns of Agriculture is a growing awareness

of the pat.. on the part of the People of the State of

Illinois and in environmental matters. The physical

properties of the world within which we live, as it applies

to our daily lives and ko the future generation. A

fouling of the air, the water and even the soil frustrates

human pursuits including industrial, commercial and

agricultural. Mr. Speaker, I was proud last session

when the Rules Committee recognized the new awareness

of environmental concern by creating a separate committee

for environmental matters. Many good laws have been

enacted resulting, I1m sure by having a separate committee

on environment. I am somewhat disheartened by the proposal

in the present rule to combine these two legitimate but

in some areas advesary interests. The boundaries of interes

, of the legitimate current concerns of agriculture and

ènvironment are not coterminous except in a small area.

The extent and nature of the use of herbicides perhaps

pesticides, nitrogen. phosphates, etc. in the soil and '!

the day to day operations of perhaps cattle feed lots near

J -
. , Q

,
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a river or stream produces an apparent area of conflict

between the farmers and the cattlemen and the environ-

mentalists. On the other hand the ligitimate concerns

of persons within heavy industrialized areas in Illinois
z )

in cleaning the air and water, no.. so important to the

majoriky population may be perhaps an importank but

not necessarily an immediate concern for or by the farmer

and the cattler. The consideration of agricultural

and ag.. environmenkal legislation by one combined committee

can only lead to a frustration of purpose for which

legislation Day be introduced. An evenly divfded committee

composed of momhers oriented towards agriculture and

environment most likely will lead to the holding of the

bill in a committee. A predomince.. predomfnence of the

' committee momhers orienked towards agriculture may be

abhorred to a full discussion by the m/mhers of the House..

of this House to #ropose.environmental legislation. For

if a bill is tabled in a committee, or held do not pass

it is very difficult to override the committee on the

House floor on a motion to discharge the committee for

further consideration. The converse of this proposition

is also trpe. Mr. Speaker, I believe in fairness to ally

Ehat is the members of this House, and the interest and

legitimate concerns of these two interests. There should
t i

be these two commitkees as has been in the past. One on

agriculture and one on natural resources. Legislation

acceptable to either committee can then be considered and
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acted upon by the full House either on second reading

or on final or third reading. If I have important

environmental legislation that might come before a committee

I should like to have it considered by a committee who

Would be somewhat ah.. impartial but understanding of the

problems of khe environmentalists today. . If I have

matters of agriculkural interests, I certainly would like

to have it consi/ered by momhers ah.. of the House and

the Commiktee by those who are orienked towards khat.

But I do not think b0th will mix. We have for 78 General

Assemblies in this state, at least had the De/artment or..
ah.. 'Committee on Agriculture. Ah.. last year and ah.. .1

think the year before last session the session before

that we had a separate committee to hear the matters of

environment. And for these reasonsy Mr. Speaker and

m-mhers of this House, honestly believe and I solicit

your suppoxt ïl- craating two copmiktees, one 'a,:t agricultural

committee and another a committee on natural resources.
k

For in this way, the legitimate interests and concerns

of b0th of these greak areas in Illinois will be, I think,
' j . . '

best handled. Thank you very much-o

W. Roberk Blair: OAN.. khe ah.. Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

Mann.'' Ah.. put ah.. Mr. Martin's phone on or light on.*

R. E. Mann: OMr. Speaker, ah.. I would first ask leave of the

House to chanqe my vote from 'aye' to 'nay' on Amendment

No.

W. Robert Blair: *Al1 right. Is there objection? Hearing
- ..T a
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none, Mannls vote is changed from eaye' to 'nay' on

Amendment No. 2.' Now, Mr. Speaker and Members of the

House, this is an extremely significant and important

amendment and I support it entirely. The merger of the
-)

Agriculture and Natural Reéources Committees by subject

matter has absolutely no justifying rationale. This

i S te list session,matter ah.. was handled that way n khe ena

when my Lake Michigan Bill of Rights which passed this

House by l22 to something went over to the Senate. We

could not explain the bill to the downstate members who

had no interest or concern about Lake Michigan. Now

the ènvironment is one of the most important issues ah..

which this legislature is privileged to act upon. And

to merge two important areas like aqriculture and

environment makes no sense. Now, let me say it makes

no sense as far as agriculkure is concerned either. I

don't think the people from Chicago and the County from

cook are compètent to vote on agkiculture matters. so

we're talking about two major areas of concern for the

state and I think the gentleman has a fine amendment.

I don't think you can justify a merger of these subject

matters, and I khink it would be in the best interest
' of this House and khis General Assembly to separate

these two matters so that we can consider agriculture

tely and natural resources separately. And in that ;separa

way do justice to b0th subjects.''
W. Robert Blair: lGentleman from Rock Island, Mr. Pappas./

X'k
.
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P. Pappas: ''Mr. Speakerz Ladies and Gentlemen 6f the House.

As the sponsor of Amendment No. 4 stated, lllinois does

have the recognition nationally of being the laygest,

the greatest exporter of grain and farm products. Buk,
3with what E. P. A. is attempting to do ko the agricultural

people of downstate Illinois, itlll be just a matter of

just a couple of years and we won't have anythipg to
export because E. P. A. won't allow them to grow anything.

I think that this should be left as is.o

W. Robert Blair: NGentleman from Lake, Mr. Pierce.-

D Pierce: /Ml.. Mr.' Speaker. First I want ko say that thee @

Rules drafted under your leadership and that of Representa-

tive Choate today are the best set of rules I think of

any legislature in the country. But I.. I1m supporting

this amendment, but I will vote for adoption,of the

rules lcause my minority leader (just asked me. Ah..
the last speaker I think.. gave the.. gave the game away

here as definitely ah.. Environment Committee from the

last session which is a great advance put in by.. by

Speaker Blair is being abolished and shoved under :gricultur

for the purpose of getting even with the E. P. A., with

the Environmental Protection Act, the Pollution Control

' Board: and so on. And I think the Gentleman from Rock

Island, made that perfectly clear. That that is the

purpose of destroying the environment committee and putting
!

with and under agriculture. We could have combined committe s

and thïs motïon does that. Ik takes the.. it takes the .
TN
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Conservation and Waterways Committee in the last session,

and the Environment Committee in the last session and turns

those two committees into one committee that of Natural

Resources. Agriculture being our most important industry,

our most important export. is entitled to a separate

committee, and a separate committee chairman. So I'm

supporting this motion because not only will Representative

Mann's bill not pass out of this ccmmittee, I predict buk

there will be attempts and efforts in this committee to

seriously harm and damage the Environmental Prokection ,

Act ah.. passed under the Ogilvie Administration and those

' bills, in turn. will pass out of the Committee maybe

through this House and go to that Senate... go to that

Senate Agriculture and Conservation Comxittee which has

been so hostile to environmental legislation. Therefore,

I intend to support the present amendment before the House.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Union, Mr. Choate.''

c cho'ate: ''I wot.ld like to ask the sponsor of the amendment .; e

one quest on.

W. Robert Blairz ''He indicate he willoR

C Choater ''Representative Palmer, in your restructuring of

that committee, does it place conservation in the natural

resources part of it? Or does it put conservation with

agriculture?''

' R. J. Palmer: ''Mr. Minority Leader, the ah.. all I've sought

to do here is separate these two committees. Now, looking

. n . ' . 
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at khe original draft here, it appears that ah.. conser-

vation possibly would have to be ah.. although I don't know

whak the motivation was, but by the ah.. natural resources

part of the../.

C. Choate: P..would have to bem''

R. J. Palmer: ''Well, 1, there's no separate committee khat

I've seen for it./

C. Choate: ''Ohw there was a separate committee. Yes. Prior

to ah.. combining some of them last session there was a

separate committeeow

R. J. Palmerz ''Wel1, then those matters that concerns itself

with ah.. conservation should be heard in the natural

resourceoo''

C. Choatez ''We1l, I happen to be one that Fould disagree

entirely with what you said. If you was going to

separate the committee, I would think it wôuld be more

meaningful to have alz... consezvaeion in khe agricultural

portion of it than it 'would be in the other portion in

environment.'' '

R. J. Palmerz ''We11, I don't see it that way ah.. ah..l.

C. Choate: ''That's the place we disagreeoW

R. J. Palmer: e'The legitmate objects, as I see Yte of con-

servation does not extend to the raising the production

and those necessary incidents to production of corn, grain

or whatever it might be. But it does have to do with

natyral resources.H

C. Choate: ''We1l, I disagree with you again. Evidentially
'k-a
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you don't know everything about state-owned land as far

as the growing of crops are concerned because if youVll

go to the ah.. areas that is owned by the state and the

federal government you'll find that there's much grain,

there's much crops growing in those areas. And I ah..

I would think that if it was my personal opinion, certainly

you're entitled to your personal ppinion, but if you're

splitting.. if y'oufre attempking to split the committee

up, I only ask you where was the conservation area of the

combined committem now whether it was in natural resources

or whether it was in the agricultural portion of it. And

evidentiàlly you don't know because you haven't told me

yet. But I would think it should be in the agricultural '

portion.. That's my, that's my personal opinion.''

R. J. Palmerz ''Well, my opinion is that it probably should

:0.. that it should go through natural resources for khe

reasons Ilve alzeaiy expressed. '

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Wayne, Mr. Blades.W

3. Blades: /Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

the movement in combining these three previous committees

that we had last year, was in the interest of saving time

and having a better committee hearing. And the movement

was to cut down on committees. In doing this, the leader-

ship proposes groupinq the Agricultural Committee, the

Environment Committee and the Conservation Committee into

one common committee called Agriculture and Natural Resource .

Now, the proposal of this amendmenty isn't exactl being
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honest with you.. he could care less about agriculture.

He isn't concerned about agriculture. He certainly isn't

concerned about conservation. I've been chairman of the

' Conservation Committee for several years and I#m not

raising cane because conservation isn't mentioned in the '

title. I think ites being placed in its proper prospective.

Anybody, anyone, any member of this House.. youdre familiar

with these various branches here and these various

committees. And any one that says agriculture and conser-

vation is not compatible or agriculture and conservation

and environnent are not compatible certainly don't know

what they're talking about. I've been chairman of the

.conversation Committee several years and I certainly

agrëe that they are compatible. So this brings us up

to the point. Point numher 2. The question then is..

will agriculture get a fair hearing in this committee? Will

the environmental get a fair heaking in this committee?

Will the Conservation Department get a fair hearing in '

this Committee? I can assure you that .they Will. I've

' been selected chairman of this committee. If any momher

of this House cannot truthfully say in the years that

I've been here and chairman of the Conservation Committee

that they did not get a fair hearing before my committee.

I don't know who the mnmhers of my committee is going to

be. This is the perogative of the Speaker of the House

and the Minority Leader. I don't know who they put on

the Agricultural and Natural Resources Committtee, but I

k qD19
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can certainly tell you that I have the confidence in the

Republican Leadership and the Democrat Leadership that they

will select a group of competent legislators just as they

have for these various other cammittees and I proposed to

you that we defeat this amendment.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman ah.. from Cook, Mr. Kosinski.''

R. J. Kosinski: ''Mr. Speaker and Members of the General

Assembly, it would ah.. may I address, Mr. Speaker, may I

address the ah.. amendmenton

Hon. W. Robert Blairn ''AK.. yes, you certainly mayon

R. J. Kosinski: ''Ah.. Mr. Gpeaker, and Centlemen.. Ladies and

. Gentlemen of The Assembly, it would appear singularly appare t

to me that under the o1d system of division of these three

areas each would receive the proper attention and the proper

, consideration. The expediency of combining them under one

head is obvious in terms of handling business. Yet, it is

my feeling that if any area would be injured by such a com-

' bination it wouid not be to the qeneral welfare of the

people of Illinois.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.. Gentleman fron ah.. Will, Mr.

Kempiners-''

W. L. Kempiners: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to ah..

talk in opopition to this particular amendment. I don't know

very much about agriculture, although I am representing some

agricultural areas, but I do know that during the recent

campaign I committed myself to the voters of my district .
'' :

dn behalf of some of the environmental legislation which has
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been mentioned on the Floor of the House today and I feel

very strongly about the passage of this legislation. So I

want to assure some of the speakers who have said that we'll

have trouble with this on the Floor of the House that I

don't think kheyfll have thq trouble that they are expecting

But, I would like to address myself to the work and the

workings of the committee system. It is my understandingy

at leask from an academic backgraund in political science

and American government, that the committee system exists to

work ouk differences where they can be worked out and whak

I have seen during the campmign and during the ah.. debate

on this ah.. particular amendment on the Floor today there

are differences of opinion between Agriculture and environ-

mentalists and I think that the eommittee system would be

stronger if this legislation were considered in the com-

mittee and where there could be eompromises made they would

be made before they came to the Eloor of the House. Welre

going to be asked to be malc'wng some vary significant decisio s

ah.. on the Floor of the House come Aprily May and June and

on my Part I Would like some of these ah.. routine decisions

or compromises that can be worked out Eo be done so in

committee before we have to decide and, therefore, I will

vote in oposition to this amendment. not because Iîm

against environment, but because I am for a strong committee

systemo''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, the Gentleman from Macon, Mr.

pjBorchers.
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W. Borchers: ''Mr. Speaker and Fellow Members of the Housee I1

think there î s a f ew things that we should bring into focus

here that has not really been properly done . I like to

point out to you that our cities, Chicago , or Taylorville ,

are park of the environnent . That our grain f ields and our
)forests are a part of the ënvironment. The land, the water

and our air are part of the envirorunent . I think it # s very

obvious when you lcok at this that the environment is a

proper position to put in relation to the things that I have

just mentioned--our cities , our land, our f arms , our grain,

our forests, our air, our water and all of the world abouk

us in the State of Illinois. So, I think it's proper that

we should combine this and I'm trust the Speaker that he wil

appoint members of this committee who will be equally from

Chicago to protect the interests of the air pollution of

Chicago and abate it with the interests of Downstate where

we do not need the rules for Chicago, say in Boede, Illinois

where it becomes ridiculous. I'm sure we can ah.. with such

a committee We will be able to ah.. usefully and justly

balance the rules that the committee will bring out and the

bills that will be ah.. the bills that the committee will

bring out. Thank you.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''AK.. the Gentleman from ah.. ah..

Winnebago, Mr. Anderson.''

M. K. Anderson: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, I am quite surprised when they come out with a com-

mittee ah.. namin 'em that they would take Agriculture away

and put it in with another committee. This is the wa the
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farmers are feèling about it. They feel theydre losing

their voice and their government. NoW it's quite important

that they have a voice in goverment. May I explain a few

things that have happened from the State of Illinois which

has helped the farmers in the last several years. With a

good clean-up program we have took hog cholera out of the

State of Illinois, we don't have it anymore, a great savings

to you and other people who have to buy meat. There are

several other things that are important, too, not only hog

choleray there's diseases of animals. Brucelosis, someone

always laughs when you speak of brucesosis, but ah.. this is

true, you've got to have someone on that committee that is

going to represent the people and know the different cate-

gories. It's very, very important. Now, I could possibly

go along With b0th of these going together if there was some

way that I would be assured. that agriculture will be re-

presented. There's nothing on here. It just says two com-

mittees. How do you know they're going to get representatio .

. This is what's bothering me. The biggest farm producing

State in the United States and here we are throwing the'

biggest business we have into another committee. I think we

have to be real careful. If this ah.. doesnlt pass I#m

going to hold the members of this, whatever I could do, ah.. .

hold you to the fact that you are going to help the farmers

out and weell keep this the best agricultural state in the

United States. Thank you, Mr. Chairmano'' i

Hon. W. Robert Blair: OAN.. Gentleman from ah.. Logan, Mr.
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Lauero''

J. R. Lauer: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

it seems to me that rather than haking a conflict of interes s

between agriculture and environment and conservation:

actually we have an area ofxstrong overlap of interests and

it would seem to me only Wise that the bills that concern

all three of these areas be heard by the same committee so

that that committee in its deliberations can kake into

account the interests of a11 three areas. In this way, it

seems to he that we will have simpler legislation and

legislation that is at the same tixe much more ccmprehensive

and much more in keeping with the full interests df all of

the people of the State, whether they be from an urban area

. or whether they be from a rural area. It seems to me very

ill advised for this House to fragment its effort and have

one committee hear one thing, another committee hear another

thing and a third committee hear a third thing when, in

. actuality, the interests of a1l three ot those areas need

to be' considered and come up with one comprehensive piece

of legislation.''

W. Robert Blair: I'The ah.. Gentleman from ah.. ah.. Cook,

Mr. Berman.''

A. L. Berman: ''Mr. Speaker, I move the Previous questiono''

W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.. state your point. Mr. Waddello''

R. B. Waddell: ''Is this apropos when we are speaking of the

changes of the Rules. Are we gong then back to this where

people do not get hurt on the changes of the Rules. That

' 
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welre going to be cut off with a point of order rather than

to state a position.''

W Robert Blair: ''We11 '1 don't know whether it's apropos'

or not, but ah.. the gentleman is entitled to put the motion
%

Now, what happens depends on what the members on the Eloor

do with regard to that motion. So the question is, all

those in favor of the gentleman's motion on the previous

question say Aye.''

Members: %Aye.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Opposed, No.''

MGkèers: ''110.''

W. Robert Blair: ''The Ayes have it. Certainly 1111 recognize

every member that was on the Floor for explanation of vote

and there's two minutes for that and as we come down, just

ask for a Roll Call, and youlll have your opportunity to

state your position ah.. one way or another on the issue.

For what purpose does the Gentleman from Kane, Mr. Waddell,

Xi S O @ X

R. B. Waddell: ''Mr. Speaker, wouldnît it be rather difficult

if you got ko Ehe end of the alphabet and found out khaE a

presentation that might change solebody's mind. Do you go

back thed and change everytime somebody speaks on it.. on a

vote. Because we're talking about an oral Roll Call here

not a Board.''

W. Robert Blair: ''We11, what do you ah.. are you asking me for

d hat ''a Parlimentary Proce ure or w .

W. B. Waddell: ''I'm asking you if this point had been kaken

i
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W. Robert Blaik: ''We1l# you have to put a point. I mean I ah.

I ah.. T'll be happy to ah.. you know, put any motion that

you might want to put at this time. I mean you cany you kno ,

move to reconsider the vote by which the previous question

ah.. prevailed. Ah.. for what purpose does the Gentleman

from ah.. Cook, Mr. Duff, rise.''

B. B. Duff: ''Well, point of order, Mr. Speaker.''

W. Robert Blaik: î'State your pointo/

B. B. Duff: ''Ah.. I'm pursuaded by the value of what Repre-

sentative Waddell expresses and I wondered if I could sugges

. something that might be within the discretion of the Chair

because of the fact that we're working under a difficulty of

an oral Roll Call and that suggestion would be, 'Might it

be possible for the Chàir to first recognize on the oral

Roll Call those persons who rise to explain their vote.''

W. Robert Blair: ''We1l, the Speaker has no discretionary

power with regard to that. Alright, the' ah.. now we#re back

f'.o ah.. Mr. Palmer ah.. to closeo''

R. J. Palmer: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, I thought that I heard Representative Blades say that

ah.. there perhaps was not any interest of mine and conser-

vation and I should like to tell him, if he did say that,

that in the 77th General Assembly and in the 76th General

Assembly my interest .ih conservation has been no less than

his. And I should like to tell him also and every other !

Member of this House that my interest in agriculture is just

as great as anybody here. Now, I cannot see for the 78th

- N x'
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General Assemblies or 77th General Assemblies having a

Agricultural Committee which dignifies the greatest industry

we have in the state and in the 78th General Assembly say

well, it... we might as well take it out and combine it with

something else. It seems tq me that it is demeaning. At
the same time there's a new and growing awareness in this

country and certainly in this state that there are other

legitimate interests and I would say, Mr. Speaker and Ladies

and Gentlemen, khat these interests can be reconciled and

reconciled very easily. If you want to saddly your Speaker,

our Speaker, here with the wisdom ah.. in a position of

having to have the wisdom of Moses in who he selects to be

ah.. the members of that committee, go ahead and do so. I

don't think, and as much as there are so many contrary

points, to al1 of these things, that we should do it. I

think that we should stay where we wére last General

Assembly insofar as these committees are concerned. I had

. taken it that Natural Resources incpzded Conservation and

was a synonym for that particular thing. And not only takin

in Conservation/'but also Water Resources. Nowe we are in a

time of possible conflict. We cane by the creation of this

committee, set up mutual distrusts for the memhers of the

committee, cextainly on the Floor of this House, for the

aims and objectives of both. And I don't want to see
Agricultural crippled and neither do I want to see

' 

jenvironmental legislation diminished, but by the creation of

this committee, unless the Speaker does have the wisdom of
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Moses, this is the position that you're putting him in as

being the one who appoints the members. I believe that this

is the fairest way of doing it. Two years from now perhaps

we can see a little further in this and perhaps at that time

if it's deemed advisable to go ahead and do it. I don't

see it myself, but certainly it can be considered. Mr.

Speaker, I think that this is a legitimate object of the

committee system that We have. It is a legikimate interest

of the b0th Agriculture, Conservation, Environment and

Natural Resources. Water, air, odor pollution, noise

pollution, that these ccpxittees be separated. And I should

like to have your support on this. And 1:11 ask for an oral

Roll Call vote. Thank you.''

W. Robert Blair: ''AK.. for what purpose does the Gentleman

from Wayne, Mr. Blades, rise.''

B. C. Blades: ''Point of personal privilege, Mr. Speaker, ah..

my name was ah.. stated with the former gentleman ah.. Mr.

Palmer. Ah.. I didn't say, or at least I didn't mean to

say that he had no interest in conservation. The point I

was trying to relate that he had a much more interest in

environment than he did agriculture. I have checked with

the agriculture leaders in the State of Illinois and they

are very happy with this situation. So, I can't I couldn't

understand him if he had checked with the Agricultural

Department as to what their situation was and I merely

wanted to point out, and Ilm not going to fuss with him '

because he's my friend, ah.. that ah.. he has a far more
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interest in envikonment than he does in agriculture. And,

there isn't anything wroùg with that.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, ah.. the question is on the

adoption of Amendment No. 4. And the Gentleman has requeste

an oral Roll Call and he's .joined in that ah.. by Mr.
Schlickman, ah.. by Mr. Waddell and by Mr. Gibbs and by

Mr. Hunsicker, by Mr. Huskey. So, weell have a.. Mr. Polk.

Alright: weîll have an oral Roll Ca11.''

Fredrick B. Selcke: ''Alsup..>

J. W. Alsup: /Yes.*

' Fredrick B. Felcke: ''Anderson.q''

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman fron Winnebago: Mr. Anderson-d'

M. K. Anderson: ''Mr. Speaker and Members of the House. I would

like to explain my vote if I may.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Go right ahead-''

M. K. Anderson: ''Thank you. I have been a farmer a1l my life

and I'm quite interested in the farm business. The reason

this came up, I was excited abouc it. Since we've brought

. the bill up here, and I've talked to several other peopleg

. and they have Eried Eo assure mee and I bqlieve every one of

. them when they say it; that they will see that if this is
. set up this 'way, that there will be proper representation

' 

i d about agriculture. Ifor agriculture. Ahd I am worr e
' heard one fellow say who's drawin up these bills on environ-

ment. Is it someone from Texas or Montana. Are they trying
. ' . I

to take away our business down here of feedin and rasing

cattle. Sometimes you wonder what's going on. Ik's big

. k'W x.
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business and it's a lot of money involved. So# Mr.

Chairman, I'm going to go along with this change that you

have made and vote Yes.''

W. Robert Blair: ''No? If you donft.. That's right, No. Ifm

going to vote that way, too. Ah.. proceed with the Roll Ca1 .''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Arnel1..'' '

D. E. Arnell:

W. Robert Blair: ''Arnell No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Arrigoeo''

V A Arrigo: >No.''

iqredric B . Selcke : ''Barraes . . ''

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Barnesa''

E. M. Barnes: ''Mr. Speaker and Members of the House, an

explanation of my vote. In the 77th General Assembly I had

the opportunity to serve on b0th the Agriculture and the

Environment Committee and the problems that was presented

before us in those various committees and varying degrees
' 

on the legislation that was presented there It seemed to me

would be very incompatible being lumped together in one

ommittee. I can remee er many an occasion that we wouldc

have a single piece of legislation in either or both of

those committees that we had to have hearings on for more

than one''or two days. And to try to combine those complex
:

problems into one committee meeting.. committee it seems to

me would be very unfair to ihe co.. citizens of the state

and for that reason I will vote Yes on this Amendment-''

Eredrick B. Selcke: ''Barry..'' 1
x< .-*' '

.''
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beattym-''

J. S. Beatty:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beaupreoo''

J. R. Beaupre: >No.#'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bermanoo''

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Berman.l.

A. L. Berman: 'êMr. Speaker in explaining my vote, I'm con-

cerned here because I think that part of the very vital

function of our committee system is to provide a forum for

adequake and fair hearings with every type of bill and that'

I think the main reason why we try to draw up these lists of

committees. I really question whether in setting up the

membership of a committee that includes b0th of the vital

areas of Agriculture and Environment, including Conservation

Human Resources or whatever ah.. Natural Resources or what-

everuelse you want to call it, that we can get a cross-

section of a11 of khe seqments of the state as well as a11

o of the different points of view affecting b0th of those

issues, namely Agriculture and Natural Resources. And /or

those.. for that reason, Mr. Speaker, I don't think that you

can have sufficient representation from the people of cook

County, for example, who might be ah.. industry inclined as

opposed to the environmentalists and those people from

Downstate who are ah.. interested in environment and yet

ah.. also from Downstate who are opposed to certain environ-

mental legislation. And, on top of those requirmentse also

sufficient representation of all issues of the facets of

a riculture ' ' '
R ww'
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year in the Environment Committee there were people repre-

senting ah.. industry that was generally opposed to a'ilot of

the proposals for environment as well as a numher of people

who were more environment inclined. To get the kind of

representation, to get the .dumerical reprepentatfon from

Cook County and Downstate from environmentalists and from

agriculturists, frcm industry and from those people who are '

concerned with conservation, I think that Ehe subject makker

and the numerical number of people that will be on this

committee alone requires, in fact mandates: that we should

. have two separate committeas and for that reason I vote Aye.'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Blades..''

B. C . Blades : ''No . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Blair..'' '

W. Robert Blair: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bluthardt..''

E. E. Blùkhardt: ''Aye.'' '

i Fredric B. Selcke: ''Borchers.v''
4

. è N ' ir: ''The Gentleman from ah.. Macon. Mr. Borchers-'. w. Robert: Bla

W.' Borchers: ''In explaining my vote, Gentlemen. I'd just like
. . . 

s jto point out thaE in this one committee we have reconciiiati n
' 

x z 'of a1l facets of the State in relation to-environment. . n

'this one committee we can meet together and cure and decide

àll of the possible conflïcts without having two separate ' '

different ideas at conflict throughout the State. So I vote

'No W ' '- 
. ' . . . . I

Fredric B. Selcke) ''Boyle.l' ' '
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K. Boyle:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bradley..l'

G. A. Bradley: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brandt..''

J. B. Brandt:

Fredric B. Selcke: OBrinkmeier..''

R. E. Brinkmeier:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brummetmo''

D . E . Brummet : ''No . ''

Fredric B. Selcke : ''Caldwell. . ''

L . K . Ca ldwe l1: ''Aye . '' ' .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ca1vo..''

H. L. Calvo:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Campbell..''

C. Campbell:

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Capparelli.of'

R. C. Capparelli: MAye.''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Capuzx..i'

L F Capuzi: f'No.1'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Carter.o''

R. A. Carter: '

Predric B. Selcke: ''Catania..'' ' '

Susan Catania: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Chapman..''

E. S. Chapman:

Fredric B. selckez ''Choate..''

C. L. Choate:

z' ;. fy A -''. + ,N.
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I 2s2.' Fredric B. Selcke: ''Clabaugh.a''

C. W. Clabaugh: ''No.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Collins..''

P. W. Collins: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cox..''

W. D. Cox: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Craig..''

R. Craig: %No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cunningham..''

R. D. Cunningham: HNo.''

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Davi3..''

C A Davis : ''No . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Day..''

R. G. Day:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Deavers..''

G. L. Deavers: ''No.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Deuster.-'f

D. E. Deuster: '.110.'1 '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''DiPrima..''

L. Diprima: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Douglas..''

B. L. Douglas: .

Predric B. Selcke: ''Duff..''
' II

B . B . Duf f : ''No . '' :;

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ralph Dunn-o''

Ralph' Dunn:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''R. L. Dunnee.''
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W. Robert Blair: NGentleman from Cook, Mr. Dunne-''

R. L. Dunne: 1'1.. I'd like to explain my vote.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Proceed-''

R. L. Dunne: *It ah.. Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House, if I understand'the selection of members for ah. .

committees correctly, an attempt is made to put members on

that commiktee who have a basic understanding of the subject.

And it seems to me then that ah.. those members who are on

this committee that are concerned ah.. prinarily concerned

with matters of agriculture hardly must come from agricul-

tural areas and ah.. when people.. when my constituents and

others from the City of Chicago come down to testify on

environmental matters those of them like I do when they're

not in Springfield, when I'm not in Springfield, spend a

couple of hours each day sitting in that parking lot on

the Dan Ryan Expressway, and when I get a mile from the Loop

I can't even see the l00 story buildings, the fine 100 story

building ae have. Gr when I1m over neam my lake frorzt on th

South Side where I live and the smoke that's belching from

those steel mills ah.. this concerns me and it's for that

reason that I.. that I vote very strongly in favor of Mr.

Palmer's Amendment.'' - .

W. Robert Blair: ''The Gentleman votes Ayeo*

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Dyer..O

Mrs. Ru C. Dyer: '
I

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ebbesen.o''

J. B. Ebbesen: ''Aye.''

z. k h '''x
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Epton..''

B. E. Epton:

Fredric B. Selcke: R'Ewe11.O.

R. W. Ewell:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Farley..î'

B. A. Earley: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: '#Fary..''

J. G. Fary: *No.'f

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Fennesseyo.''

C Fennessey: HNo ''

Fredric B . Selcke : P Eleck . . ''

C. J. Fleck: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: f'F1inn..''

M. L. Plinn:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Firedlando.''

J. E. Fkiedland: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Garmisa.o''
' 

G misa: ''No ''B. ar .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Geo-Karis.t' k

A J. Geo-Karis: nAye.''

Fredric B. Selcke:' ''Getty..''

L., M. Getty: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Gibbs..''

W. J . Gibbs : ''Aye . '' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Gig1io..''

F. Giglioz ''Yes.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Giorgioo''

E. J *
MV 9'rA '-'= '
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1
Fredric B. Selcke: ''Granata..''

P. C. Granata: NNo.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Griesheimer..''

D. E. Griesheimer: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Grotberg.p''

J. E. Grotberg: ''No.''

Fredric B. selcke: ''Hanahano.''

T. J. Hanahan:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Harpstrite..''

B. C. Harpstrite: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hart..''

R. 0. Hart: '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hi11..''

J. J. Hil1: ''Aye.''
' 

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Hirschfeld..''

J. C. Hirschfeld: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Gene Hoffman..''

G. L. Ileffman:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ron Hoffman.o''

R. K. Hoffman: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jimmy Hollowayoo''

J. D. Holloway: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''R. Hollowayoa''

R. H. Holloway:

Predric B. Selckez ''How'd the Gentleman voter

R. J. Walters: #'Aye.''

W Robert Blairz ''Wait a minute. You were on Holloway werenêt '
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''R. Holloway-''

W. Robert Blair: ''Oh but Walters answered that's why 1..',

Fredric B. Selcke: ''He was just telling me how...''

W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, I just wanted to make sure we '

weren't violating Roscoe's Rule. Yeh, O.K., itfs Holloway

Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: @D. Houlihano.ê'

D L. Houlihan: ' .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''J. Houlihano.''

J. M. Houlihan: f'Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hudson..''

G Hudson : ''No . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hunsicker..'f

C. T. Hunsicker: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Huskey..''

H. Huskey: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Seleke: ''Hyde..''

H J. Hyde: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Seleke: ''Jacobs..'', %

O R Jacobs : ''Aye. '' '

Fredric B. selekez ''Jaffe..'' '

A Jaf f e : '-

Fredric B. Selckez ''Emil Jones..''

E Jones: >No.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Dave Jones.a''

J. D. ones: No.

Fredric B. Seleke: ''Juckett-.''

''No 1111 51 *rAA MIT' 4:>1
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Fredric B. Selcke: '#Katz..''

H. A. Katz:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Keller..''

C. F. Keller:

Fredric B. Selcke: '#Ke11g..'' )

R. F. Kelly: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kempinerso.'' '

W. L. Kempiners: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kennedy..''

L. J. Kennedy: ''No.''

Fredric B. selcke: ''Kent.''

M. L. Kent: '1No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Klosak..''
' 

H. J. Klosak:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kosinski..''

R. J. Kosinski: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kozubowski..''

W. S. Kozubowski: ''Aye.N

d i B Selcke: ''Krause ''Fre r c . ..

J. G. Krause: .

' Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kriegsman..''

W. Robert Blair: ''Wait, wait, the Gentleman.from Tazewell,

Mr. Kriegsman, you would like to explain your vote.''

J. c. Kriegsman: ''I would lâke to explain my vote.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Surely. Right, just pull it up there.
I

Take your time.'' il

J. C. Kriegsman: ''I believe that ca.. that ah.. agriculture
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. is a great enough industry in the State of Illinois that it

reserves the dignity to bè a separate committee- The farmex s

problems are in distress as witnessed by the newspapers

every day of the farms that are going bankrupt and out of

business.' I vote Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: 'RKucharski..''

E. F. Kucharski:

Fredric B. Selcke: RLaF1eur..''

L. D. Lapleur: ''No.''

Fredric B Selcke: ''tauero.'' '

l J . R. Lauer : ''Nc . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Laurino..''

W. J. Laurino:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lechowicz.ol'

T. S. Lechowicz: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Leinenweberm.''

H D. Leinenweber: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lemke..''

L Lemke: ''Aye.''@ .

Predric B. SElcke : ''Leon . ''

J F' Leon : ''No '' '

Predric B. Selcke: ''Londrigan..

J. T. Londrigan: No.

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lundy..''

J R. Lundy : ''Aye . ''

i B Selcke: ''Macdonaldoo'' ' 1Fredr c . :

V. B. Macdonald: ''Aye.''
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Predric B. Selcke: ''Madigano.''

M. Madigan: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mahar..''

W. Mahar: '1No.''

*Mann.î' .7Fredric B
. Selcke:

R. E. Mannz '#Aye.''

Fredric B. Selckez OMann, 'ayef. Maragcs./

Maragos: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Martin.''

P. S. Martin: ''Aye.''

' Fredric B. Selcke: ''Matibsevichg''

J. Matijevich: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McAuliffe.''

R. McAuliffe: ''No.''

Predric B. Selcke:

W McAvoyz ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McC1ain..''

M. Mcclain: 'lNo . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mccormick..''

c. L. Mccormick: ''No.''

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Mccourt..''

J. Mccourt : ''Aye . ''

Fredric B . Selcke : ' ''McGah . . ''

J. McGah: ''Aye . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: '#McGrew..R'

S. McGrew: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McLendon..'' '

z 'Us A
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J. McLendon:

Fredric B. Selcke: 'lMcMasterm.''

W. Rob'ert Blair: NGentleman from Knox, Mr. Mcliasteroe'

A. T. McMaster: f'Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, I would like to explain my vote. There seems to

be a feeling among some people that Agriculture is getting

a slap in the face by being combined with oiher Natural '

Resources. My personal opinion having sat on the

Agricultural Committee, on the Conservation Committee

and having been to some extent connected with the

' Environmentalist Committee, I certainly feel that there's

a close relationship between al1 of these various things

as our colleague, Mr. Borchers said. Certainly I would

not deny the dignity of agriculture. I#m a farmer. I

certainly feel that I have been very interested in

conservation and certainly in surface-mine land reclamation

al1 of my, I guess 'for the last 20 years. And I eertainly

feel that there is a very close relationship between

Agriculture and the Environment. I certainly feel that

we, in Agriculturew have the right to serve on the committee

that sees these problems when they come before us and

are presented to us. I would like to vote 'no#.e

Fredric Selcke: ''He voted 'no'. McMaster lno'. Mcpartlin..l

R. Mcpartlin: '#No.''

Fredrïc B. Selcke: ''Merlo..*

J Merlo: ''Aye./

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kenny Miller../
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K. W. Miller: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''T. Mi11er..''

T. Miller: '.No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: NMa11oy..!O

V. E. Molloy: ''Aye.'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mugalian. o
''

R. A. Mugalian: f'Aye..'*

Fredric B. Selcke: f'Murphy. .
''

W. J. Murphy: HNo.''

Fredric B. Selcke; ''Nak'dulli..''

M. Nardulli: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Neff..''

C. E. Neff: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''North..''

P. P. North: ''No.''

Fredric B. selcke: ''Palmer..''
!W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Palmerp''

R. J. Palmer: >To explain my vote, Mr. Speaker. There are

areas perhaps of overlap between the Agricultural Depart-

ment and a Department of Conservation or an environmental

concern. Butz it would be very difficult for someone to

start, depending on how the committee is composed to start

determining what the laws shall be in the State of Illinois.

If the committee is composed primarily of farmers and '

Icattlemen and those who are oriented toward agriculture to
!

make a determination as to the level of pollution.. air

.. .; - . -.
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but also in the highly industrialized areas of the north.

In the matter's of odor pollutionz in the matters of noise

pollution, sanitary land-fills and these are technical

subjects, Mr. Speaker, which requires the consideration..>
) .

the earnest consideration and word of every member who

is on that Committee. I think for these reasons, and only

because there is a small area of overlap that these

Committees should be separated and if the time comes

when we.. a bill comes through and the members of that

Committee votes to make one side mad or the other, I

think that you would be the losers. I vote 'aye'.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Palmer, 'aye'. Pappas.p .

P Pappas: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Patricko.''

L. Patrick: ''No.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Philip..''

J. PhFlip:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Pierce..''

D Pierce z ''Aye . ''

Fredric B. selckez ''Piotrovicz..''

P. Piotrowicz:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Polk..''

B. Polk: ''No.D

Fredric B. Selcke; ''Porter.o''

J Porker: ''Aye.''

Fredri c B. S elc ke: ''Rando 1ph..''

P. Rando lph: ONo.H
- w .vrsa x.
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Fredric B. Selcke: î'Raysonw.'f

L. Rayson:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Redmond.e''

W. Redmond:,''Aye..''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Rigney.o''

H. Rigney: f'No./ '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Rose..''

T. Rosez

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ryan..f'

G..Ryan: ONo.''

Fredrïc Selcke: ''Did Mr. Rose vote? ' Sangmèister..l

G. Sangmeister: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Schislerp.''

G. Schisler: ''No.'f

Fredri: 'B. Selcke: ''Schlickman.e''

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Schlickman..''

E. Schlickman) ''Mr. Speaker, Members of the House.. In

explanation of my vote.. Agriculture is of course, one

of our treasures. And proudly, we export to more counties

our agriculture products than any state in the Union.

Traditionally, and properly, we have honored a/riculture

by a committee of its own. Now, on the other hand,

but not in contradiction, is the need for preservation

of our natural resources. This preservation should not

be subjected to one segment of our society. Surely,
. I

urban residents and industrial interests have as much

concern with the preservation of our natural resources
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as does aqriculture. A member of the Rules Committee,

stated that by having agriculture and natural resources

togekher, the conflicting views would be resolved in

committee and as a consequepce fewer bills would come
1

to khe floor. It was evident that he meant fewer

environmental bills would come to the floor. Now it's

been suggested that thereês a relationship between '

agriculture on one hand and natural resources on

the other. Here are the bills that were considered by

Agriculture during the last two years. Agricultural

Product Inspection, Marketing and Labeling 27.7%. Horse

Racing, Breeding and Showing 26.5%, Administrator 13.3,

Animal Diseases 7.2 and so on in descending order..

nothing about the preservation about our prime agricultural

land. Illinois has come a long way in preserving its

natural resources after many years of abuse and neglect.

But there is much more to do and accomplish. Now: is

not the time to regress. Our environment is not the

private domain of any one group. And I commend your

attention, Mr. Speaker and M-mhers of the House, the
. I

1970 Conslitution of the State of Illinoise Article XI,
1

which states, each person, every person of Illinois has !

the right to a healthful environment. I vote 'ayeîm/ '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Schneider..''

J. G. Schneiderz ''Aye.'' '

Fredric' Bk Seldke: ''Schoeberlein..''

W. Robert Blair: ''Wait. The Gentleman fron Kane, Mr. Schober-
x 'D  --'''kk :; .x.x
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lein-''

A. Schoeberlein: ''Ah.. Mr. Speaker. I don't very often

do this.. explain my vote. I have been a member of the

Agriculture Committee and ah.. Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House.. ah I have been a member of the Agrfculture

Committee and I'm not a farmer but I Was interested in

the producks that are produced by them and to help khem.

Now, I have talked to the new chairman of the Committee

in which they are combined, and he assured me that

Agriculture will be given the sYae consideratïon and

will be benefitted more by the combination than if it

Were a separate committee of agriculture and I therefore

Vote 'no' H

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Schraedero.''

F. Schraeder: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: 'lsevcikv.''

J. Sevcik:

Fredric Br Selcke: nSharp..''

J Sharp: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Shea..''

G Sheaz ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Timothy Simmsoo''

Timothy Simms: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ike Simsa.''

1. Sims: ''No.>

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Skinner..''

C. Skinner: ''No.''
Jk-vk--' ' - .-4 -...
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Soderstron..''

C. Soderstrom:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Springer.e''

N Springer: î'Aye.'R* 
')

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Stedelin.p''

H. Stedelin:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Stiehl..''

C. Stiehl: >No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: I'Stone.w'' '

P. Stonez

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Taylor..''

J. Taylor: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: nTelcser.z' Isn't he here?''

A. Telcser:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Terzich..''

R. M. Terzichz ''Aye.''

Fredrl'è B. Selcke: 'Thompson.''

R Thompson: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Tipswordo.''

R Tipswordz ''NO. ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Totten.''

D Totten: ''No.''

Fredric B. Selcke : ''Tuerk . . ''
' F Tuerk : ''No ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''VonBoeckman..''

J. VonBoeckman:

Fredric B. selcke: ''Wadde1l..>
., ; a r ....z. + .
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R. Waddell:

W. Robert Blair: ''Nowe Gentleman from Kane, Mr. Waddell.ê'

R. Waddell: ''Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. I have been a farmer most of

my life. Ilve bqen an environmentalist and a conservation

ah.. supporter and activist mcst of my life. I have

served on b0th the Agriculture Committee and the

Environmenkal Commiktee in the last General ah.. session.

I say to you, that this 78th General Assembly, if khey

do not separate these two, will have accomplished the

first devious thing that they hive done in the history

of the State of Illinois and that's take Agriculture

and demean it by not giving it its own department. I

also suggest to you, that youêd better wake up and see

that in one stroke of the castration knifey you're using

agriculture against environment which is not right to

either one. What yourre trying to do is t.o emasculate

the environment by using the bad decisions that were

used by the E. P. A. and the rest of them.. kookie deciéions

to go out and demand permits for cattle lots, this type

of thing.. but this is not khe place to do it. The place

to do it is in appropriations where you could reduce the

budget and talk to the director. This is not it# what

you should do is have two strong committees.. an environment l

committee that takes care of those problems, a strong
Iagriculture committee because we did not overlap as it

f te for this amendment. 'was suqgested here
. And I or one vo
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Thank you.''

Fredric B. Selcke: '1Wal1..''

J. Wal1: ''No.M

Fredric B. Selcke: ''R. Walsho.''

R. Walsh:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''W. D. Walsh..''

W. Robert Blair: OGentleman from Cooke Mr. William Walsh.sp

W. D. Walsh: ''Wel1, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. I had no intenkion Whatsoever to explain my

vote until Representative Waddell did. I feel a little

. strongly on this because there was some consideration

in the committee to make.. in the Rules Commiktee to

separate Agriculture ah.. I oppose it. I felt that

the Citizen's Committee on State Legislatures: the

Kuga Committee and others who have recommended that

there be fewer committees should be honored and this is

an area where there is similar subject matter. Now, no

màtter what ëlse agriculture and environment have in

common they are natural resourcqs. There are certainly X

going to be some puiling and tugging in that committee.

But that's not a11 bad. If you had an environment bill

in an Environment committee, it'd come out without àny

objection at all. It'd be interesting to hear what the

farm people have to say about bills that are unduly .

restrictive on them. Nouy for you Representative
!

Waddell, it'll be interesting to see what the environmental

v'fv-aD .x
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ah.. onerous. NoW I suggest ko you, for anyone who

is concerned that the Scenic River Bill or something

else will be assigned to this Committee and put to death:

the new rules have plenty of safeguards agàinst a

Committee Chairman doing anything unkind to a bill and

I call your attention to the fact khat it only takes

89 votes to discharge a committee. So there is ample

protection for us, the members. This is a reasonable,

a very reasonable approach to combining committees and

I vote 'no' and Representative Waddell I resent your

statemento''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Walters../

W..'Robert Blair: ''The only question is.. and I'm tr#ing .

to determine whether or not when webre in the middle

roll,.you can be recognized for that. 1111 be happy to

recognize after roll call is finished if for whatever

personal privilege you might want. But you're just going

to have to wait till I resolve the issue , you want to

raise. So just hold on. All right. For what purpose '

does the Gentleman from Kane, Mr. Waddell rike?'' '
' 

. R. Waddellk ''I rise because my name was used by the previous

speaker and I would suggest that if he is a Cook County

farmer, I would be glad to put my record on the line as

to how many cattle Iêve raised, how many hogs I've raisedg

how much asparagus I've raised, how many onions I've

twisted and then to tell me that I don't know what Iêm

talking abouty I Ehink he's a little bit off of the rocker
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on that particular point. And I suggest to himy that

he in kurn would take a look and find what areas are

acEually together and what areas arenlt. Because in

this particular case, where the farmer in one case may

seek one small advantage.. I am sure that there's a

disadvantage by not having an Agriculture Department

separate and an Environmental Department separate is

far more a very serious matter.''

W. Robert Blair: OFor what purpose does the Gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Katz rise?':

H. Katz: ''AN.. to be recorded on the roll call, Mr. Speaker.

I would like to be recorded as voting 'no' and I would

like to say that while I very much believe in the environ-

ment, I feèl that the principles that we believe in which

is the reduction of Committees and having diverse interests

on a Committee applies even in a situation when it may

hurt interests we believe in, I believe that the interchange

will serve a constructive purpose in terms of perhaps

improving khe consideration of agricultural legislation and

maybe tampering the consideration of environmental legislati n.

I also appreciate the speaker having reduced the numher of

committees and know that the minority leader has been very

much in favor of that and I have been in-favor of it, and I
' 

so I vote 'no' consistent with thato''

Fredric Selcke: ''Walters.o''

W. Robert Blair: ''Wait a minute. For what purpose does the 1
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A. Telcser: ''Mr. Speaker, I believe I was off the floor

when my name was called. I wish to be recorded as voting

I no ' W

W. Robert Blair: ''Okay. Record the gentleman as êno'.

For what purpose does the Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

Piotrowicz rise?''

P. Piotrowiczt ''Mr. Speaker, likewise I was off the floor

at the time the vote was taken. This issue, it appears

to me has peoplè who are interested in agriculture and

environement voting on b0th sides of the issue 'yes' and

'no'. I am, however, pursuaded by those who maintàin

that the interest of b0th the environmental people and

the agricultural people who'd be best served by keeping

the committee as set up by the Rules Committee and vote

I 1 11no .

W. Robert Blair: ''Al1 right. Record the gentleman as''no'.

Proceed with the roll call.î'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Walters..''

R. Walters: '''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Washburn..o

J Washburn: ''No . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Washington..''

H. Washington:

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Washingtonoe

H. Washington: ''Very brieflyy Mr. Speaker. The charges and

counter charges are so many and the issue has become so

compounded that I think it necessary to explain my 'yes'
. e ''>. x
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vote so that one doesn't impune wrong motives to me.

Pirst of all, I too believe, I also believe, as Representati e

Katz believes that, we should shorten our Committees. But

I'don'k think we should do so at the sacrifice of an
)

extremely important issue Which is becoming more and

more important. Secondly, I do not impune bad motives

ko those who wish to represent their districts and have .

a strong pro-agriculture posture. I would expect that

they would so do and I would expect khat anyone who had

such interest in their community would do khe same

thing. 1, for one, hope tö; be constructive in representing

my own district. So I don't impune any bad motives

to them nor do I have rocks in ny jaws because they may

have an anti-environmentalist approach. But I think they

must be reàlistic about this issue. If they have plans

to dèstroy environméntal legislation which comes before

theï or to water it down to the point that it's no good.

I think that a1l they'll be doing is heighten the issue

and exacerbating a situation which eventually will come

down on their own heads. It seems to me, that what

we should do is to divide these two special interests.

They are antipathetical.to each other. They cause

conflict and confrontation and I think What shoùld ultimatel

happen is that the environmentalists from the screening

process of a separate committee should have some assurance

that the bills they produce will eventually get to the

floor of the House. And agriculturalists should also
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have that perogative. And let the full House resolve

that question here on the floor. But, if the Agriculture

Committee as here comprised in this rule is going to

be a bottleneck for legikimate concern of the environ-

mentalists, youfre simply askin for trouble. Everyday welll

be having motions to discharge comnittee. The debate is

going to get more and more heated. Tempers are becoming

ah.. somewhat grated. I think, Gentlemen, those of you who

are pro-agriculturalists and I salute you.. I think you

are operating to your own detriment if you don't insist

. 
that they have two separate comiEtees. So I vote 'yesf.o

Predric B. Selcke: ''Williamsw.''

J. Williams: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''J. J. Wo1f..''

J. J. Wolf: ''No.1'

Predric B. Selcke: ''B. B. Wolfe.se'

B. B. Wolfe:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Yourell.. Mr. Speakere Yourell.''

W Robert Blairz ''IRm sorry. Ah.. Gentleman from Cook, '

Mr. Yourello''

H. Yourell: .''Very briefly, Mr. Speaker, I would call your

aktention to the members of the House the fact thak although

we had and I believe all of us realize.. a very strong .

Environmental ah.. Committee in the last session of the

General Assembly and they did very.. a 1ot of noteworthy

things that were praised in the press. the news media

and so forth. And yet isnlt it strange that neither one of
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the proponents of this legislation in this House that pro-

posed a11 the legislation protecting our environment , the

Chairman of that Committee and the Vice-chairman were b0th

def eated in this last election, so as a practical matter,
è

Mr. Speaker, I would like t'o be recorded as voting ' present ' .

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, ah.... on this question, there

are 52 'ayes' 90 'nays' l 'present' and the amendment# # #

ah.... fails. Next amendment is Amendment No. 5.'1

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Amendment No. 5. Amend Hause Resolution

l8. Hgdson, sponsor. Amend House Rule 36 to the proposed

House Rules to making the last sentence of the rules a

separate paragraph, inserting before that paragraph the

following: 1No Bill which proposes to change the rate of

the salaries or expensè allowances of the members of the

General Assembly may be considered on three reading after

June 30 of the second year of each General Assemblyo'
1 ,, .,Hon. W. Robert Blair: Gentleman from Dupage, Mr. Hudson.

George Hudson: ''Mr. Speaker, ladies and gentlemen of the

House. Considering the long hours that the Committee has

spent on these rules , considering the long hours you, my

olleagues , have spent on these rules , I would f eel less thac

responsible to bring before you today a measure in less I

felt sincerely that it was needed and indeed perhaps long

overdue. I think this Amendment No. 5 is one which will be

welcomed by those that we represent from whatever this part

of the State we come; one which will be salutary in its effec

this Body. I might say to you that, in my dpinion, thereîon
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nothing in the amendment here that takes anything from it,

but the temptation to #ass legislation in the closing or

waiting days of a session, legislation which might better

be considered earlier. It would in my humble opinion disci-

Pline us to face the public with these measures of our own

pay raises or increases, in expenses no matter how justified
they may be to face the Public Prior to elections. It would

foreclose on what we think as 'lame duck passage' of bills

concerning our pay, our expenses, our own interests. Action

which can be so easily misunderstcod by the public, I am not

. going to be .....''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Excuse me, just one moment. For what

purpose does the gentleman from Kane, Mr. Hill, rise?

J. J. Hil1: ''Mr. Speaker, parliamentary inquiry. It seems

to me khat the subject matter has nothing to do with the

rules of the Hoube.' 1' thihk I'm more qualified to ah....

approach tbe subject because I voted against the thirty-
two dollar per diem, and it seems to me that ah.... this ah..

amendment ah.... deals with the statutes and not with the

House rules and certainly, it is my belief that this is no

place for this amendment to be presented. I would like a

ruling on that.''

George Hudsonz. #'Mr. Speaker.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: NYes, Mr. Hudsono'' '

George Hudson: ''In an attempt to address myself to the problem

which has been raised here. ah.... I am perfectly willing

indeed, of course, to recognize the ah.... perhaps the con-
. XQ A-N
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stitutional question involved in this ah
. . . . measure which

I have proposed and ah. . . . it is.... I am perfectly willing

to refer this if it will be salutary to the Body to the rule

committee for further consideration. Would this ah....*?

Hon. W. Robert Blairt ''That certainly would take care of ah
.. .

the situation for the time being and we can place it on the

agenda of the Rules Committee when we meet on Eebruary 13

and I do khink the points that Mr. Hill raised deserves Rule

Committee discussion on the question of whether or not the

proper place, the constitutional question of restricting

members from putting in certain kinds of bills by rules.

Those are rules that ought to be debated back and forth in

the Rules Committee. So if you would then withdraw the

amendment, We Will have it placed on the agenda of the Rules

Committee on the thirteenthw''

George Hudson: ''We1l, Mr. Speaker, recognizing the fact that

' a zill v/ith khe wings cf a wren cannot fly like eth .. . a bir

with a wings of an eagle, I will do as you suggest.
''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''O'kay, that's good. O'kay. Alright.

Nnmher 5 now is withdrawn. and we are on nnmher 6.'' .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Amendment to House Resolution l8. Cunning

ham. Amendment No. 6. Amend Rules 53 by deleting sub-

section B and C and that subjection A be amended by adding

the following after 'himself': êExcept in a demonstrable

emergency, the member's authorized agent may vote the mem-

berls switch, provided member thus voted is then in the

capitol Building.''
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Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Lawerence, Mr.

Cunningham.''

R. D. Cunningham: ''Mr. Speaker and ladies and gentlemen of

the House. I respectfully urge the rule as presently stated

is a pious fraud, and in so doing and in so saying, it is

no reflection on the marvelous dedicated Rules Committee

because they just copied the error of prior rules that had

been adopted. We have to think about it just for a moment,

can any of you imagine a member of this House being dis-

barred for the remainder of the session. That's the penalty

that can be afflicted for the crime of reaching over and

helping a member in distress who had to go and answer the

phonez or who had to go wash his feet or some other emergenc .

But his constituents could be deprived of his services e for

the remainder of the season. It's unrealistic; it's abso-

lutely unthinkable. I say to you that itês masochistic to

leave it on the books to have it hang over your heads. In

the name of fair play and common sense, it's my turn to

win one. Letrs adopt this particular resolution. We#re''

leaving..... I'm.... Let none misconstrue my remarks, Mr.

Majority Leader, that I am not in favor of proxy voting at

allv and let no one make that accusation. Itês a narrow

limited range in which we would permit this to be done.
1

If there is demonstrable emergency in that instance and in !
I
:

'

khat instance only, your good friend can strike a lick for

you and we subnit that that's reasonable. We would greatly

appreciate all of you voting 'ayee and request a roll calla''
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Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Bill Walsh ''!

W. D. Walsh: ''We1l, Mr. Speaker, in addition to al1 of the

dyer puns that the present rule provides, those puns are

unprecedented. so I wonder in view of that, since nothing

like that has happened in the manyy many years that we have

had this rule' ah.... and hopefully nothing like this will

happen in the next two weeks. if the sponsor of this amend-

ment would kindly refer it to the Rules Committee, so that

we do not get into a lengthy debate on it this eveningo*

R. D. Cunningbam: ''Majority: it is the new Roscoa Cunnirzgham

and I shall strive always to be reasonable in this matter.

Upon your oral assurances that no one will be deprived of

his seat for the baldnce of the session, I will yield to you

suggestion-''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Odkay, the gentleman has asked leave

of the House to withdraw Amendment No. 6 to House Resolution

l8. Axe there any objections? Hearing none, we will have

the clerk withdraw the amendment. Representative Schlickman,

for what purpose do you rise, Sir.''

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. Earlier

this evening, I placed with the clerk, proposed Amendments

No. 7, No. 8 and No. 9. At this time, I respectfully re-

questlleave of the House to withdraw these Amendments from

consideration this evening, asking that they be placed on

the schedule agenda of the rules committee for February 14.''
i

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''The gentlenan's asked leave Eo withdraw
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none, the amendments will be taken from the Order of busines

and put on the agenda for the Rules Committee. Are there

, further amendmentsa'l

Fredric B. Selcke : î'Amendment to House Resolution 18 . Rayson.
)

Amendment No. l0. Amend the proposed Rules in Rule 14 by

deleting 'agricultural natural resources' and inserting in

lièu thereof 'agricultural and conservatione.ao..''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Ccok, Mr. Shea.''

G. W. Shea: î'Is khe sponsor on the floor?''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: '9I donft see him. Well, numher 10 is

apparently ide/tical with ah.... I guess the.... Alright,

we are on Number l0. Number 10 is Mr. Raysongs proposal,

which appears to be identical with.... on the printed copy

on the member's desk, Number 10 is Number 11. The Clerk....

yes, you certainly may explain that. The Clerk Will explain

Y h Y Y * ''

Fredric B. Selqke: l'Amendment No. 10r which we?re considering

now is sponsored by Representative Rayson, I believe, from

what I've heard from the membershipe is actually Nlxmher 11

which you have on your desks. This error came about in a

printing process while we were hurrying to get them printed.

And wegve transposed Number 10 and 11 and alsoe I thinke Mr.

Walsh tells me we transposed the sponsorship. Is that right,

. Dick? So what we are discussing now is officially Amendment

No. l0, sponsored by Rayson which I think on your desk, on

the printed copy, shows Numher 11.0
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Honorable Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Lake, Mr. Pierceo
''

D. M. Pierce: ''Mr. Speaker, Mr. Rayson asked me to handle this.

Hels not here. Because this is so similar, but it is dif-

ferent.œrom the amendment wq previously voted on the environ

mental committeey I would suggest that this amendment go

to the Rules Committee. It does set up more what Repre-
'sentakive Choake wanted, by putting conservation and water

resources with agriculture and having environment separate,

which is.... or I thought you wanted conservation be with

agriculture. Oh, alright. At any rate, Representative

Rayson isn't here and I suggest that rather than go through

this debate again and vote, this amendment, Amendment ll,

be referred to the House Rules Committee for its consideratio

on February 13.''

Honorable W. Robert Blair: ''Wel1, ah.... I wouldn't want to

take any chair action with regard to a Momher's amendment

when he's nc here. Oh, I seeê he asp.ed you to haudlt. it

for him. Alright, that's different. Ah.... and he's asking

ah.... leave to withdraw Number 10 and ah.... to have it

placed if that is the desire.of Mr. Rayson on the Rules

Committee agenda for consideration on February l3. Nowy we

are to Number 11.1.

Fredric B. Sèlcke: ''Amendment to House Resolution l8. Walsh.
iRichard Walsh and etal. Amendment Number 11. Amend Rule I
(

'

12 of the proposed House Rules by deleting the last sentence

thereof and inserting in lieu thereof the following: ''The

Speaker shall be ex officio, a member of each standin
. 'tv FM N''.J' ', dh E N E R A L A s s E M B L Y
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committee and'may vote when present. The majority leadery

minority leader, assistant majority leader: majority whips,

assistant majority leaders and minority whips shall be non-

voting ex officio members of each existing cômmittee.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Richard Walsho'

R. A. Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

The proposed Rules, ah.... are a great departure from those

which we have worked under for many years in that it de-

prives the Speaker of any vote in committees. Under the

present rules, those that we operated last session and a1l

sessions prior thereto to my knowledge, the Speaker has been

an ex officio member of a11 comnittees and has had the righk

to vote by proxy. Now as I indicated earlier in a dialog Wi

Representative Katz, when the Rules were being explainedy I

have no objection to, and as a matter of act, I am in favor

of prohibiting the use of proxy by anyone, and that would

include the Speaker. However, I do feel that the Speaker

as a elected member of the General Assembly, should be en-

titled to represent his constituency in the Committees aknd

vote on bills that are proposed in committee. Now, further-

more the proposed rule says that committees shall be appointe

by the Spqak'er. I think there is a grave question as to

whether or not the speaker would be able to appoint himself

to a committee and I don't even know if that is such a good

idea because the Speaker night have many administrative

duties which would preclude him from attending committee

meetings. So it seems to me that we should preserve the
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practice of permitting the speaker to vote in committees

when present. I think to do otherwise, would deprive his

constituency of a voice and a very important process in

the General Assembly; that is, hearing of bills in Committee ''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Lake.... from Cook....

Cook, Mr. Katzo/

H. A. Katz: ''Mr. Speaker, I rise in opposition to the gentle-

man from Cook's attempt to override the unanimous judgement

of the Rules Committee on this particular point. I appre-

iate his desire to protect you, Mr. Speaker. It is indeed

ah.... an act of nobility, but I dïd observe in the Commztte ,

Mr. Speaker that you were able to speak for yourself and

the other leaders were able to speak for themselves, and

the Committee unanimously agreed that they would take away

the votes of a11 of the leaders. NoW it use to be that

all of the leaders could vote and two years agoe we changed

that and we left only the speaker with the proxy. Now

actually the gentleman doesn't really get to the really

heart of the matter. The heart of the matter is that there

is nothing to prevent the Speaker from being a member of

of the Committee. No one is going to take seriously his

allegations that there is some question about the Speaker's

ability to appoint the Speaker. The Speaker had no trouble

appointing himself to the Rules Committee. No one has

questioned that and that the gentleman from Cook would use

such a flimsy argum'ent, indicates, indeed the lack of merit '

involved. This is the problem that has existed in the
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I

Senate for quite some time. If a leader wants to appointI

himself to a committee, he can. If the Speaker feels he

wants to be appointed to the Appropriations Committee, he

could. The question, however, is whether the Speaker is

going to be the equivalent net of one legislator, but

whether he's going to be the equivalent of thirty-five or

kwenty-one legislators, whether he's going to have the right

to go to every committee in the General Assembly. Move

around from one to the other and cast his vote. Willy Nilly

one right after the other. And thatês basically not fair.

You were elected, Mr. Speaker, by the same constituents as

the rest of us. You are able in committee, if you desire

to do so, to appoint yourself to the Committee and cast a
' 
vote in the same way that a1l of us cast our votes in com-

mittee. And I believe and I admire, Mr. Speaker, your

willingness in the interest of improving the legislature's

operation, to give up the proxy that yon have enjoyed pre-

viously and to give up your right to move from committee

room to committee room, casting votes to influence billé

when in many instances, we know as you move from one to

the,other, you couldn't really sit through a1l the debates

that goes ahead, so that it seems to me that the very

arguments that the gentleman from Cook has presented heree

. were presented to the Rules Committee, were considered by

a11 the Republican Leadership on the Rules Committee, as '

well as the Democratic Leadership on the Rules Committeey

that they unanimously approved the rules eliminating the
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proxy for the Speaker and eliminating the vote for the

Speaker. l don't think we need an individual to speak

and to attempt really to counterman the views of the

Speaker. The Speaker is quite able to protect himself and

did a very excellent job in that committee, and if he felt

this proxy should not have been taken away, that his right

' to vote should not have been taken away, he would be quite

capable of saying so in defending himself and similarly the

majority leader and the other leaders who agreed ko this

Proposal. And so, I would very much oppose this step back-

wards that is proposed by my distinguished colleague from

Cook, who ordinarily in the field of legislative reforme

is taking steps forward, not steps backward. In any event,

this is an .'opportunity for us to stay forward. not in the

amendment process to give away one of the significant re-

forms that was achieved in the deliberations ànd report of

the Rules Committee. I urge a 'po' vote on the amendmento''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Ah.... did Mr. Matijevich.... I started

to recognize him. He siad it all. O'kayo' Gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Flecka''

C. J. Fleck: ''We11, Mr. Speaker, ladies and gentlemen of the

House. Ikrise in' support of this amendment. As I dis-

cussed earlier when I was questioning this particular ah...

rule. I think it is a good rule and I think the Speaker,

above any person in this House, should have an opportunity

to vote on committees. He is one person who will probably

know about the particular bills that are residing in various

.<  k'Nx.
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committees that are under consideration and their content

due to the size o! his staff, he has the expertise and the

knowledge of what's in these bills. And I think every mem-

ber on the various committees should be able to share in his

insight and knowledge. Also, Representative Katz has pre-

.'ennpresented a picture as though it would be possible for the

Speaker of the House to gallop around from committee room

to committee room and cast his vote, thereby encouraging

the passage or defeat of the certain legislation. Now we

al1 know as a matter of practice, and practicality, that

' this is impossible. You have to sit in a committee room

sometimes for an hour for the witnesses to be done testify-

ing before you might even get to a vote. It's going to be

impossible for him to run an timetable and a schedule to

go around the various committee rooms to cast votes promptly

and on time just so that the legislation will be passed or

kizled by virtun of his own vote. Now I thinl: tlrat is a

misleading statement. I think that this is a good major.
k

It's a fair measure, and I urge all momhers of the House to

support this. I mighE also add that because a person is

on the Rules Committee might have supported a packaqe of some

seventy rules, I believe, unanimously. I don't think that

he has found by that vote when he gets on the floor and I'm

' sure that every member who has been in the General Assembly

before has found it that he has changed his vote when he got

to the floore because he found out more facts and under the

debate on the floor', he decided his vote in committee was
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not properly the proper vote at that time. I think that

al1 members should support this and it is a very good

amendment.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Union, Mr. Choate.''

C. L. Choate: ''We1l, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. I don'k think that there would be anyone on

this floor that would question my sincerity when I say that

I would do nothing to weaken the position as far as the

Constitutionally designated office of the Speaker of the

House of Representatives. However, I feel that be deleting

the proxy, weîre taking a step in the right direction. If

I didn't feel so, certainly I would not be one who would

advocate saying. I'm saying to you that regardless of what

you say, having been in a position of where I had a proxy
' 

for every committee of this House on several occasions, on .

several sessions, you cannot possibly understand the im-

portance and the true meaning of every piece of legislation

in every committee and consequently you only cast a vote

by proxy when you cast a vote in all committees, that sdme-

one else has researched for you and then maybe briefly dis-

cussed with you and said îgee I think you ought to vote this

way'. Now, after agreeing to disban with the proxies, the

attempt here, to say that the Speaker could vote in person

in the Committee, is much more palatable to me than the

proxy system, but I'm saying this to you. I'm saying this

to you, that if you think that you're doing him a favory

youdre wrong, because the duties of that Speaker and the
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jobs that he must perform, is going to take up his timev

to where he is not going to be able to adequately repre-

sent himself before the committees where he feels he must.

And where the membership on his side of the aisle is going

to be insisting that he comq. and helps them get a bill out

of committee. Mr. Speaker, I agree with what Representative

Katz said. We have taken a giant step forward in many of

the proposals that is made in House Resolution 18, as far

as the rules of this House is concerned. I personally feel

that one who has been in leadership for many years, that

this would be a step backwards. I think that we should de-

feat this amendment and get on about the adoption of House

Resolution 18..'

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, anybody else? Gentleman from

Cook, Mr. Davis.''

C. A. Davis: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the Hous .

Some of my friends said 'youdve been down there so long,

Nou ought ta write a bookl. Welly if T did write a book, '

there Would be one chapter in there on the evils of proxy

voting. And the reason for that is# a burnt child dreads

the fire. Over in the Senate, and God bless them over there,

I don't know Whether some of you first termers are familiar

with this or not, but you're going to find out about proxy

voting over there. For almost ten years, I thought I had

a Bill passed in the Senate. Everybody was saying 'that's

alright Deacon, youlve got everythingp' and I looked around
' j' 

kin the Committee and I had enough people in there to pass
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it,.but the Chairman when they called the roll, before he

finished the roll, I#d be standing there smiling and heed

tell me what the first seargeant told me in the Army - wipe

that smile off your facerwait till I xeach in my pocket and

' get these proxies, and boy when he reached in his pocket and

got those proxies, I was as dead as a tomb stone and you

better believe the ,danger of prox: voting. I've been in
committees and listen, this is not disrespectful to the

Speaker, because he was in there and he didn'k object to

it. I've never yet, stnce I've been there, disrespected the

Speaker, whoever he was. But I've been here in the times

when all of the members exercised that right of proxy voting.

And you go into a committee and maybe there will be five

' members in there and you look around and say well. I think

I can get my Bill out of here. This is a good time to call

it, but when the chairman of the committee comes up with a

poeketful of proxies, youCre dehder than a door nakl.

Ehink that this is a good amendment. I think that this is

a good rule and I think we ought to keep it and do away with

the evils of proxy voting. Although I'm a leader and I

would have a proxy vote under the Rules last year, but I1m

willing to sacrifice it, because I know the evils of proxy

votingo''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Duff./

B. B. Duff: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

Very briefly, I feel that sopetimes we may even in these

discussions on these rules be concentrating a little too
.- J;. .a .zv D'e Mx. ' ' . Nx
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much on the 78th General Assembly, and perhaps should keep

in mind the past and the future of the General Assembly as

representatives of the people. The speaker of the House,

may, as we a11 know, from time to time in this marginally

controlled body: be a Republican or a Democrat: he may be

a person of varied talents. It seems to me, however, that

over the years, past and future, that the Speaker of the

House does have to represent the rule of the General

Assembly as reflected to the people of Illinois. We concen-

trate too often it seems to me, and have been today, with

some repercussions on some reductions and variables in the

power of the Speaker. Again I say, I don't believe We shoul

concentrate so much on the 78th General Assemblyy but reflec

upon what effect these precedents have in the future. I

can recognize the fact that the Speaker of the House may not

even want to have a vote on committees, because of the

difficulties and the burdens of so many people. cominq and

saying, well if you donet give me a vote in committee, 1:11

be upset with you or unhappy. I also recognize the personal

difficulties the minority leader referred to. And never-

theless I do believe the significance of the Speaker of the

House of the General Assembly of Illinois mandates that with

his overview, he should be able to have a vote on a particul r

' bill of significance in a particular committtee at a particu ar

time '' '

Hon. W. Robert Blair: Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Mugalianee

R. A. Mugalian: ''Mr. SpeakeT, I move the previous question.O
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Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, those in favor of the pre-

vious question being moved, say 'ayef.''

Members: ''Ayek''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Opposed 'no'. The 'ayes' have it.?

The previous question has been moved. Now the gentleman

from Cook, Mr. Richard Walsh, to closeo''

R. A. Walsh: ''Ah.... Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Just briefly, in closing, I do want to insure

khe membership that in view of our recent distrangement

ah.... the Speaker did not. request that I offer this amend-

ment. I believe it is a good amendment and I believe it

should be adopted by the membership. Furthermore, I want

to ah.... correct one of the former speakers. This amend-

ment does not provide for proxy voting. Proxy voting is

going to be eliminated when this amendment is adopted or

not. Further, in response to the gentleman from Cook,

Representatlve Katn, I wculd like to point out that the

Speaker became a member of the Rules Committee by virtue

of a resolution adopted by the 77th General Assembly. That

is, House Resolution l1, Which had the Speaker appointed tp

the Rules Committee and to serve ex officio as chairman

thereof. And the rules of the 77th General Assembly pro-

vide that the Speaker be ex officio a member of all standing
I' committees. So al1 that I requested, Mr. Speaker, Ladies

and Gentlemen of the House, is the Speaker be given an oppor-

tunity to continue to serve ex officio, attend meetings

when he can and ah.... not when he ca ê
.< J. k.
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I in view of the fact that I am sure that you will be ulti-

mately fair in the way in which you would rule on a voice

vote, I would not request a roll call on this amendment./

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright, the question is on the

adoption of Amendment No. 1l. Al1 those in favor, say

' aye ' ''

Members: nAye.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Opposed lnol.''

Xembers: *No.''

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright. the 'nays' have it and the
' 

Amendment fails. Further amendments. Alrighty now we are

on the resolution. Ah.... no we are on the adoption of

House Resolution l8. Ah.... gentleman from Cookz Mr. Walsh,

renews, or makes..oo''

R. A. Walsh: 1'I don't know that I made it. Mr. Speaker, membe s

of the Housè. I move the adoption of House Resolution 18

as the pen lenent rules of the 73th Gen.... Hoase Qules of

the 78th General Assembly.''
k

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Union, Mr. Choate.l

C. L. Choate: ''Wel1, Mr. Speaker, before there's a vote taken
' on this resolution, I want to pay tribute to one member of

this House and that's the majority leader, Representative

William Walsh, who conducted the hearings as the acting
' 

jhairman of the Rules Committee in most instances, asc

fairly as I have ever seen a Committee conductedz' I would

like to further say that in keeping in mood, in the mood

of this resent session of this Genera Ass mb '
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the most open and bipartisan approach to a productive piece

of legislation to be offered on the floor of the House

that I've ever seen, and I might say that his dctions and

' tireless energy here today in explaining to the members and .
)

those in khe balcony, the dontenks of House Resolution 18

in an exemplinary manner, in which we should all be proud

of the majority leader, Bill Walsh. '.And after al1 of those

nicitiese after the rules are adopted and we get down to

business, Bill, it's probably the last nice thing Ifm going

to say about youo? '

Hon. W. Robert Blair: ''Alright. Ah.... question isp on the

adoption of ah.... House Ru1e.... House Resolution 18. On

this, we will take a oral roll call and it will take 89

vozvotes for passage. O'kay. Al1 those in favor, will vote

'aye' and the opposed enode''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''A1sup.''

J. W. Alsup: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Anderson.''

M. K. Anderson: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Arnell.''
. . '

D. E. Arnell: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Arrigoo'' '

V. A. Arrigo:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Barnes.''

E M . Barnes : ''Aye . ''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Barry.''

Tobias Barry: 1'Aye.''
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beatty.''

J. S. Beatty:
E

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Beaupre.''

J. R. Beaupre: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Berman.''

A. L. Berman: ''Aye.R

Fredric B. Selcke: ' ''Bladeso ''

B. C. Blades:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bluthardt.''

E. E. Bluthardt: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Borchers.''

Webber Borchers: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Boylea''

Ken Boyle: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Bradleyo''

G. A. Bradley: DAyeo'f

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brandt.''

J. B. Brandt: ''

Fredric B. selcke: ''Brinkmeier.'' .

R E. Brinkmeier: :' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Brnmmet.''

D. E. Brumnet: t' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Caldwell.''

. L. A. Caldwell: ''Aye.''
i

Predric B. Selcke: ''Ca1vo.''

H. L. Calvo: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Campbelle''
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C . Campbell : ''Aye . ''

Fredric B . Selcke : nCapparelli . ''

R. C. Capparelli : ''Aye . ''

Fredric B . Selcke : ''Capuzi . ''
)

L. F. Capuzi: *Aye.1'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Carter.''

R. A. Carter:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cataniao''

S. Catania: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Chapman.''

E. S. Chapman: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Choate.''

C. L. Choate: ''Aye.''

FredriclB. Selcke: 'fclabaugh.''

C. W. Clabaugh: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Collins.''

P. W. Collins: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke : ''Cox . '.'

W. D. Cox : ''Aye . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Craigz.''

R. Craig: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Cunningham..''

R D. Cunningham: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Davis..''

C. A. Davis: ''Mr. Speaker..'' '
. :

W. Robert Blairz ''Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Davis.''

C. A. Davis: ''Just a minute. Maybe this#ll be a little

A'-DA 'N=
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entertaining.. explaining my vote. I çanlt help be be re-

minded of Julius Ceaser's, 'Remember March. The Ides of

March rememberol Did not Great Julius bleed for Justice'

sake and what villian touched his bodyv that did stab and

not for Justice, what shall Yne of us.' That struck down the

formost man of al1 this world. I want to tell you, weeve

made a great step forward. You know.. you know.. you know

what has happened. A1l of these years I've been in this

House, the Majority Party goes in, makes up the Rules and

say'this is it'. The Minority Party comes in with a pocket-

full of arendments anï when the vote is cast orily the voice

of the Majority has been heard insofar as our Rules are con-
cerned. Thank God, not for Justice what shall one of us that

struck down, struck down the Rule that kept the mouth of the

Minority shut so far as Rules are concerped in this General

. Assembly for many years. Proudly, I want to vote Aye for

this great step forwardo''

2 j, jjEradrie B. Sekcke: Day..

. R. G. Day: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Deavers..''

G. L. Deavers: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Deuster..o

D. E. Deuster: ''Aye.''=

Fredric B. Selcke: ''DiPrima..''

L . Diprima : g'Aye . 9: E

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Douglas..''

B. L. Douglas:

...'kw* x
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Fredric B. Selcke: #'Duff..''

B. B. Duff: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ralph Dunn..''

Ralph Dunn: ''Aye . ''

7) ,,Eredric B. Selcke: #'R. L. Dunne..

R. L. Dunne: '1Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Dyer..'' '

Mrs. R. C. Dyer:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ebbesen.o*

J. B. Ebbesen: OAye.''

b'redrie B. Selcke: ''Epton..''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ewe11..''

R. W. Ewell:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Far1ey..''

B. A. Farley: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Fary..''

J G Fary : ''Aye . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Fennessey..''

J. Fennessey: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Fleck..''

C. J. Fleck: '1

Fre'dric B. Selcke : ''Flinn . . ''

M L Flinn: ' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Friedlandoo''

J. E. Friedland:

d i B selcke: ''Garmisa- ''rre r c .

B . Garmisa : ''A e . ''
y &'. s A r
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Geo-Karis..''

A. J. Geo-Karis: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Getty..î'

L. M. Getty: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Gibbs..''

W. J. Gibbs: pAye.'#

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Giglio..''

F. Giglio: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Giorgi..*

E. J. Giorgi: pAye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Granata..''

' P. C. Granata: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Griesheimer..''

D. E. Griesheimer: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: g'Grotberg..''

J. E. Grotberg: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hanahan.o''

T . J , Hanahan r

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Harpstrite. . ''

B. C. Harpstritet ''Ayeo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''HartJ.e

R O Hartz ' ' .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hill..''

J. J. Hill: ''Mr. Speaker..''

W. Robert Blair: OGentleman from Kane, Mr. Hi11.''

J. J. Hill: ''Ah.. Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, I believe we have accomplished a very good ëob here i

; s NZ 1
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up f or the knowledge of not only the House Members but the

citizens of ihe State of Illinois . And, Mr . Speaker, I woul

appreciate it very much if you would send a copy of these

Rules over to the Senate of the State of Illinois and open
è

things up just a little over there so not only the citizens

of khe State of Illinois Would understand whatfs going on

over there, but many of us House Members also. Thank youg''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hirschfeld.e''

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from Champaign, Mr. Hirschfeldo''

J. C. Hirschfeld: ''Thank you Mr. Speaker, ah.. when I decided

to take this seat directly diagonal from the Deacon I

decided it would only be fair this Session if I brought my

Bible with me because he makes so many quotes and perhaps

a few misquotes, although I doubt that, that I thought I

would just check up on him. But I would like to say.

seriously, Mr. Speaker, in quoting from the Book of

Eccleziatics in Chapter 111, and you. correct me if I1m wroag,.

BAll things have their season and in their times all things

d KPZVCZY' 'PaSS un er

C. A. DaViS:
.. , . .j .. .we . . ... . z 7 . 1 .

J. C. Hirschfeldz ''You can have your Floor in just a minute if

you donlt mind watin. And I would like to say, Mr. Speaker, !

and.. and to the distinguished Majority Leader, that I think

great progress has been made in these Rules and I'p very

hopeful that we're going to have a very progressive 78th

General Assembly.''
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''How do you votea''

Momhers: ''How do you vote. How do you vote. How do you voteo'

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Gene Hoffmanp.''

G. L. Hoffman:
-)

d ic B Selcker ''Ron Hoffmin.v''Fre r .

R. K. Hoffman: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jimmy Hollowayoo''

J. D. Halloway: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''R. Holloway.w''

R. H. Holloway: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''D. Houlihann ''

D. L. Houlihan: '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''J. Houlihan..''

J. M. Houlihan: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Hudsonwol'

G. Hudson: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: 'fHunsicker..''

C. T. Hunsicker:
- 

14 1, .Predric B. Selcke: Huskey..

H. Huskey: '*Aye.*

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Hyde..1'

Cr 11 ' (1 (, : . ''''t (! '' '11 . . Tr 5r .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jacobs.o''

' . 0. R. Jacobs: ''Aye.''

. Fredric B. Selcke: ''Jaffex.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Emi1 Jones..e

o #1 TI .
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Dave Jones..''

J. D. Jones: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Juckettov''

R. S. Juckett: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Katz..'' '

H. A. Katz: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Keller..''

C. F. Keller: ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kel1y../

R. F. Kelley: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kempiners.o/

W. L. Kempiners: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kennedy..''

L. J. Kennedy: f'Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kent..''

M. L. Kent: OAye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''K1osak..''

H. J. Klosak:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kosinski..'' '.

R. J. Kosinàki: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. sElcke: ''Kozubowski..''

W. S. Kozubowski: ''Ayeon

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Krause..'' I

J. G. Krausel

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kriegsman..''

J. C. Kriegsman: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kucharskio.''

' ktpF*. . 
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E. F. Kucharski:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''La Pleur..''

L. D. LaFleur: ''Aye.''

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Lauer.w''

J. R. Lauer: î?Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Laurino..''

W. J. Laurino:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lechowicz..'' .

T. S. Lechowicz: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: lLienenweber.a''

H. D. Leinenweber: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Lemke..''

L. Lemke: 1'Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Leon..''

J. F. Leon: ''Ayeo''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Londrigan-.'' .

J. T. Londrigan: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. selcke: ''Lundyo.''

J. R. Lundy: #îAye.'' .

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Macdonalda.'f

V. B. Macdonaldz

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Madigan.o'' *

M. J. Madigan:

W. Robert Blair: ''We'll have to ah.. hold it down so the Clerk

can hear the responseso''
I
IFredric B. Selcke: ''Mahar..'' i

W. F . Mahar : ''Aye . ''
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Fredric B. Selcke : ''Mann . . ''

R . E . Mann : .

Fredric B . Selcke : NMaragos . . ''

S . C . Maragos : î'Aye . ''
èFredric B . Selcke : ''Martin . . '*

P . S . Martin : ''Aye. >

Fredric B. Selcke : NMatij evich . . T'

J . S . Matij evich : ''Aye . ''
Fredric B. Selcke: ''McAuliffeo.''

R. McAuliffe: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Sekcke: ''McAvoy..''

W. McAvoy: 'fAye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McC1ain..''

M. F. Mcclain: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Mccormick..''

C. L. Mccormick: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McCourt..''

J. P. Mccourt: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McGah..''

J. P. McGahz ''Aye-''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McGrew..''

s. M. McGrew: ''Aye.''
' (

Fredric B. Selcke: ''McLendono.''

J. A. McLendon:

Predric B. Selckez ''McMastereof'

A. T. McMaster: 'îAyeo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mcpartlin.o''
. '' :1
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Fredric B. Selcke: NMerlo..''

J. Merlo: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Kenny Miller..''

K. W. Miller: 'fAyeo''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''T. Miller.. ''

T. H. Miller: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: '#Mu1loy..''

V. E. Molloy: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Mugalianop''

R. A. Mugalian:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Murphy-o''

' W. J. Murphy: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Nardulli..''

M. L. Nardulli: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Neff..''

C. E. Neff:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''North.o''

P. P. North: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Palmer..''
k

R. J. Palmer: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Sdlcke: ''Pappas.p''

P. Pappas: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Patrickw.''

L. Patrick: ''Aye.''
' !' Eredric B . Selcke : ''Philip . . '' '

J. Phillip:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Pierce . . ''
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D. M. Pierce: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Piotrowicz..f'

w Robert Blair: CGentleman from cook, Mr. Piotroicz.''
P. P. Piotrowicz: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, as a Freshman Member of the Legislature, having spent

one or two days here, I felt it indeed a privilege to attend

the meetings of the Rules Committee and to see the great

spirit of cooperation and bipartisanship which exisked in

that committee in those hearings. The Minority Leader was

gracious enough to compliment our Majority Leader on his

efforts. .It is no leas on our part to compliment a great

Minority Leader, Clyde Choate, for his great efforts in

hammering out this great bipartisan pew set of Rules for

this House and at the same time also give great credit to '

Representative Harold Katz for his leadership and certainly

to the Speaker of the House, W. Robert Blair, at whose insta ce

these Rules and these ideas were presented for the considera
' tlon of the Committee and the consideration of the Membershi

here. I ask the Members if they would join me in a spirit

of bipartisanship and cooperation,which I hope will exist th

rest of the Session, so that we can go about doing the busi-

ness for the people of Illinois as they expect us to doy to

join with me in applauding these three men for their great

efforts here and al1 the members of the Rules Committee.

And with that, Mr. Chairmane I vote Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Polk..'' I
;

B. Polk: eAye.'' '
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Porter.v''

J. E. Porter: ''Aye.''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Randolph.. ''

F d i B selcke: ''Raysonoo''re r c .

L. H. Rayson: '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Redmond..s

W. A. Redmond: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Rigneyoo''

H. Rigney: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Rose..''

T. C. Rosez

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ryan..''

G. Ryan: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Sangmeister.e''

G. E. Sangmeister: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. SElcke: ''Schisler..''

G. Schisler: ''Aye. ''

Predric B. Selcke: ''Schlickman..''

W. nobert B1ai:.- : i f' Gen ulemurz f rozn Cook . Mr . Schlickman . '' 'l

E. F. Schlickman: ''Mr. Speaker: Members of the House, not

because these Rules are perfect, I think today's deliberatio

evidenced that, at least to my opinion, but because they are

a step in the right direction, and I believe as you do

significantly better than the Rules of the 77th General

Assomhly, I vote Ayeo''
IEredric B. SElcke: ''Schneider..'' i

J. G. schneider:

Fredric B. Se * '' ' '#
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A. L. Schoeberlein: ''Aye.''

Eredric B. selcke: ''Schrader..''

F. J. Schraeder: '.Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Sevcik.o''

J G Sevcik: .J

Fredric B. Selcke: nshàrp.. is he here. Sharpoo''

J. F. Sharp: NAye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Shea..''

G. W. Shea: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Timothy Simmso.''

W . '1' . Sirurts : ''Aye . ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Ike Sims..''

1. R. Simms:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Skinneroo''

C. L. Skinner: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Soderstrom.e'' ''

C. W. Soderstrom:
' 
Fzedric B. Selcke: ''Springer..''

N. Springer: ''Aye.D

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Stedelin..'î

H. D. Stedelin: '

Fredric B. Selcke: f'Stieh1..''

C. M. Stiehl: ''Aye.''

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Stone..''

P. Stone:

Eredric B. Selcke: ''Taylor.o''

J. C. Taylor: ''Aye.''
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Fredric B. Selcke: ''Telcser..''

A. A. Telcser: ''Aye.''

Predric B Selcke: ''Terzicho.''

R. M. Terzich: ''Yes.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Thompson.'l

R. Thompson: ''Aye.*

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Tipswordo.''

R. F. Tipsword: ''Aye.'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Rolly 'safd Aye. Tokten..'ê

D. L. Totten: ''Aye.''

Eredric B. 'Selcke: pTuerk.o''
' 

F Tuerk: ''Aye ''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''VonBoeckman..''

J. VonBoeckman:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Waddell..''

R. B. Waddell:

Fredric B. Selcke: '$Wa1l..''

. J. F. Wallt .

Eredric B. Selcke: ''R. Walsh..'l
.. 

'..

R A walsh: ' ''Aye.e

Fredric B. Selcke: ''W. Walsh..''

. w D walsh: ''Aye. '' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Walters..''

R. J. Walters: ''Aye.''

Fredric B. Selckez ''Washburn..''

J. R. Washburn: ''Aye.'' '

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Washington.o/

... kur-x.xv -un''' :K .
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H. Washington: ''Aye.''

.rredric B. Selcke: ''Williamsp.''

J. B. Williams: HAye.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''J. J. Wo1f..''

J. J. Wolf: *No.'#

Fredric B. Selcke: ''I guess he said No. B. B. Wolfe../

B. B. Wolfe:

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Yourel1..*
'

''The Gentleman-from Cook, Mr. Yourell.''W. Robert Blairz /
H. Yourell: ''It's been my experience, Mr. Speakere and Members

of the House, that every happy marriage has to have a little

adversity in order to succeqd and prosper and grow. And

before the divorce becomes evident I want to vote No to

create that little bit of adversity to insure that this

marriage continues.''
I
Fredric B. Selcke: t''Mr. Speakero.''
W. Roberk Blair: ''Ah.. Aye. The Gentlezan from ah.. Lake,

Mr. Murphy.''

W. J. Murphy: ''Mr. Speaker, I just wanted to add another '

distinguished name for ah.. credit for his cooperation,and

work that was completely overlooked and that's the distin-

guished Minority.. Assistant Minority Leader, Representative

Jerry shea-''

W. Robert Blair: ''On this ah.. question there are l36 Ayes,

2 Nays and the House Resolution 18 is adopted. Read the

vote again there, Mr. Clerk.'' !
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Fredric B. selcke: ''The ah.. result was l36 Ayes, 2 Nays./

W. Robert Blair: ''Ah..Ge.. ah.. Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Leon,

for what purpose to you vriseo''

J. F. Leon: ''Ah.. a point cf informationo''

W. Robert Blair: ''Yes.''

J. F. Leon: '#We adopted Rules of this House and I look at

Rule 59 and I notice by the Roll Call that we do have many

assentees, I just wonder if webre going to attempt to
enforce Rule 59 for the duration of this General Assomhly.''

W. Robert Blair: ''We11# not just 59, but a1l 73. Well, your

pointls very well kaken. Ah.. 59 provides no momher may be

. absent from a Session of the House unless he has leavey is

sick or his absence is unavoidable. And ah.. I think we

ought to continually càll that Rule to the Member's attentio .

Alright, ah.. there ah.. furéher resolutions. No.. Yes.

You got that oneo''

Fredric B. Selcke: îfHouse Resolution l9, Choate, Whereas two

1 t House Dem'ocratic employees... ., a er

W. Robert Blair: ''Wel1, wait a minutey wait a minute, what..o

C. L. Choake: ''Slow.''

Fredric B. Selcke: ''Slow? O.K., Clyde. NWhereas two alert

House Democratic employees known to al1 Democratic Mnmhers

as trustworthy, eagere dedicated and responsible servants

of the House, foiled a possible theft Thursday afternoon,

February the Pirst, 1973, by a woman they were b0th loosely

observing in a Fourth Floor supply room; and Whereas these !

young men always alert to safeguarding the property of the

; -N
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General Assembly and the people bf Illinois noticed that

this woman appeared to be removing typewriters and a

dictaphone from the supply room; and Whereas these fine

young men alerted a House custodiàn to keep an eye out for

this wcman while they attende'd their duties on the House

Floor; and Whereas later Thursday afternoon they returned to

the supply room and noticed the woman again, this time

wearing a different dress, arousing addikional suspicion
' in their keen minds; and Whereas Sherlock Holmes and Mr.

Watson watched the woman push her chairload of State

property to a passenqer plevator and descend to the First

Floor; and Whereas they followed her and questioned her

right to remove the property, summoning a guard to discuss

the situation with her; and Whereas the woman said she would

come back tomorrow to pick up the property after being told

she could not leave with it; and Whereas one of Ehe employee ,

Xeith Ryker, trailed the woman to her car and wrote down her

liuensa plato n.moez; and Kaereas calling the Springfieli

Police Department, Ryker and fellow deteètive Mark O'Brien,

learned that the car was recorded as stolen; and Whereas the

Springfield Police Department, after talking to O'Brien and

Ryker, began a search for the woman; Be It Therefore Re-

àolved by the House of Representatives of the 78th General

Assembly of the State of Illinois that these outstanding
' public servants, Mark O'Brien and Keith Ryker, receive the

undying gratitude of this House in behalf of the people of

the State of Illinois; and Be It Further Resolved that O'Bri n

...Jk 'xwxX N
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and Ryker be recognized as two great Democrats who know a

suspicious character when they see one because the woman had

'Percy.l''lscott' and 'Retain the Governor' bumper stickers

affixed to her car.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Nowe I assuhe the Minority Leader is ah
. .

certainly not going ko ask for immediate consideration of

the.. You were in very good shape etil you got right to the

end, Clyde.''

C. L. Choate: '1Mr. Speaker, I'Vè .kinda got a sneaky feelin I

wouldn't get l07 votes to Suspend. I've got a. . you know
Igve got a name for a new committee that could be ah. . alz..

formed to send this Resolution ko, but I'm not going to

stand here right now and tell you what it isy I might tell

you confidentially when we get in the next Rules Committee
' 

tin I'm sure that that'll Sreak the Rules Committeemee g.

meeting up also. But ah.. without any puns intended, I thin

the top part was a typographical error. I donêt believe I

really meant to say that they was loosely observing that

, 
' woman. I.. I.. I think thak I left the 'c' off and meant to

say 'closely' or something like that. Nevertheless, I do

think .that ah.. we of the General Assembly ah.. should be,

and rightfully so, pround of these two young men and that

ah.. when they did see this person acting in a suspicious

manner did keep her under observance ko the fact that they
' 

did save several thousand dollars worth of property belongin

to, not us, but to the people of the State of Illinoisy from

possibly being apprppriated for one's selfish interesk. And
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W. Robert Blair: NAlright, ah.. are you objecting to unanimous

consenty Mr. Juckett? No.; O.K. Alrighty ah.. then ah..

the question then is on the adoption of ah.. House Resolutio

19 . A1l thos e in f avor say Aye . '' ' lin : : '. .n .

Members: ''Aye.''

W. Robert Blair: ''Opposed No. The Ayes have it and the

Resolution is adopted. Are Ehere further resolutions. The

Gentleman.. The Gentleman from Cook, Mr. William Walsh-e

W. D. Walsh: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Ah.. Clyde, first of a11 Ifd like to thank you for

those kind words and I'd like to endorse the statement of

Representative Piotrowicz with regard to the work of everyon

on the Rules Committee. Ah.. before making the ah.. motion

to adjourn, I'd like to poink out to the Republican members

that the ah.. committee assignments are ready. They may

go to the ah.. Majority Leadership offices to the left of

the Speaker's Gallery behind the Rostrum and pick them up

just as soon as we adjourn. And I would suggest to them
' 

kthat they then, after finding what committees they been

assigned toythey consult the committee posting board which

' is just outside the ah.. Chnmher door ah.. and to the left
' as ypu go out to see if you have a committee meeting next

week. Ah.. and now, Mr. Speaker, on the Adjournment Re-
'' solution that we adopted earlier in the day, the sessions

for Pridayy tomorrow,and Saturday, ah.. are Prefunctory and

so is the session that is to be held on Tuesday, February 6* # '

that is also Prefunctory and your attendance will not be

rv.-.k.-xwx
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required until Wednesday, February 7th, at 12:00. Ah.. now

any committee chairman ah.. might ah.. who have bills set '

for committee ah.. it would be appreciated if they'd rise

and announce that they ah.. have these set because ah. . not

meeting on Tuesday is requiring that the committees are bein

set back one day.?

W. Robert Blair: RAlrighk, are there any questions now about

this so everybody's clear on.. on it. The Genkleman from

Grundy, ah.. Mr. Washburn./

J. R. Washburn: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. The Appropriations

Committee will meet, I believe it's at 2:00e Thursday

afternoon, but the ah.. check the Bulletin Board as the

Majority Leader suggested, but I'm sure it's Thursday after-
noon at 2.'' ' .

W. Robert Blair: ''Gentleman from ah.. Hendersone Mr. Neff.'' .

C. E. Neffz ''AH.. Mr. Speaker, the Transportakion Commiktee

will be meeting on Wednesday instead of Tuesday this coming '

week and House Bill 88 is set for hearing.N '

W. Robert Blair: NO.K. Any further announcemènts by the k

. chairmen. Minority Leader have anythingo'' ' .

C. Lo'nchoate: ''Only one thing. What time is Prefunctory in '

the morning. I forgoto'' l

W. Robert Blair: ''AK.. 9:30.''

C. L- Choate: *9:30. Thank youof' ' '

W. Robert Blair: OWeêll be adjourning.. We'll adjourn now

until 9:30 tomorrow, but it will be Prefunct then and ah.. !

saturday as the Majority Leader said. Alright then if there's
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j no further business.. The Gentleman from Cook. Mr. William

( W. D. Walsh: NMr. Speaker, I move that the ah.. House do now
;.
. ' ' 

wadjourn pursuant to the Adjourrtmenk Resolution.4
. 

>
)W

. Robert Blair: HAlright, then wefre actually adjourning now
' until the hour of 9:30 A.M. tomorrow morning.''
1

W. D. Walàh:'. ''Prefunctory. And the attendance will not be

required until 12 Noon on Wednesday, Pebruary 7th.''

' W. Robert Blair: ''Is it 12, I thought it was 10:00.''

. W. D. Walshz /1 thought it was 12 Noon./

W. Robert Blairz ''Well, the Resolution's on Tuesday, though,

f you see we're going to be Prefunct Tuesday.''

W. D. Walsh: 1'I thought we were coming in at l2. I thought we

decided..''
f

W. Robert Blair: ''What did you announce. You announced 12.:1 '

W. D. Walsh: ''Yes.''

W. Robert Blair: HO.K. then, wefll actually be here for

business on next Wednesday, at 12 pm. Ah.. regular committe s

ah.. the Tuesday committees will be meeting Wednesday '

afternoon and the Wednesday committees Thursday afternoon an

the bThursday mornipg commiktees Friday morning. If you have

committee.. if you have bills set,ah.. in those particular :

committees. Bills ah.. have been assigned to committee. . -
.. ' k

At least the ones that were introduced a few days ago. ' .

.: ': ' 1
Alright, weRre now adjourned.'' ' ' I

f 1 'i ' '
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